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PREFACE
As the new editor of the Student
I
wish to exp l ain brief l y how papers
. I
proceeded on the assumption that all of the papers which professors
nominated were ei t her pretty good or were outstanding .
In other
words , I didn ' t presume to judge the technical accuracy of papers
dea l ing with such matters as water treatment p l ants in Bowling Green
or business management customs in Asia .
I studied any comments
which the professors may have included with their nominations , and
then I determined how many major and mino r corrections - - structural ,
grammatical , and bibliographical - -had to be made in each paper.
When everyt h ing e l se was equal, I selected papers representative of
the variety of scholarly research conducted at W. K. U. Once the
papers were in their fina l form, they were arranged in alphabetical
order based on the author ' s last name . Such was my method of
procedure and , I understand, has generally been the method followed
by previous editors .
Although many colleges have student literary publications and
student newspape r s , I know of no other college that has a publication
designed solely for the encouragement of students' scholarly research .
As a comp l ement to o t her university publications , the research
bulletin offers an opportunity to recognize students for the very
work that occupies so much of their academic time and intellectual
energy.
Finally , I wi sh to congratulate the students whose work is
r epresented in this issue . The papers provide readers with a
tanta l izing smorgasbord of information:
the subjects range from an
analysis of a literary work to an exam i nation of a primitive culture ,
from a st u dy of s l udge 'to a study of XYY chromosomes , and from a
look at Gandhi to a look a t Sergeant York . A special note of
appreciation is due Susan Sparrow , who drew our cover , and Jacqueline
Wyatt , who typed the manuscripts .
•
Walker Rutledge , Editor
Summer 1978
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THE APPALACHIAN LANGUAGE

(

by
Kathy Adams

Mountain speech is usually considered incorrect , its speakers
t h ought of as illiterate, and its pronunciation called hillbilly or
backwards.
When speaking of dialect , a comparison is necessarily
suggested . l
But when Appalachi an speec h is involved , it is more
like d i scussing a language ent irely d if ferent from Standard English .
Th e Appalachian l anguage follows its own specific patterns , uses
many Shakespearean words , and is much more descript ive than
Standard English .
The Appalachian p r onunciat i on of many words is of t en said to
be a la zy form of speaking .
Actua ll y , it is differen t because of
a set pattern of vowe l changes or the insertion of extra letters .
The vowel changes most common t o the Appa lachi an area are a to e ,
These are , however , reversible .
For example ,
a to 0 , and i to a .
the ~-sound Tn queer is made an ~ (quar) in the Appalachian 's
pronunciation.
However , the a ' s in care and c h air c h ange to e ' s
(keer and cheer).2 The ~ in ~ c h anjes to t he ~ in~ , while
t he 0 in crop changes to an a 1n c:ap .
The letter i 1S very
commonly changed to an a, such as ~n the words arn , tarred, and
far , which are translated as iron , tired , and fIre .4
In many cases , the pronunciation is not altered by the
substitution of one letter by another , but by the addition of a
letter .
The letters most commonly added to words are y and ! .
The insertion of y is seen in the words hear and gear~ more often
than any others , a nd they b ecome hyer ana-fieyerd .
T e addition
of ~ cganges water to warter, oug~o to arter , and after to
arter.
The words ought not becom; un i que by this system, as can
be seen in " your ortent to"Teave ."
The systems of vowe l changes
and letter addit i on can become much more complicated by comb ini ng
them.
A very good example of this is the pronunciatio n of the word
hear .
It has already been us ed as an example for the addit ion of
~letter t , which makes t he pronunciation ~yer.
Howeve r, t hi s
word is sometimes pronounced hyar , which ind1cates not on ly the
addition of the l e tter t but also t h e c h ange of the vowe l sound ~
to that of an a .
Many words in the Appalachian language are not different
p r onunciations of St andard English but are comp l e t ely different
words.
for examp le, "mux in ' and gaumin ', 11 " runnin ' and muckin ',"
" twidlin ' away " or "dwid lin' away" or " foolin ' away " (his time"
" p i dlin ' around ," " ginin ' around ," " joanyin ' about ," and "mully-

1
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grubbin'" are all phrases describing "doing nothing. itS To be
" bumble-footed " is to be awkward or clurnsy . 9 A "crocus-sack "
is a bur l ap bag. A "do- less" is a lazy person. IO To be "lunchy"
is to be hungry at lunch time. ll An "infare" is a wedding
reception given by the groom ' s family . 12
The making of superlatives and comparatives in Appalachian
speech is one of the most fascinating techniques of the language .
The favorite way to make a super l ative is to use a present parti ciple as a superlative. 13 Some examples of this method are
" chair-flingingest boy ," "money - makingest people ," and "knittingest
woman. " 14 More examples of the Appalachians ' very descriptive
superlatives are "workin ' est man ," "speakin ' est man, " "preachin ' est
man," "banjo- pickin ' est man ," and "weavin'est woman . "IS
Comparatives are usually made by adding an ier to any descriptive word.
" Liza is talkier than Susie ," and " Log houses are a
heap endurabler, " are two examples of this method . 16 The Appalachian
people often invent compound words to add to the exactness of a
word. These are very interesting.
Some examp l es are "rifle - gun , "
" rock-clift , " "man-person , " " granny - woman, " "church- house," and
"biscuit-bread . ,,17 Critter is a word for animal , but it is made
more exact by adding words to it. For example , there are "ridin ' critters , " "pettin ' -critters , " "jumpin' - critters," and "varmentcritters ." IS Certain words in the language denote a particular
activity . One calls the children, but one wheps for the dogs. 19
Unevenly cut material is haggled. 20
The verb forms of the Appalachian language are among the most
descriptive parts of that l anguage. Verbs are made from nouns and
phrases to make them "more graphic than that employed in more
conventional circles . ,,21 In the sentence " The children prank with
the dog , " prank is used as a verb . This word is defined as a noun ,
but it is so descriptive in this sentence that it is not considered
incorrect. 22 This same point can be made in the phrase " been
journeying nearly a year. 1123 Two more vivid examples of verbs made
from nouns are "He ' s been a - devillin' me all morning," and "The
moon fulls tonight. ,, 24 Another pattern followed in forming verbs
is tha t of shortening a phrase. 25 Some examples of this technique
are " We gotta wood - in fer the winter," "I ain ' t a-gonna bed-it no
longer; I gotta git up and git busy."26 and "I knifed-out the
bul l et.,,27 There are two words common l y used in Appalachian speech
that are uncommon to Standard English in that use.
The word reach
is used as a veromeaning to hand an object to another person .
This is easier shown in an examp l e .
" Reach me the shovel " means
both getting the shovel and giving it to the speaker.2S It may
best be paral~eled with the word fetch.
The other word used in
this way is~ .
" 1 didn ' t go to hl.t hl.m " can be paralleled with
" I didn ' t mean to hit him. " In these sentences, ~ and ~ are
translated as intend. Of the two , go is more common than mean in
Appalachian speech. 29
-The Appalachian language is often considered a slang version
of Standard English. However , many words can be traced t o the times
of Shakespeare. The reason for this is explained in this quote:

2

The mountain man clings to Shakespearean words , not
because he considers them better than modern words ,
but because he does not know the modern words. 3D

I
The Appalachian language may be bad English grammar , but it
is possibly one of the most descriptive languages . Mountaineers

(

have one gift that modern speech has largely lost,
the ability to make phrases and even words to fit the
needs of the occasion, to express the fresh thought or
feeling while it is fluttering over their minds . 3l

• I
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A STUDY OF DEVIANT BEHAVIOR OF XYY INDIVIDUALS IN
REGARD TO ENVIRONMENT AND GENOTYPE
by

Philip

~'l.

Barnett

Late in the 1 9th century an Italian criminologist by the name
of Cesare Lombroso compiled a list of physica l characteristics
by which a criminal could be detected.
He cited several c har acteristics such as " lobe less and small ears , receding chins , low
foreheads and crooked noses."l Evidently these physical traits

were thought to indicate a "predisposition to conunit crimes. ,, 2
While Lombroso ' s theory is not implemented in criminology today,
it is nonetheless representative of various attempts to stereo type individuals according to behavior which is deviant from the
norm.
In the mid - sixties , a condition of the sex chromosomes in
males was associated with aggression . Males with this condition
were found to have an extra Y chromosome, resu lting from non disjunction during the formation of gametes .
Non - disjunction
occurs in the second meiotic division of gamete production ,
producing a YY sperm.
Sperm contain in g XX or no chromosomes may
occur, but these cases are related to other conditions . Abnormal
chromosome separation in " the early stages" of mi tosis may also
produce an XYY individual . 3
When this condition was first associated with aggression , th e
press was q uick to elaborate on the few stories of men "who had or
were presumed to have an extra Y chromosome or who had committed
serious crimes ." The Y c hr omosomes were assoc ia ted with " aggressive
tendenci e s in males " and the presence of an extra Y supposedly
added to the individual ' s aggressiveness . Many reports were
based on single cases , but these reports still managed to stir
interest in the scientific circles as they were " one of the
most tangible l eads for connecting genetic constitution with
behavior in man ."4
Mental and Physical Featu r es
"Major p hy sical abnormalities do not occur in XYY individuals
for the reason that the Y chromosome carries relatively few genes . "S
However, such persons are unusually ta ll, usually over six feet in
height i n a dulthood, and suffer from acne du r ing adolescence .

7
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A wide variety of I Q ' s has
studies fou nd the ave rage to be
A study by Griffiths "fo und t he
to be nin ety- five compared to a
matched by age and height ." ?

b een observed in XYY ' s, b u t most
betwee n eig hty and ninety - f ive . 6
ave r age IQ of twe l ve XYY pris one r s
mean of 108 in twelve controls

"Abnor ma l e l ectroencephalograp h ic recordings a nd a r e lat ive ly
hi gh incidence of epileptic and epileptiform conditions , suggest
a wid e spectrum of br a in dysfunction ." g While s t ud i es s how that
the EEG ' s of most XYY ' s are abnorma l when compar ed t o thos e o f
XY ' s , " the frequency of clinical epilepsy " among XYY ' s is abou t
the same a s that of XY ' s . 9
Most XYY ' s display normal sexual developme n t . Al so , o n e
s tudy found the Xyy ' s maternal pa r e n t ' s averag e rge to b e 28.9
y ears , not significant compared to that of Xy ' s .
Geneti c Theorie s
Genes show their effects only af t e r a long series of
met abol ic proces ses . The final o utcome depe n ds u pon the in te r a ction of genes with the environment of the ind i vidual . Thus ,
says Montagu , genes do n o t form a p r ede termined personali t y , but
are in f luenced and changed b y the e nvironme nt . ll Another
res e arche r, E. B. Hook , agre e s in sayin g that the chance t h at an
"XYY newborn " will h ave "d ev i ant b e h av i or p r obably d epends " on
t h e environment h e was born in , but he goes o n to say that " the
XYY genotype and presence i n (a) me ntal - penal " institution h ave
a " def inite associa tion ." l 2 Howeve r , their actual relation has
not b ee n d iscovered . 1 3
To dispute th e above claims, three hypotheses dealing with
direct gen et i c influence will be employed. The hypotheses invo lve
" three vari able s of pa rtic u l a r interst ": height , in t ellige n ce ,
and aggression . 14 Since these var iab les , except possibly
aggress i o n , are directly related to heredity , they are best used
in demonstrating how h eredity p l ays a pa r t in deviant b ehavior .
The f irst of these is labe led the " height hypothesis ." Since
" extreme height " is a characte ristic of XYY ' s , it may be a
contributing factor t o their aggressiveness . Al so , their height
may cause othe r s to t hink them dangerous .
If th is is t r ue ,
" the y are more likely t h a n shorter men to be suspected of crimes ,
to be purs ued and appr ehe nded , and , when tried, to be convicted ." lS
Hei g ht may a lso p l aya role in adapting to society.
Du ring
childhood , an XYY boy may be teased b ecause of his height . This
feeling of r eject i on may be transformed i nt o "withdrawal or
agg res sion . " He may think physical aggress i on his only "means of
adapt i o n ." 16 This is highly feasib l e as severa l chi l dren studied
with the XYY condition were taller than ninety - five percent of
their aqe group . I ?
'J.'ile second theory is the "intellectual hypothesis . "1 8

8

Heredity

is a major factor in determining an individual ' s intel li gence,
and many criminals are known to have low IQ's.19 Chromosomal
abnormalities o ft en result in some impairment of the in t el l ec t ual
processes, as is believed to be true in t h e case of Xyy I S. I t is
likely that if a person with such " impaired in te llectual
func t ioning " conunits a crime , he is "more l i ke l y to be apprehended
than " is a crimin a l of " normal intelligence . ,, 20 Furthermore . a
low IQ might a ll ow
person to be t ri cked into crime by
smarter individuals .

t2r

Heredity is a l so i nvolv ed with determination of the EEG
pattern . l1any studies point out that criminals have a hi gher
rate of " EEG abnormalit i es and borderline abnorma l ities ... than
in the general population ." In some s t udies , the rate was
found t o be as high as seventy-five percent .
The EEG pat t ern is
" associated with poor impulse contro l and bad judgment "i thu s , the
fact that XYY ' S have abnormal EEG ' s suppo rt s the intellectual
hypothesis . 22
Th e third hypothesis is the " aggress i on hypo t hesis ." I t is
born from the belief that the " extra Y chromosome increases
aggressive tendencies" wh ich lead to increased criminal behavior .
If true , th i s wou l d suggest that " crimes committed by XYY men "
would be of a more aggressive nature t han those of men wi th normal
XY composition. 23
The aggression hypothesis is perhaps t h e most abstrac t of
the three hypotheses . The relationship between the XYY condition
and aggression cannot be tota l ly exp l a ined b y " innate or inherited
aggressive tendencies . ,, 2 4 Contrary to the hy po thesis, XYY's do n ' t
seem to be concentrated " among the most dangerous , v i o l ent , and
phusically aggress i ve i nma t es .,, 25 Instead , " increased impulsiveness "
and not " greater aggress i veness " seems to be the ru l e. 26
As this hypothesis proposes a direct link between h ered i ty
and aggression and does not consider envi r onmen t , it is n o wonder
t h at it does not a l ways hold true . According to Montagu , the
express i on of the XYY ge n otype , dependent on environment , varies
from " norma l to varying degrees of abnorma li ty . ,, 27 While some
XYY ' s indeed disp la y normal behavior , other XYY ' s " seem to be
driven to t h eir aggress i ve behavior as i f possessed by a demon . ,, 28
Although t h e aggression h ypoth esis i s fa r from being flawless , it
provides an important concept to be conside r ed in further research.
Studies
The estimated rate o f XYY ' S in the newborn population varies
from 1 in 500 29 to 1 in 1 000 30 births , but most agree that the
XYY condition is " one of the mor e common forms of ch r omosomal
anomaly. " 3 1
In search for XYY men , many r e s e arch pitfalls have been dis Most studies have been carried out in populations likel y
to contain XYY ' s, "such as institutionalized men and tall men."32

cov~re d .
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Also , several studies are based on lOa single case or jus t a few
cases .,, 33 However , since height and institutionalization are the
very factors that the research is investiga ting, what better place
is there to start?
As of 1973 there had been approximately thirty-five studies
done of XYY ' S i n "mental - pena l setting ." Twenty - one of th ese
showed a positive trend toward XyY ' s.
That is , their findings
supported the th eory of a higher frequency of XYY ' s in these
sett ings than in the general population . Seven studies exhibited
negative trends.
However, four of these seven studies involved
small populations . The remaining seven studies allowed no
decision to be made . 34
Studies of either mental or pena l settings have not shown
" such striking of consistent resu l ts as those of combined settings.,,35
Of twenty-six penal studies , nine were positive , twelve were
negative , and five made no conclusion. Studies of mental ~ack 
ground are few and "no consistent trend has yet emerged .,, 3
Since the types of pop ulati ons studied vary , the frequency
of XYY ' S " among tall criminal or psychopathic males " is found
to range from three to twenty - four percent . 37 Thus the type of
population studied should be kept in mind when one is evaluating
the results of these studies .
Scotland provides some of the better r esearc h a reas for the
XYY studies because of the complete records it keeps fo r its
population . Of the several studies based there , that of Patricia
A. Jacobs is the most well known .

•

In December of 1965, Jacobs and her colleagues were doing
research at Western General Hospital, a prison hos pita l in
Edinburgh, Scot l and .
It was this research which first connected
the XYY condi t ion with criminals . Of 197 mentally disturbed
pa tients tested, 7 had the XYY condition , 1 had XXYY, and 1 was
XY/XYY mosaic .
It was thi s 3 . 5 percent incidence rate of XYY ' s
in the prison population that drew attention to a poss ible link
between the XYY condition and deviant behavior. 38
Further study by Jacobs revealed on l y five XYY'S in 3500
consecutive births of male infants "and no XYY ' s in 2040 ' normal '
adult ma l es " studied for various reasons . This meant that the
normal rate was on ly . 14 pe rcent, hardly enough to exp lain the
3 .5 percent incidence i n prison populations by probabil it y a l one . 39
Moreover , Jacobs found the average height of the XYY patients
to be six feet one and one - tenth inches , while normal males
displayed an average of only five feet seven inches . 40 This
findi ng is in keeping with the height hypothesis .

•

A second study by Price and Whatmore in 1967 was conducted in
a Scotland "maximum security hosp ita l ." The po pulati on used was
composed of patients for which no cause for " personality disorder "
was known . Nine XYY ' s were found in this g r oup, while e i ghteen
males were a l so se l ected from the g r o up to act as a contro l. The

10

researchers found three very interesti ng differences between the
XYY ' s and the control. 41
The first difference l ay in the fact that the crimes of the
XYY ' s i nvolved "fewer crimes of violence against persons ." The
nine XYY ' s had been convic t ed a total of ninety - two times . Eight
(8 . 7%) were crimes against property . The control was fou n d to
have been convicted of 2 1 0 c r imes , bu t wit h rat es contrasting
to t hose of the Xyy ' s . Forty- six (21 . 9%) of the control ' s l5imes
were against people, and 1 32 (62.9%) were agains~ property .
The second difference was that XYY ' s ex h ibited " dis t urbed
behavior .. . at an earlier age." The mean age for the XYY ' s a t
t h ei r first arrest was 13 . 1 years while the mean for the control
was 18 . 0 years. This finding is significant at the 5 percent
level . 43
Third, when comparing the families of the groups , i t was
found that the crime rate among " siblings of the XYY patients
was much less than in the fami l ies of the controls. There was
only 1 conviction in 31 siblings for the XYY ' s ~~t 1 39 convictions
for 12 of sixty- three sib l ings of the cont r ols.
This is a major
argument against the theory that deviant behavior is inf l uenced
by a home environment.
The XY Y' s were a l so found to have poor response to " corrective
measures," resulting in " prolonged detent ion ... at an earl i er age
than i s usua l for offenders of " that t ype . 45
Other stud i es of Scottish "menta l- pena l " institu t ions supported
Jacob ' s finding of h igher rates for XYY ' s than in the normal
popu l at i on. Likewise , in accordance wit h Price ' s findings , studies
of " grou ps which were either penal or menta l, but not both ," had
much l ower rates of XYY ' s , " none mar kedly greater t h an that of
newborns . " 46
A study carried out i n Denmark centered on the aspects of t h e
t hree previously mentioned hypotheses . A cut- off po i nt for
height was established so as to keep the popu l ation at a feasible
size . Of 4139 men tested , 12 were found to be XYY and 4096 to
be Xy . 47
The XYY group was " s i gnificant l y taller than the XY control
groups ," but a striking observation was made . Non-crimina l s, with
an average height of 1 87. 1 centimeters , "were slightly ta ller . . .
than criminals," average he i ght 1 86 . 7 centimeters , a finding which
does not support the heigh t hypot h esis . 4 8
Intelligence was measured according to scores on the BPP (an
army se l ection test) and the educational index .
The average score
for the cont r o l was " significantly higher t han the means " of t h e
XYY grou p , a finding which supports the intell i gence hypoth esis. 49
When the crime rate among the 2 grou ps was investigated , it
"fa:::; f ound that " 4 1 .7 pe r cent of t h e XYY ' s . . . and 9.3 percent of
the contro l s had been convicted of one or more criminal offences ."
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Th e researcher found the dif~Orence between the two groups to be
" statist ically significant. "
To test t h e theory that environment determines whether an
ind i vid u al has deviant behav i or regard l ess of genetic composition,
prob abi li ties of i ndividuals placed in ci r cumstances of similar
intel l igence , "parenta l soc i oeconom i c s t a t us ," and educat i onal
background were computed. With XY i nd i viduals used as a control,
XYY individuals with the same backgrou n ds were compared to the
control. As is p lainly seen , the observed quantity of 5 . 0 differs
from t h e predicted value of 2 . 06 ; t hus, more than environmental
factors came into play in influencing the XYY ' s behavior . 51
Related stud i es of XYY ' s in other countries suppor t the
findings of the studies already described . A study by Me l nyk
of 79 " men t al l y disordered sexual offenders " found 7 which were
of t h e XYY genotype , a frequency of 8 . 9 percent . 52 " In a
maximum security prison in Melbourne,
Australia , Saul Weiner "
found 4 XYY ' s i n a population of 34 tall prisoners , " all between
5 feet 9 inches and 6 feet 10 . 5 inc h es in heig h t .'! Th is is a
frequency of 11 .8 percen t . 53 In 10 related studies, 52 of a total
of 3345 criminals were XYY, a low percentage of 1 . 55 percent but
wh i ch is still higher than the frequency in t he ge neral population. 54
No ex t ensive research has been done on aggression among non wh i te males , but a sma l l study by W. Fatt~g involving "1 00 negro
prisoners , allover six feet ta l l " was conducted. 55 Fattjg ' s
study found no XYY ' s , and thus two theories were proposed : I)The
frequency of non - disjunction differs from human populations and
2)the " sociol ogical fac t ors which lead " to imprisonment of
black males "differs from those of ot h er groups ," thus masking
the true frequency of "crimina l incidence " of the XYY condition . 56
A related theory of McWhirter postulates "that different
types of stabi l izat i on have developed " among the major ethnic
groups of man and " t h at they are not of equal efficiency ." s7
Single Cases
Most of th e interest in the XYY condition has stemmed f r om
specific cases with which the XYY condition was r e lated. With
" Bo r n to Raise Hell " tattooed across his chest , Rich ard Speck
was t he center of public attention when he was found to be an
Xyy . 58 Speck was convicted of murdering e ight nurses in Chicago
in 1966 .
"Tall , mentally dull , with an acne - marked face and a
record of 40 arrests ," he is a classic example of the XYY genotype . 59
I n 1969 , " Daniel Hu gon was charged with the murder of a
prostitute.
Fol l owing his attempted suicide ," he was found to
be an XYY.
Hugon ' s l awyer "contended that he was unfit to
stand trial b ecause of his abnormality .,, 60
These examp l es of deviant behavior among XYY individua l s may
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be shrugged off as being influenced more by environment than by
their genetic make-up . But what of the following case reported
in March of 1968 in London:
The first - born, wanted child of a mother aged 23
and a father aged 25 was referred at the age of four
and a half years to a psychiatrist because he was un manageable at home, destructive, mischievious, and
defiant. He would smash his toys, rip the curtains ,
set fire to the room in his mother ' s absence , , kick the
cat and hit his eight- month-old brother.
He was over adventurous and without fear.
At two years of age, he
began wandering away from home, and was brought back by
police on five occasions.
He started schobl at five
years and at once developed an interest in sharp objects.
He would shoot drawing compasses across the schoolroom
from an elastic band, and injured several children .
In
one incident , he rammed a screwdriver into a little
girl ' s stomach.
At the age of eight years, seven months , he was 4
feet 9 inches tall , handsome, athletically proportioned,
and of normal appearance.
He is of average intelligence,
and often considerate and happy . His electroencephalogram
is mildly abnormal.
Both his parents and his brother
have normal chromosome complements, but the boy is of
Xyy constitution. 61
Could this mean that the ' mean streak ' which so many mothers
talk about so often is actually the result of genes and not
environment? As said before , it is these specific cases which lead
to hasty conclusions from insufficient data.
Thus, much more
research is needed to find all the hidden aspects of the XYY
genotype.
But will this research be allowed to continue?
opposition to Research
From 1968 to 1975 , psychiatrist Stanley Waltzer screened "all
baby boys born at the Boston Hospital for Women . . • for chromosomal
aberrations .
The screening operation was shut down because of
pressure from " advocacy groups that oppose (d) XYY screening. ,, 62
The leaders of this opposition were Jonathan Beckwith of Harvard
and Jonathan King of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 63
II

Beckwith and King claimed " the study was unethical and harmful
to its subjects who would be stigmatized by being labeled XYY. ,, 64
Many opponents of the screening agreed in believing that if Waltzer
labeled children as being XYY, implying aggressiveness , that the
children would be molded into what they are expected to be. 65
Beckwith and King argued further that "since there is no XYY
syndrome and no possible therapy for a nonexistent syndrome, no
be nefit (could) accrue to the faroily . ., 66 While Waltzer agreed
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that the XYY does not contain a " criminal chromosome ," he thought
that some XYY ' 5 have " reading problems and other l earning dis ,
abilities " as well as "behavioral difficulties . • 6 ? Waltzer finall y
gave up the research , not because he did not believe in his work,
but because of emotional pressure on him and his family . 68
Shortly afterwards the pioneer of XYY research, Pat Jacobs , wrote :
The adversaries of XYY screening have succeeded in
suppressing a research project which was deemed . . . to meet
the rigorous ethical and scientif ic standards rightfully
required of all research involving human subjects. 69
Since the extra Y chromosome does not insure deviant behavior,
the question arises as to whethe~ the parents or the XYY infant
should be told of his condition. 10 Or more precisely , " those parents
who want information on the sex chromosomes of their infants are
entitled to have it and the investigators must be entitled to
provide it for them ." 71
There are seve~a l reasons for which an individua l might want
to know if he is XYY.
For examp le, he may be worried about fatherin g
an XYY son , although the risk of this is small.
Secondly , he may
wish to use his genotyp in "legal defence ," but this is highly
unlikely at the moment . 2

'1

As has been seen , many studies support the " early finding (s) "
of a high frequency of XYY males "in penal- me ntal institutions, "
but none of them have clearly stated if an "XYY syndrome " exists
" of which antisocial behavior is a prominent component . ,, 73 Perhaps
someday researchers wi ll be allowed to continue their studies and
sort through the various theories and hypotheses to discover what
effect , if any , the XYY genotype has on determining the degree of
an individual ' s deviant behavior .

,.
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LOVING , LOYAL LINDA LOMAN :

AN INTERPRETATIVE NOTE
by

Brooks Bell
Countless pens have gone dryas a result of all the writers
who have incessantly e x plored and explained the faults of Willy
Loman in Arthur Mi l ler ' s Death of a Salesman.
On t h e other hand ,
Linda Loman , Wi l ly ' s wife , se l dom gets any attention from writers
because of her rather insignificant role in the play .
In fact ,
one critic describes Linda as a character "without striking l y
luminous qualities ." l
This insignificance , however , somewhat
decreases as Linda ' s character is examined in greater detail .
Linda possesses one main fault and one main virtue i n the p l ay .
Ironically, her main fau l t and her main virtue just happen to be
the exact same thing - her interminable love for Wil l y Loman .
Linda ' s love for Wil l y is evident from the very beginning of
the play.
As the stage directions indicate, " ... she more t h an
loves him , she admires him . . . . ,, 2 This love is manifested in
Linda ' s giving her utmos t l oyalty to Wi l ly; indeed , she seems to
be the only person who really be l ieves in him .
When he is
enth usiastic , she hastens to encourage him:
Willy : Gee Whiz ! That ' s real l y something .
I ' m gonna
knock Howard for a l oop , kid .
I ' ll get an advance , and
I ' ll come home with a New York job.
Goddammit, now I ' m
gonna do it!
Linda: Oh, that ' s the spirit , Wil l y ... It ' s chan g i ng ,
Wil l y , I can feel it c h anging ! 3
Another characteristi c of Linda ' s love for willy is her
complete sympathy toward him and the irreversible path of destruction
that his life is on .
Her feelings toward Willy are somewhat
similar to those expressed by Robert Frost ' s Mary in " The Death
of the Hired Man":
He
He
As
To

never did a thing so very bad
don ' t know why he isn ' t quite as good
anyone.
He won ' t be made ashamed
please his brother, worth l ess thoug h he is. 4

Both Linda and Mary insist upon upholding their husbands ' se l f respect , despite the men ' s mistakes and failures . S As anoth er
writer explains Li nda ' s feelings , " His wife knows only that he is
a good man and that she must continue to love him .,, 6
Linda ' s love, un f or t unately , when pushed to its extreme, is very
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damaging to Willy. She loves him too much t o criticize him , even
constructively, and in this way she only encourages him to dream .
She is as frightened of Willy ' s facing the truth as she is of the
truth herself . ? In the beginni ng of the fir st ac t of the p l ay ,
Linda makes one attempt to obtain some answers from Willy :
Linda : Will y !
Will y : I t ' s all right . I came back .
Linda: Why? What happened? Did something ha ppe n , Willy?
Willy: No , no t hing happened.
Linda: You didn ' t smash the car, did you?
Willy : I said noth i ng happened . Didn ' t yo u hear me?
Linda : Don ' t you feel we ll?
Willy : I ' m t i red to t h e de ath.
I cou l d n ' t make it, I
j ust couldn ' t make it, Lind a .
Linda : Wher e were you all day? You look terri bl e .
Willy: I got as far as a little a bove Yonkers .
I stopped
for a cup of c of fe e . Maybe it wa s the coffee. 8
Reg r e t t ab ly , Willy has no answer s . Linda , a cting out of her
unending love for him , now endeavors t o make e x cuses fo r him, as
a replacement for an swer s. A sudden change occurs in Linda as t h e
preced ing dialogue is continued.
Willy:
I suddenly couldn ' t drive anymore . The car k e pt going
off onto t h e shoulder , y ' know?
Linda: Oh , maybe it was the steering again .
I don ' t
think Ang elo knows th e Studebaker.
Wil l y: No, it ' s me , it ' s me . Suddenly I realize I ' m
going sixty miles an hou r and I don ' t r e member the last
five minute s . I ' m - I can ' t seem to - keep my mind to it.
Linda: Maybe it ' s your g l ass e s . You never went for y ou r
new glasses. 9
More s er iou s than her kno wl edge o f Willy ' s mental lapses is
her knowled ge of his suicidal u rges . Yet , as she reveals to her
sons, she does not wish t o confront willywith th is t r ut h , either.
As s h e explains ,
Linda: The re ' s a little attachment on the end of it.
I
knew right away . And sure e nough , on th e b o t tom of the
wate r heater t here ' s a new little nipple o n the gas pipe.
Happy: That
- jerk !
9
Biff : Did you have it taken o ff?
Linda: I'm ashamed to. How can I mention it to him ?
Every d a y I go down and take away th a t little r ubber pipe .
But, when he comes home, I p ut it back where it was. How
can I insult him that way? .. l O
In this case , Linda defi n itely takes her l ove and respect a little
too far .
It appears s h e l oves him too much to "insu lt" him. This
suggests that Linda thinks that t o help Willy would be a disgrace
to h im . This k ind of l ove can on l y be interpreted as an insane
ty pe of love .
I s it not both stupid and unethica l for a woman in
l ove with a man to encou r agemm t o deceive and lie to himse l f ?l
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A woman ' s love fo r her husband has a lways been conside red an
admirable trait in a wife .
Linda Loman can be admired from t h a t
po i nt o f view. On t h e oth er h and , this l ove is also a severe
flaw in her c h arac t er. Sh e loves Wi ll y wi t h all of h er heart ;
unconsciously , however , s h e continually abu ses him with t hi s same
tremendous love. She wants only t h at which will h elp her b eloved
h usband . Of t h is overwh elmin g l ove , lamen t ably, Willy a n d Linda
are both the tragic victims.

I
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MOTIVATING WORKERS THROUGH JOB DESIGN
by
Janice Da nhauer

Job design affects both productivity and worker mot ivatio n
and mora l e .
This paper deals with motivating workers through job
design.
Historically , scientific management methods we re used as
the main criteria to motivate workers to high levels of productivity.
Scientific management theories , developed around the be ginning of
the century , were built into management practice and to some extent
still exist tod ay _
" Beginning with the Hawthorne plan t studies in the 1920 ' s,
industr ial psychologists became seriously concerned with the
measurement , interpretation, and implications of employee motivation
in the organization. "I In the late 1950 ' s and early 196 0 ' s ,
Professor Frederick Herzberg developed his "motivation- hyg iene "
theory.
He asser ted that job sa tisf act ion and job dissatisfaction
are caused by two different means .
According to Herzber g 's
studies, job satisfaction is caused by certain motivational factors
whil e job dissa tisfa ction i s caused by certain maintenance or hygienic
factors .
" As a result of Herzbe rg ' s work , many fee l that the answers
to employee motivati~nal problems are to be found in the design
of the work itself. "
Job Design Defined
"Job design means specification of the con tents, methods , and
relationships of jobs in order to satisfy technological and organi zational requirements as well as the social and personal requiremen ts
of the jobholder ." 3 Work can be designed t o satisfy organizational
and individual objectives at the same time . When engaging in a
job- design progrnm , a major motivational factor involves making the
work more meaningful to the employee .
It must be noted , however ,
that all individuals will not r espond to a job in the same way.
This is a di~ficulty organizations must deal with when designing
jobs .
The basic prob l em of proper job design is similar to one
present in a manager ' s job.
It is necessary to treat everyo2e the
same, while at the same time not to treat everyone the same.
Several job design techniques exist .
Job rotation , work simplification , job enlargement , and job enrichment are genera l class ifications of approaches to job design.
In job rotation , workers are given different jobs without
changing the organization or structure of the work or the job itself .
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Work simplification has to do with the idea of scientific management;
the work process of a job is simplified by breaking it down into
units . One example of this would be the work performed on an
assembly line. Job enlargement expands the scope of a job . A
worker, or a group, has respo'nsibility for several operations.
Job enlargement is related to job rotation in that it introduces
more variety.
Job enrichment enlarges the content of the job by
adding more planning, controlling , and decision - making to it.
It
gives a more total view of the relationship between work and
product , including the economic aspect. Another technique
involves an independent work group which is given collective
responsibility for certain planning, work flow , and control decisions.
The group may use the techniques described above to varying degrees.

J
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The consulting firm of Roy W. Wa l ters and Associates developed
an approach to job design which includes concepts used to evaluate
a job in terms of its motivational potential:
1.

Natural units of work: Appropriate tasks should be
grouped together in order to enhance the worker ' s
responsibility for and ownership of the job.

2.

Client relationships: The user of a service or product should be linked, as closely as possible, with
the worker providing it.

3.

Task combination: The pieces of a job should be put
together so that the whole job has more readily recognizable outcomes and greater variety.

4.

Vertical loading: The objective is to increase autonomy and responsibility by the planning, control
and decision - making aspects of the job . This principle
is probably the most important in terms of motivation
potential.

5.

Task feedback:
Performance feedback should be bui lt
into the job itself rather than be provided by manage ment. This will l ead to greater satisfaction , selfcollective efforts and personal growth of the worker .

6.

Task advancement : The job should provide for increasing
levels of responsibility and proficiency.S

People are motivated to work in different ways.
Intrinsic
or extrinsic rewards may satisfy them , but satisfaction on the job
may not necessarily motivate a worker .
Job satisfaction is an attitude and feeling that
measures how much an individual is willing to expend on
his job . A motivated worker is willing to put effort
and energy into performance and productivity goals; a
satisfied worker mayor may not. Managers should be less
concerned about whether or not job design increases morale
and satisfaction and more concerned about whethgr or not
it increases motivation to perform effectively.
25
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Intrinsic and extrinsic motivators are used in job design.
These aspects are d i scussed in the next section as they rela t e to
motivation theory a nd job design.
Motivation Theory and Job Design
Current efforts at job design have moved more from the scientific management approach to methods th a t make better use of worker
motivation . This is not saying that scientific management is never
used . Mas low' s "hi erarchy of needs" is dea lt with here on how
motivation is tied to attempts to satisfy basic needs. According to
Maslow, until the more basic needs (physio l ogical , safety and
security, be l ongingness and love) are fulfilled , a person will not
try to meet his higher needs (self-esteem , self actualization).
He a l so states that full satisfaction of the higher needs seldom
occurs.
Thus, it would seem that from his mode l, peop l e would
always be motivated to reach higher needs , but this is not always
true because everyon e has a different level of aspiration .
He r zberg ' s "motivation-hygiene " theory is a theory of satisfaction and motiva ti on , both of which were discussed in the closing
paragraphs of the previous section .
In his research, Herzberg
h as, identified those factors that are mo t iva t ors (recognition,
achievement , responsib ili ty , advancement , growth , and work itself)
and t hose that are maintenance or hygienic factors (company policies ,
working conditions , inter personal relations , pay , and job security) .
The theory suggests that the primary determinan ts of employee satisfaction (motivators) are factors int ri nsic to the work that is
done.
Dissa ti sfac ti on is seen as being caused by hygienic factors
that are extrinsic to the work itself.
Herzberg assert s t hat as more mo tivators are i ntroduced into
the job content , the employee b ecomes more satisfied with his work
and more productive . Hi s t heory of work incentives p l aces intrinsic reward above ext r insic r eward in the motivation of human beh avior . Both Maslow and Herzbe r g come to the same position through
different pat hs. 7 I~tri nsic motivators are general l y more forcefu l
than extrinsic motivators.
However , this can never be true for
everyone .
" Job-design research ers maintain that jobs must provide feedback ,
• ul piece of wo rk, and allow the employee to
involve a meaningf
control both how t h e job is done and the pace to which he or she
works ." S Extrins i c rewards also do no t motivate everyone, but they
are probabl y the most feasib l e reward systems in organizations.
In order for rewards to be effective motivators, people
va l ue them.
"They no t only must find work a rewarding place
but also must perceive that important rewards depend on them
form ing wel l.
There are different approac hes for cre ating a
vating work environmen t:"
1.

Cooperative labor and management projects . A number
o f major co r porations and unions in the u . s. have
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recently undertaken cooperative ventures aimed at
making the workplace more satisfying and rewarding.
Most of these projects have redesigned jobs to give
employees more decision-making responsibility and
more c ha llenging jODS.
2.

Individua l reward systems. Organization reward
systems must recognize that all emp l oyees don lt
want the same things.
Indi v idualized reward systems
are a necessity if the reward systems of organizations are to fit the broad diversity of presen t - day
emp l oyees .

3.

Realistic job previews. One major reason why some
employees are dissatisfied with their jobs and are
not motivated to appear for work is that their jobs
do not provide the rewards they expected when they
were hired. People make job decisions partly on the
basis of the rewards offered .

4.

New technology analysis. New technologies can and
should be reviewed in terms of the motivational impact before they are adopted. This evaluation should
consider the nature of the emp l oyees who will use the
equi pment or process , as well as the impact the tech-nology will have on intrinsic and extrinsic rewa rds.

5.

Individualized job design. To be motivating , a job
must be designed t o set the values and needs of the
peop l e performing it.
Because of the diversity that
exists in work forces of most o r gan izations, any
approach to motivation that uses the same approach to
job design for all individuals is like ly to fail to
motivate and satisfy many employees.

6.

Subunit design.
It is particularly important for large
organizations to use approaches that will reduce the
motivational problems caused by large size. Although
this exact approach may not work in all situations,
approaches to organization design that give individuals
in a large organization a meaningful subunit to identify
with probab l y can be found for most situations . 9

Behavioral research has shown that people are motivated and
satisfied when their job p roduce s three c riti ca l " psycho l og ical
states":
the experience of meaningfulness, the e xper i ence of
responsibility, and the knowledge of results.IO These " psych ological
states" are discussed in the next section with the aid of a job
characteristics model of work motivation developed by J. Richard
Hackman and Greg R. Oldham.
Job Characteristics Model of Work Motivation
The three "psycho logical states" are the core of this model.
(See next page)
The experienced meaningfulness of work is the
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extent to which the worker experiences the job as being meaningful,
valuable , and worthwhile.
The experienced responsibility for work
outcome is the extent to which the worker feels responsible for the
outcome of the work he p~rforms. Knowl edge of the results is the
extent to which the worker knows, on a regular basis , how we l l
he is performing the job. 11
The core job d imensions are defined as follows:
Ski ll Variety. The degree to which a job requires a
variety of different activities in carry in g out the
work.
It involves the use of a number of different
skills and t a l ents of the person .
Task Ident i ty .
The degree to which the job requires
completion of a "whole " and i dentifiable piece of work ,
that is, do ing a job from beginning to end with a feasible outcome.
Task Significance .
The degree to whic h the job has a
s u bstantial impact on the lives or work of other peop l e ,
whether in the immediate organization or i n the externa l
environmen t.
Autonomy .
The degree to which the job provides substantial freedom , independence and discretion to the indivi dual in scheduling the work and in determining t h e procedures to be used in carrying it out .
Feedback . The degree to which carrying out the work
activities requi r ed by the job resu lts i n the individual
obtaining direct and clear information about effectiveness
of his or her performance. l2
The job characteristics model of work motivation .
CORE J08
DIMENSIONS
Skill variety
Task identity
Task significance

)

1---7

CRITICAL
PSYCHOLOGICAL
STATES
Experienced
meaningfulness
of work

)

PERSONAL AND
WORK OUTCOMES
High internal
work motivation

Experienced
Autonomy - -- -----7) responsibili ty
for outcomes
of work

High qua Ii ty
work performance

Knowledge of
Feedback--- -- - - - 7 ) the actual
results of the
work activities

Low absenteeism
and turnover

EMPLOYEE GROWTH
NEED STRENGTH
Source :
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According to the job characteristics model, internal work
motivation should be highest when the job is high on at least one
of the job dimensions leading to experienced meaningfulness , high
on autonomy , and high on feedback .
Intrinsic motivation is a key
point in the job characteristics model of work motivation.
Since
people ' s needs are different , the way they react to their work

depends on their need level.

People with a high

need for personal

growth and development will respond better to a job high in
motivating potential than will people with a low growth need .
Summary and Conclusion
The design of jobs is very important in motivating workers.
The history of job design has moved from a scientific approach to
a more humanistic approach .
Intrinsic and extrinsic rewards play
an important role in job design.
Maslow ' s "hierarchy of needs "
theory and Herzberg's "maintenance-hygiene" theory suggest that
people are more likely to be motivated by intrinsic motivating
factors than extrinsic motivating factos . Although these theories
are based on facts obtained through research , it must be noted
that facts cannot be based on these theories .
It can thus be concluded that intrinsic "motivators" used in
job design are more likely to motivate workers , but with such a
diversity among individuals in the work force , this cannot always
be true . As the need theories suggest, people with high levels of
aspiration will more likely respond more positively to an intrinsic
motivating job design than those with low levels of aspiration.
Jobs can be designed to meet certain needs , but until a certain
person fi ll s a job, it is difficult to determine what needs must
be met .
Organizations can only design their jobs according to their
particular working environments and the types of employees they
plan to hire .
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1 J. Mark Budd , "Employee Motivation Through Job Enrichment,"

Journal of Systems Management , XXV (Aug., 1974), 34 .
2 I bid., p .

34.

3Richard W. Woodman and John J. Sherwood , it A Comprehensive
Look at Job Design," Personnel Journal, LVI

(Aug., 1977), 385.

4 Ibid ., p . 385 .

SRay W. Walters and Associates , Job Enrichment for Results
(Reading , Massachusetts : Addison - Wesley, 1 975).

6John J. Morse , itA Contingency Look at Job Design, " California
Nanagement Review , XVI (Fall 1973) , 70.
7rnformation concerning Maslow ' s and Herzberg's theories
has not been directly referenced because the same material is
present in several articles listed in the bibliography.
Basic
information on the theories can be located in the Beach text .
8Edward E . Lawler III, "Developing a t-1otivating Work Climate ,"
Management Review, LXVI(July,l977), 26.
9 I bid ., p . 27 .

l OWoodman and Sherwood , p. 385.
IlJ. Richard Hackman and Greg R. Oldham , "Motivation Through t h e
Design of Work:
Te~t of a Theory ," Organizational Behavior and
Human Performance, XVI (Aug. , 1976), 255 - 256 .
1 2 I bid . , p . 257.
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THE TRANSFORMATION OF A MAN
INTO A MAN OF UNDERSTANDING
IN MURINBATA SOCIETY
by

Barbara Davis
The Murinbata are an aboriginal people who live in the north western part of the Northern Territory of Australia , which is one
of the most favorab l e environments on the contine nt . Thei r society
seems a well - adjusted one, which rises above
tragedies which
inevitably color human life . W.E.H. Stanne r,
in his series of
a r ticles enti tl ed "On Aboriginal Relig i on , .. 2 with first - hand
know l edge posits that the Murinbata are the product of a r e ligious
society and so have l earned , through rites and especially through
the symbols evoked in those rites, an in tuit ion of freedom, of
dependence , and a remarkable acceptance of the world as it is ,
fraught with suffering and with pain.
In order to ga in an understanding of thi s re l ationship between religion and rite , and because
the Murinbata worship no spiritual being as an all-good, c reato r
god, the definit i on of religion upon which this relationship will
be based must be given . Clifford Geertz's definition of religion,
which is not theistic, wil l provide the mold wherein I s hall place
the re l igious consciousness of the Murinbata .
Religion, according
to Geertz , is

ihe

•.. a system of symbols which acts to establish powerful ,
pervasive and l ong lastin g moods and motivations in men
by formulating conceptions of the general order of ex i s t ence
and c l othing these conceptions with such a n aura of factu ality that the moods and motivations seem uniquely realistic. 3
Stanner contends that a powerful symbol of the Murinbata which
actually transforms men into men of understand i ng is the bullroarer,
which represents the Ol d Woman who was sacrificed so that youths
might be reborn and so gain the wisdom necessary to comp rehend
the " general order of existence ," which, among the Murinbata, is
based upon a perpetuation of the traditions of the ancestors. The
Ol d Woman is ~ esponsib le for the suffering of man , fo r in the
beginning of time s he made a ' wrongful turn '; now , all men must
accept the cons equences of her evi l deed . The symbol of the bullroarer en lightens man, ennabling him to realize that the bad is ,
out of necessity , interwoven with the good. The conditio n of the
good i s bad as a resu l t of the ' wrongful turn ' of the Old Woman.
The dangers of aboriginal life and man ' s moral imperfection
are relieved by the enactment of rituals which in sure a continuity
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of the tradition , thus correlating social li fe with the plan of
the cosmos.
Only initiation and death rites a re performed, not
marri age and birth rites, for the Murinbata are not con ce rned
with origins, but instead choose to concentrate on preserving the
traditional way of life as practiced by the ancesto r s.
This paper
wi ll concern itself with the third initiation rite in Murinbata
society, the rite of Punj (the public name) or Karwadi (the secret
name) and how this rite forms t he religious consciousness of those
who b ecome initiated . The first initiation, Djaban , occurs
between the age of eight and ten; its intent is to instil fear of
the unknown, of man, and of life into the h earts of young boys .
The next initiation, circumcision, done at puberty, disciplines
the boys by exposing them to pain.
The last initiation rite, which
is my concern , is Punj, the rite of a boy at sixteen years of age,
who, at that age , is characteristi cally' egotistical and in danger
of breaking t he norms set by tradition. While c ircumcision makes
a boy into a man, Punj takes that man and actua lly transforms him
into a man of understanding, who, as a potential leader of the
tr i be , can now perceive the core of the Murinbata religion. The
symbols of the rite " establ ish powerful, pervasive and long lasting
moods and motivations (in the initiates] by formulating conceptions
of a general order of existence ." It is primari l y through this
rite, then, that the boys learn to be religious .
The rite is liturgical in form and sacramental in effec t; a
possible equiva l ent , but one which I will not pursue , is baptism ,
t he sacrament in which one is illuminated, and subsequen tly
considered a new man.
Instead, I will present Stanne r's contributory idea which hol ds that the rite is a kind of sacrifice , cons is ting of four stages : 1) setting aside from normality, 2)destruction,
3) transformation , and 4) return (Article II, p. 258) .
In the
previous paragraph , the Old Woman was said to have been sacrificed
so that men might be reborn. Although this is a confirmation that
the rite is sacrificia l, it is not what Stanner has in mind wheu he
makes this comparison.
Rather , Stanner intends these four stages
to describe what happens to the initiates as they go through the
rite: they die to their former selves and now live on a new
spiritual level, a level on which they happily recognize their
dependence on the spirits . These four stages will be treated more
specifically after a study of the rite and the myth behind the
rite; they better divide the myth than do the three stages of the
'rites of passage' described by Arnold Van Gennep .
The Rite of Punj
Karwadi is the secret name of the sacred rite of Punj and also
denotes the spirit of the Mother-of-All, or the Ol d Woman. Many
secrets are revealed in t his rite; one i s the emblem of Karwadi,
the Old Woman, which is the bullroarer, and another is the name of
Karwadi herself.
Stanner informs us that the rite, which takes p lace
once a year , takes from one to three months to complete and includes
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both public and secret events . 4 Boys are not forced to participate,
as they were in the two previous initiations , but are offe r ed the
chance, as a methodso f imp r o vin g status , t o undergo Punj a few years
after circumcision.
When parental con sent is given, the initiated men take the
youths away f r om the main camp to a more secluded spot.
Here they
are gath e red into a tight c ircle of initiated me n who sit , facing
inward, while repeatedly singing a sacred song .
They finally end
the per iod with an invocation to Karwadi , and so reveal her secret
name to the initiates. At sundown the youths return to t he main
camp and are p laced withi n a h uge c irc l e of nuclear families (note
the importance of the circle; i t symbolizes
unity) but are
mode ratel y isolated:
the i r on l y con tact is with the kadu punj,
the initiated men . When the morning star appears , they are aga i n
led to the secret camp, and from now u ntil the end of the rite
t hey are in ex treme i solation from anyone not d i rec tly conce r ned
with the rite; at this point the procedure c han ges somewhat .
Si ng in g is r esumed when all are gathered , but at t h e same time,
a custom ca ll e d Tjirmumuk, a kind of horsep l ay , is pe r fo rmed by the
k a du punj while the youth s l ook on .
During Tjirmumuk the circ l e is
brok en and all i s disorder .
Stanner expla i ns that t hey " pus h and
jostl e one another , snatch away small pe rsona l possessions , p luc k
at each other ' s genitals, and in a laughing voice shout things
wh ich would ordinarily be o bs cene , e mb arrass ing , or hurtful " (Article
I, p . 11 2) . When everyone tires of Tjirmumuk , the youths a r e again
gathered into a circle and again they sing the songs of yesterday .
In addition to fitting the pattern of a sacrific i a l rite ,
Punj , whi ch is a rite of passage , can also be broken up to conform
to t he th ree stages set forth by Arnold Van Ge nnap in his Ri tes de
passa*e .
The preceding mate ri al descr i bes t h e ' sepa rat i on ' s t age;
and t e following data seems to express the ' limi na l ' or ' margin al '
stage, in acco rdg nce to what both Vi ctor Turner and Arnold Van
Gennep describe.
The t hird stage of the rite of passage , t h at
of ' aggregation ,' is the same as S t anner ' s fou rth . stage , the return ,
and is simply the rep ~ ac in g of the youths back into society .
Next, around mi d d ay , the initiates are l ed to an even more
secret and hidden p l ace where t hey must stay until they are t o ld
to l eave .
Fro m t his time onward t he initiates ' names are not used ,
the ir personal adornmen ts and cloth es are disposed of , they a re
symbolically no l onger human , and they are referred to as ' ku were, '
meaning - flesh ," or "wi l d dog . " The youth s have been told (in a
myth l a t e r t o be e xplain ed) that they are to be swal l owed alive by
the Ol d Woman and then vomited up.
But now as they anxious l y await
this strange experience , t h ey are ignored and told not hin g more ;
t heir int e nse fear at suc h a fate i s apparent.
Soon a kadu punj ,
the escort , leads the initiates to t he heavily decora t ed and
painted kadu punj who are crouched , facing inward , in a circular
excavation in the ground .
The men now perform the mime of the
blow fly:
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They alternately bend until their heads touch , each man
being on his knees - and then sit erect to quiver their
shoulders in a quick , rhythmic u nison ... giving out all
the while a low , murmurous hum (Article I , p . 113).

10

The significance of the mime is not explained
the youths; in
fact, no one seems to be able to interpret it .
The mime is to
start the proceedings of each day.
Tension mounts as the initiates
are told to stand in front of their potential wives' brothers,
who smear them from head to foot with what the youths believe to
be the blood of the Old Woman , but which is, in actuality, the
blood of their potential wives ' brothers (who are to be blood
relatives) .
It is now near sundown of the second day, and all
return to the less secret camp, but not to the main camp.
The
naked, blood-caked initiates are isolated from the older men who
again carry out the custom of Tjirmumuk.
The climax is reached on the third day: the proceedings follow
the same patte rn as the second day until the time of the annointing
with blood . At this point , kadu punj, hiding in .nearby bushes ,
begin to sound bullroarers , the symbol of the Old Woman . A series
of cries goes out with increasing i ntensity and simulated fear;
they cry " Karwadi! Karwadi! The Old Woman is calling ." weakened
by fear of the unknown (the emotional stress must be unbearable) ,
the initiates e xpect to be swallowed by the mysterious and dreaded
Karwadi at any moment . S But very soon the men with bullroarers
come out of hiding and the initiates then learn that , in essence ,
they were tricked. What they knew literally will now be known
symbolically . The initiates were not to be swallowed by the Old
Woman , but were simply told so in order to create such fear that
it did not matter whether they were actually swallowed or not. 9
The incident is didactic: directly after the ordeal the youths are
considered to be men who 'understand.' The atmosphere of fear
and mystery gives way to one of joy , but the structure of the
ritual remains somewhat the same; each day Tjirmumuk and the mime
of the blow fly are performed , and the i nitiates remain blood
caked, until they are finally , but gradually , placed back into
society.
Thus a philosophy of life is taught. The lesson is mainly
conveyed through the use of symbols, which , Stanner suggests , are
not backed by doctrine and are clearly not understood by the
aborigines (Article I . p . 126) . SymbolICally , then , the initiates
die (swallowed by Karwadi) and are born again (vomited out by
Karwadi) . Other symbols are incorporated into the rite which
reconcile the positive and negative aspects o f life and which allow
the aborig i nal mind to comprehend paradox. One such symbol is the
circular excavation where the initiates cluster to see the
manifestation of Karwadi . This circular excavation is called either
' the nest ' or ' the wallow' i the nest is a symbol of family and
sociability, while the wallow connotes just the opposite.
The
word 'wallow' is usually used in connection with the buffalo, in
their region a solitary wanderer who seeks a wallow to protect
himself from the heat or from pests and parasites . Thus , Stanner
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contends , th e excavation is an ambi guous symbol which con t ains both
good and bad eleme nts; " at the cente r of things soc ial , refuge a nd
rottenness are found together " (Art icle II, p . 246) . Another
dualistic symbo l, the Mother ' s b lood , r epresents both life and
suffering, and has a very powe rful ef f ect indeed.
The custom of
Tjirmumuk can also be interpreted symbo li cal l y .
Ins t ead of
d escribing t he cus t om as a profanity in direct contra st to the
sac r ed character of Karwadi lO , I wish to maintain that both Karwadi
and Tjirmumuk are religious, for they are the symbols which effect
the " long Ifytin g moods and motivations" descri b ed in Geertz ' s
def inition .
But Tj i rmumuk i s definitely d isorder ly and host ile
in comparison to the un i ty and san ctity of Karwadi; the circl e , the
symbol of uni ty , is broken when Tjirmumuk commences .
Stanner
exp l ai ns the symbol to be of " consc i ous ly symbolic in tent and of
co ns c i o u sly patterned conduc t" (Ar t i cle II, p. 1 09) . Tjirmumuk,
like the circul ar excavation and the Mot he r ' s b l ood , is a symbol
which al l ows the mind to assoc i ate the good with the bad , the
tragic with orderly , and death with life . Many more symbols are
present in the rite which Stanner admits he can i n no way decipher ,
for they would require a thorough morphemi c analysis of the
l anguage of the Murinbata.
The r ite is virtua ll y steeped wit h
symbolism ; I have barely sc rat c h ed t he surface .
The joyous rite of p unj 1 2 is understood by Stanner to be a
reinactment of the pr imordia l tragedy , as rationalized i n the myth
of the Old Woman, Mutjinga, the most sorrowful myth of the Murinbata
(Article II I , p . 117). Stan ner i s pe r ple xed by the relat·ionship
of the myth to the rite , but he believes the myth to be derived
from the rite because the r i te is " ob l igato r y and constant " whi l e
the myth is - descretionar y and variable" (Ar ticle II , p . 248) .
The myth , unlike the rite , is not secret, but it does h old a
spec ial significance f or initiated men . Given n ow , i n summary
form , is t he myth:
A couple l eft t he ir child ren with Mut j inga , t he Old
Woman.
She took them s wimming a nd t hen they slep t. T hen
Mutj i nga too k one child and l ooked for li ce in his hai r .
She swa llowed the chi l d . Then she sa i d to the second
chi l d , "I will make you s l eep. "; this child was swallowed
like the o the r .
Eight others were swallowed in like
mann er .
The man and his wife returned, but t o their
avail could not find the ch ildren . They found the Old
Woman ' s tracks whi ch l e d to the wa ter ; many people ,
including a mature man, Left Hand , heard their cries and
aided them in the ir search . Mutjinga was believed to
have crawled along the river ; finally " they saw big eyes
coming and out came the Old Woman ... " . Left Hand thr ew
his spea r . Mut ji nga cried " from whose is this? " Left
Hand answered " from yourself, yours was the fau l t . "
Af ter they broke Mutj inga ' s neck, they found he r bel l y
moving, cut it open , and found in it t he ten child ren ,
alive . They were pulled out , washed , and painted with
ochre , and on their foreheads were put the marks of the
initiated .
Then they were returned to their joyfu l mothers.
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The myth , along with the r ite , may be broken down into the four
stages set by Stanner:
l)setting aside, 2)destruction , 3)transformation, and 4)return .
In the first stage, the setting aside ,
or consecration, the youths in the rite are put under the care
of the kadu punj and are made nameless and as "wild beasts . "
The children in the myth are put under the care of the Old Woman ,
and become name l ess, in essence, for they are without their parents .
The young initiates are then annointed with blood and are
symbolically swallowed , which is the stage of destruction ; the
corresponding stage in the myth consists of the actual swallowing
of the children by Mutjinga.
The third stage, which is the
transformation, is perhaps the most significant stage , and en compasses the time, in the myth, which the children spend in the
Old Woman ' s stomach. Transformation in the rite is more difficult
to pin down, but can be said to be the hearing of, and the presentat i on of , the bullroarers.
The final stage is simply the formal
return to the mothers , in both rite and myth .
The returned youths
now belong to a new locus; they have new life .
It must be emphasized
that these four stages are in no way absolute but have been dealt
with as such so that the reader may recognize the sacrificial bent
in both the rite and the myth .
The myth both gives the reason
for the connection of the suffering with the good and the remedy
for that condition.
Mutj i nga swallowed the children for no
apparent reason , which is the " wrongful turn " which gives life
its tragic character, and she provides the means whereby the
youths can be reborn:
she symbolically swallows the youths and
vomits them back out both now and forever, so that they may live
effectively and even joyfu l ly in their l ess than perfect condition .
To recapitu l ate , then , the rite of Punj and its corresponding
myth insure, through their symbolic content, that men rece i ve
"conceptions of a general order of existence. " I have applied
W.E . H. Stanner ' s comprehensive study of the third initiation rite
of the Murinbata, the rite of Punj , to Clifford Geertz ' s de f in i t i on
of re l igion and have found them to be compatible; the Murinbata
consciousness may well be plugged into what Geertz calls religi on ,
even though the aborigines worship no god , have no churches or
priests , and are not concerned with sin or salvation .
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FOOTNOTES

lStanner was born in Sydney , Austra lia, and studied at Sydney
Uni vers i ty and t h e University of Lond on , where he received his
doctorate . He did fie l d r esearch with the t ribe under study and
even underwent the initiation rite described herein.
2 w. E. H . Stanner, "On Aboriginal Re li gion ," Oceania ( 19 59 - 62)

30-31, 32-33.

I

Subsequent refe r ences are included within the text .

3 "Religion as a Cu ltur a l System, " ed. Wil l iam A. Lessa and
Evon Z . Vogt , Reader in Comparati ve Religion (New York : Har pe r &
Row , 1965), p. 168 _

4Stanner , not discriminating between rite and ceremony ,
con s i stently calls Punj a ceremony , perhaps to emphasize i t s joyous
cha r ac t e r. He does , t h o u gh , state that technically i t is a rite;
thi s is wh at I s hall cal l it .
SI n r eality , though, the social and even spiritual pres sures act
t o force the boys to partici pate in Punj (Article I , p . 112).
6Vi ctor Turner, " Betwixt and Between : The Liminal Per iod in
Ri tes d e Passage, " ed. William A. Less and Evon Z . Vogt , Reader in
Compara ti ve Religion (New York : Harper & ROw, 1 965) , p. 338 .
S tanner is at odds with Tu rne r here; it is also Turner who makes
the distinction between rite and ce r emony which Stanner ignores.
7This is characteristic o f the Murinbata religion: the
aborigines are not analy t ical and accept much as mystery.
SIt is this phase that Stanner calls the 'limin a l ' period ,
because it is here that the you ths are supposedly in t h e belly of
the Old Woman.
He identifi es the wild animal s t age with th e first
phase, t hat of se~ arati o n (Arti cle VI , p . 239) .
9 Not ice the role psychology plays in the Murinbata religion.
10After the ' noti on of Emile Durkeim and Robertson Smith.
IlStanne r believes both the Karwadi and Tjirmumuk aspects of Pun j
to be mundane , and not e ither sacred or p r ofane (Artic l e II, p . 10 9 ) .
l2The rite is actual l y a most happy one and is the occasion for
much si n gin , dancing and ce l ebration .
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THE ARGOT OF THE HOMOSEXUAL
by
Diane Davis

Linguists a n d modern speech scientists today share the belief
that language and culture ar i se at t e e same time. Groups of peop l e
who s hare common expe riences develop a means of commun i ca t ion . This
communic a ti on often gives rise t o app r opria t e new words.
Members
of t rad es a nd professions, such as·nu r ses , medical doctors , and
librarians , share a common voca bul ary of specialized words and
phrase s ca lled "argot ll or "cant . tol An argot is a specialized
vocabulary spoken by a group , trade , or profess i on.
Althou gh the
te rm "cant " o ri g inal l y r efer r ed to t he special vocabulary used by
persons of l ow or d isreputab l e charac t er , the terms " argot " and
"cant " are now used interchangeably . 2 The language of an argot is
unintelligible to indiv i dua l s not closely assoc i ated with the
group. 3 An argot reflects the li festyle and culture of those using
the argot through the language it employs .
I n the Un ited States ,
the dominant culture is heterosexual.
A homosexual is descri b ed
as a pe rso n who finds h is main or exc lu s i ve sexua l gratif i ca ti on
in sexual r e lations with members of his own sex. 4 Since the sexua l
practice of t he h omosexua l p l aces him ou t side t h e dominant cu l t ure ,
he has formed his own subcu l tu r e . The argot of the homosexual
r ef l ects this subculture .
The practice of homosex u a li ty is an anc i ent o n e and can be
traced to the ear l y Greeks and Romans.
In the United States, the
practice of homosexuality can be traced to reports by ea rl y
European settlers conce rning American Indians. S In most Western
societies, the p ractice of homosexuality is publicly disapproved.
In the United States r however , thi s disapprova l goes even further:
The behavior is considered a criminal offense in most states. 6
Partici pants actually fo und committin g a home se xual act may be
arrested on sodomy or ora l cop ul ation l a ws . Or they may be charged
wi th lewd or l asc i vious behavior i f arrested short of the sexual
act .
If found me r e ly loitering around an area of homosexual
activ ity, they may be c h arged with vagrancy.7 Although the danger
of criminal p r osecuti on i s a rea l t h reat to the h omose x ua l, it is
not the o nly one he faces.
Any person displaying homosexual
tendencies may be dismi ssed if he is a federal employee . He may be
rejected at draft induction or be separated from the military with
less than honorab l e disc h arge.
I f he is an immigrant, he may be
deported . S The homosexual also faces the threat of b l ackmai l.
Because of l ega l and other threats, most homosexua l act i vity is
carried on in secret . This makes the homosexual an excel l ent target
fo r b l ackmai l if his activity is discove r ed. The threat of blackmail
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also makes the homosexual a poor security risk for federal jobs. 9
The threat of criminal charges, discrimination , and the danger
of b l ackmail are problems con~tantly faced by the homosex u a l.
Most
homosexuals live in fear of detection and as a result are insecure.
The following statement by a homosexual indicates some of this fear :
The thought that you are "gay " is always with you and
you know it ' s there even when other people don ' t . You
a l so t h ink to yourself that certain of yo u r mannerisms
and your ways of expression are liable to give you awa
That means there is always a certain amount of strain .

16

In the United States , a stigma has always been attached to the
homosexual . The concern of the homosexual for secrecy determines
the extent and type of relationships he deve l ops with other homosexuals within the subculture . Large cities provide more
opportunities for special ized groups of homosexuals to exist . lIn
smaller cities , the opportunities include mostly restroom sex .
The h omosexual subculture h as deve l oped an argot because of the
need for secrecy.
Any homosexua l who acquires a knowl edge of this
argot does so through a conscious effort . Knowl edge of the a r got
signifies membership in the group and serves as a mehtod of
unifying t he members. 1 2 It is obvious the argot and the subculture
of the homosexual developed at the same time .
Although the subcu l ture of the homosexua l is distinct , t h e
homosexual must operate within the dominant culture much of the
time . Hence , the need for secrecy is paramount . The argot of the
homosexual ref l ects this desire to go undetected in the heterosexual
wor l d .
In the homosexual argot , " passing " means to conceal one ' s
homosexuality.
"TO pass " means to be accepted as being heterosexual.
Covert homosexuals refer to the attempt to pass as being " on stage. ,, 13
A more l iteral attempt at secrecy is the phrase " taking cover ,"
which means zipping the fly in the homosexua l argot. l4
The homosexual must function in both the h omosexual wor l d and
the world of the dominant culture; therefore , the argot of the homo sexual describes both worlds.
" Gay " and " straight " are terms used
to divide the worlds into Us and Them . Both words have cu l tura l
and sexual mean i ngs. IS Some people, however, do not fit entirely
into either of these categories .
"Wise " refe r s to straight
participants in gay communi t ies . The term means that although
heterosexual, these individuals can interact with t h e gay community
with positive fee l ings. l6
The homosexual commun i ty is a close association of members of
the subculture.
Relationships within the community are defined by
terms in the argot of the homosexual .
It is interesting to note
that several of these terms also describe social kinship in the
heterosexual world . These terms include " mother, " " auntie ," and
"sister. " " Mother " describes one within the community with whom
members have a special relationship.
He is usually an older man who
is extremely camp and very sociable.
" Auntie" is an aging , effeminate
homosexual who attracts a younger circle of men.
He offers
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advice, money, and shelter.
" Sistef~" are those in a formalized ,
close relationship within a clique.
Relationships between individual homosexuals are also
described by the homosexual argot . The term "lover" is used in
much the same sense as it is used in the heterosexual world . A
homosexual " lover" is a partner in a long - term relationship .
"Husband and wife " is also used to describe the same relationship. IS
" Gay marriage" is used to describe a paired relationship which lasts
for a period of time. l9
Members of the community also have a term to describe one
who is a leader .
"Queen " denotes the leader in a covert group of
homosexuals. A member of a covert group describes the function of
the queen as follows:
A queen really means the leader of the group. You see
how that is in a small town where there are not many
people who are gay and willing to admit it. She knows
who ' s who and what ' s what . 2Q
The term "queen" a l so has another meaning.
In the homosexual argot
it may also mean an individual , not necessarily homosexual , who
preys on children or engages in activities not accepted as part of
the norm of the group for sexual activity.21
The dominant heterosexual culture disapproves of the behavior
of homosexuals, and this disapproval contributes to the c l annish
behavior of homosexuals. Homosexua l s tend to congregate at special
l ocations . The argot of the homosexual reflects this tendency to
meet with other homosexua l s . A "tearoom" refers to an establishment
which gains a reputation as a place where homosexual encounters
occur. A "tearoom " could be a public toilet, a balcony of a movie
theater, or an automobile.
To become known as a "tearoom ," the
location must be readily accessible to the ma l e population . 22
The argot a l so contains terms which refer to tearoom activity .
A " watch queen" is the lookout in a tearoom. This term denotes the
homosexual ' s need for secrecy while also exhibiting his protective
attitude towards members within the comrnunity.23 " Trickling " refers
to engaging in a one- time sexual re l ationship and usually occurs in
tearooms. 24 In the homosexual argot , "cutting out" means giving up
on the game of se~king a sexual partner in a tearoom . 25
The behavior of homosexuals differs noticeably from that of
members of the dominant cu l ture . The homosexual argot contains
terms to describe some of this behavior.
tlCamp behavior, " "camping , "
and "carrying on" describe behavior of homosexuals which is non serious fun and a parody of femininity.26
"Drag" is the term used
to describe the practice of wearing female clothes.
It is done in
the spirit of camp and is acceptable in social settings of the gay
comrnunity.27 A "drag queen" i s one who wears drag fairly often ,
but still on l y on appropriate occasions . A female impersonator in
a show is an example . 28
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The homosexual must live both in and between his world and the
world of the dominant culture . His individual need for secrecy
influences his choice of professio~ Occupations of covert homosexuals
cover all fields and include such professions as medicine, law,
bookkeeping, and so forth . 29 The overt homosexual who does not
feel the need for secrecy tends to fall into occupations of a much
lower status such as being a bellhop or counterman. 30 Within the
homosexual conununity, "hustlers " are those who provide a subsistence
for themselves by engaging in homosexual activity for a charge.
The hu~tler often denies his homosexual tendency and justifies his
action as merely a means of providing a living. 31
The homosexual displays an attitude toward time which indicates
a difference from the dominant culture. The gay community exists
within the limits of leisure time since stigmas prevent the
extension of the community into work time.
The gay world is a world
of leisure time which is structured by the concept of leisure and
play .
For the homosexual, this gives a value to free time beyond
that of simple relaxation . 32 The homosexual argot contains terms
which reflect the importance leisure time holds for homosexuals.
"Cruise," walking the street or frequenting homosexual gathering
places looking for a partner, "number , " a casual pickup , and " meat
market , " a street where homosexuals gather to cruise and pickup
triCk~j all relate to the homosexual ' s particular conception of
time .
During leisure time within the homosexual community, the
narration of sexual experience and gossip about sexual explo i ts
of others provide a major form of recreation .
" Dish" in the argot
means to engage in malicious gossip.34
Space also takes 'on a special meaning for homosexuals.
Like
gay time , gay space tends to secrecy. Gay time which is spent in
gay space, such as a gay bar, ~gins a highly exclusive and valuable
character by its very secrecy.
For the homosexual, gay space
provides a place where the true self can be al l owed to surface .
In the argot , "letting down my hair" and " being myself" reflect this
feeling of freedom provided by gay space. 36 The invasion of gay
space triggers reactions which include either ignoring the newcomers ,
routing them, or being overpowered by them . To the gays , territorial
invasion may mean gay people in straight places or straight people
in gay places. 37
The attitude of homosexuals toward bisexuals is reflected by
the argot.
Homosexuals express the idea that masculinity is more
desirable to femininity.
" Sissy" in the argot refers to one who
is overly feminine.
"Butching it up" refers to the attempt of an
individual to be overly masculine even though his feelings are
actually feminine . 38 Within the homosexual argot , bisexuals are
referred to as "bi ," " AC/DC , " or II switch- hitters . "39 A " nel l y" or
"nelly queen " is one who is overly effeminate and flamboyant enough to
endanger the secret status of his homosexuality.
He is referred
to as "she " or " her," denoting the disapproval of the community ,
and is given a feminine name linked with his own man ' s name , such
as Erica for Eric. 40
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The argot of the homosexual can be divided into two secti ons:
a core vocabulary which includes terms known by homosexuals in all
the different areas of the country , and a fringe vocabu l ary which
is known only by homosexuals in certain geographical areas.
Since
the homosexual culture is quite transient, fringe vocabulary can
quickly become a part of the core vocabulary.41 Examination of
the argot has shown that the core vocabulary has stability and is
the part of the lexicon which functions most frequent l y in homosexual communication. The core vocabulary of the argot consists
of the following terms :
Are you prepared? , Are you ready?, basket,
box, bulldyke , butch , camp, closet queen ,
drag , drag queen , dyke , femme , gay , Mary !,
Mercy ! , Mercy Mary ! , one night stand, queen ,
rough trade , straight , Too much !, trick. 42
The core vocabulary also contains words which describe different
sexual behavior .
They inc l ude "blowing , " for sexual intercourse ,
"browning ," for anal intercourse, and "golden shower," for
urination with sexual impl i cations. 43
The fringe vocabu l ary contained within the homosexual argot is
much larger than the core vocabulary.
Unlike the core vocabulary,
it consists of terms largely unknown by the heterosexual community .
The fringe vocabulary also reflects the difference in s l ang from
metropolitan areas--where specialized homosexual communities exist-and the slang used in sma ller cities and towns--where sexual
opportunities are mostly one-night stands. 44 Words contained in
the fringe vocabulary of the homosexual are of six varieties:
Compounds (" closet queen," "size queen"), rhyme compounds ( " chichi ,"
"shishi ," "peek freak " ) , exclamations ("Mary!" and "Too much !" ) ,
puns ( " Give him the clap !" ) , blends ( " bluff " from "butch " and " fluff") ,
and truncations ( " bi ," " homo , " and "hetero ,, }.45
The homose x ual subculture has undergone quite a few changes in
the past few years . A drive for recognition of gay rights has begun .
Organizations such as the North America Conference of Homophi l e
Organizations and the, Gay Activists A!~iance have been established
to promote the rights of homosexuals.
Although much progress has
been made in the fight for gay rights , the argot of the homosexual
has neither disappeared nor been reduced. The homosexua l subculture
does not wish to gecome a part of the dominant culture.
Rather, they
only ask for freedom to l ive as they desire. The argot of the homosexual functions to unite members of the homosexual community, and
as long as the community differs significantly from the dominant
culture, the a~got will live.
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THE LIFE STORY OF
THE HE RO OF WORLD WAR I--SERGEANT ALVIN C. YORK
A lI hero " is a mytho l og i ca l or legendary figure, often of divine

descent, endowed with grea t strength or a bility; an illustrious
warrior; a man admired and emulated for his achievements and qualities;

and the cen tral f i gure in an event or pe riod~ From a cabin back in
the mountains of Tennessee, a young man who was untutored in the
ways of the world went to World War I to fi~ht for the pr in c i p l es
that the United States held in high esteem .
That young man was
later known as the hero of World War I. Hi s name was Sergeant
Al vin Cu llum York from Pall Mall, Tennessee.

Alvin C . York, t he third oldest of eleve n c hi ldren , was born in
1887 in a one- room l og cabin i n Pal l Ma ll, Tennessee.
His father
was William York, a great hunter and blacksmith by trade , who
discip li ned himself and his chi l dren to the theory that contentment
was to be found i n the squ are deal and honest labor. 3 Because of the
l arge fam ily of e le ve n children, Alvin had to qu i t school in t he
second grade and go to work for his father at the blacksmith shop .
Even then at t h e age of 16, Alvin was a huge man, standing six feet
tall , tipping the scal e at 205 pounds. 4
Alvin' s mother was t he former Mary Brooks, a pioneer in courage
and faith as she under t ook her tasks with d etermin ation in h ope that
the Almighty God was mindful of h er needs . 5 " Moth er York" was
certainly the heroic type as she was force d to rear e l even child r en
alone.
Her husband, William, passed away in 1911, and the r esponsibility for this large family fel l on her shoulders . Alvin wa s only
24 years old at that time , and his fa t her 's death brought him many
problems also. 6
However, "Mother York" l oved he r family, and it was f r 9m he r
teachings that Al vin York formed his attitudes t oward life.
Her
simp l e, homemade phi l osophy was ever urg ing her boy to "think clear
through whatever proposition was before him, and when in a situation
wh ere those around him were excited, to slow down on what he was
doing, and think fast .,, 8 The ideals tha t " Mother York" held in
high esteem were very influent ial in Alvin ' s future life. As ahe
said,
I hain ' t ( sic] had much 0 ' ( sic] the l arnin ' ( sic ] that
comes out or-Isic] books, buc-r brung [ sic ] up-OY the
hair of t h e he~ a ll alone , in a one - room l og cabin ,
eleven red-headed kids; and they ' re a ll alive and well
today; ~d thet [ s i c ] l arns [ sic ] you somethin '[sic ] about
11. V1.n
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Alvin always listened to "Mother York' s" guiding words of gentle
and simple truths.
However, Alvin went through a brief period of wildness in young
manhood. When his father passed away, the responsibility for the
large family brought Alvin many problems from which he sought relief
by drifting along with a wild crowd of fellows.
Alvin was a typical
Saturday night hell-raiser around Tennessee ' s tiny Cumberland
Mountains towns. 10 He got his recreation in gambling .and drinking.
But he finally saw how his behavior was upsetting "Mother York. "
Alvin gained one of the greatest victories a man can hope to achieve
in 1915 when he conquered himself. What great inner awakening had
occurred to inspire him to make such a tremendous change in his life?
His mother , of course, influenced such a change. However , at the
mere sight of a church- going girl, Miss Gracie Williams , whom he
wanted to marry, Alvin put away his jug and became a member of the
Church of Christ in Christian Union. ll
Joining this church meant more than it may have seemed to Alvin.
The rules were exceedingly strict, and unless a person had true
religious convictions, he would not be able to live according to
its tenets . 1 2 Alvin was determined to follow those rules to the
utmost. Above all, he took to heart and he hoped to live by the
Ten commandment~ stressing mainly the Sixth Commandment: Thou
Shalt Not Kill. 1 Yes, Alvin York had been "saved" as he expressed
it, and his "wild" days were over . He often gave testimony of his
religious experience:
I abandoned the old life completely and forever , because
I jis' ( sic ] kinder ( sic] realized I was missing the finer
things of life; and when you miss the finer things of life,
you might jis' [ sic ] as well be i razorback hog grubbing
for acorns on the mountain side. 4
As mentioned before, no one was happier about the great change
in Alvin's life than a beautiful, young mountain girl, Miss Gracie
Williams. She had frowned upon Alvin's drinking and gambling , Miss
Gracie s i mply would not have anything to do with Alvin until he had
begun to lead a decent· life. IS He rose rapidly in the church as he
used the Bible as a guide for living.
He taught a Sunday school
class, led the choir, and was even called the singing elder because
of his £~easing tenor voice when he became second elder of the
church.
Alvin York preferred to live in peace and to love and be
loved, to marry Miss Gracie, the girl that he picke d out when she
was a baby as (she was 12 years younger than him), and to settle
down in the lit~le valley of Fentress County, Tennessee . 1 7
In addition to his religious commirwent, Alvin also committed
himself to becoming an expert marksman.
Shooting matches were
held on Saturday near the rural community of Pall Mall, Tennessee.
It took prompt action to score a hit on a turkey-shoot range because
the marksman would have to wait f o r the untimed appearance of the
bobbing head. Alvin became a phenomenal shot with his long-barreled
rifle as he developed a keen sense of hunting. 19 At the same time,
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Alvin developed an extraordinary skill with a pistol.
He could toss
it from hand to hand, and at full gallop, shoot with deadly accuracy.20
Alvin probably never suspected that he would be making use of those
expert marksmanship skills in his future. ~rs Alvin York destined
to become a hero or an illustrious warrior?

I

Meanwhile on the world - wide scene, war had broken out in Europe.
Alvin , like most mountaineers, was only mildly interested before
there was talk of the United States ' entry into such a war. The
wounds of the Civil War had healed, but the scars that it left were
deep.
The thought of another armed conflict meant more to the old
peop l e than it did to the younger generation. Alvin did not want to
fight because he had found comfort in religion and happiness in love.
"If the world would only let him alone, he would be well content in
turn to let the world alone ," Mvin once said to Miss Gracie . 22
When the draft came along and reached out for Alvin, he was in
a difficult situation. He had become second elder of the church,
and he often led the services. He was very much in love with Miss
Gracie, and she had agreed to marry him.
There was only one thing
that Alvin could do when he received his registration card in 1917.
He claimed exemption from the draft as a conscientious objector. 23
His duty to his country pointed one way, and his religious convictions
pointed another way .
In 191 7 , York twice appealed for exemption from the World War I
draft as a conscientious objector. Pastor R. C . pile urged Alvin
frequently to request exemption on the grounds that his mother,
faced with the prospect of losing the head of the household at a time
when her health was not robust, needed him at home. 24
.
Of course , Alvin had been taught by the Church of Christ in
Christian Union that killing was sinful.
He had given up drink i ng
and gambling to abide by the rules of the church to which he was
admitted. 25 Therefore , Alvin pleaded for exemption from the Worl d
War I draft on the grounds that he had religious scruples aga i nst
war. 26 He wrote:
August 28, 1917

To Local Draft Board,
County of Fentress.
I, Alvin Cullum York , Serial Number 378 , hereby certi fy that
I am 29 years of age and reside at Pall Mall, Tennessee .
I
hereby respectfully claim discharge from selective draft on
the following ground , that I am- (1) a person who was a member of a well - organized sect
or organization, organized and existing May 18, 1917, whose
then existing creed or principles forbade its members to
participate in war in any form and whose religious principles
are against war or participants therein in accordance with the
creed or principles of said -wel l- recognized sect or organization. 27
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However, the l oca l draft board thought differently about York ' s
religious principles against war . They knew that Alvin York was a
big, strong man a deadly shot, and the type of man who would make
a good soldier . ~8 Their denia l of his appeal for exemption was as
fo l lows:
LOCAL BOARD FOR THE COUNTY OF FENTRESS
STATE OF TENNESSEE
JAMESTOWN , TENNESSEE
Order N. 218

Serial Number 378
ALVI N CULLUM YORK

Denied , because we do. not think "The Church of Christ
in Christian Union" is a well - recognized sect, etc . Also,
we understand it has no creed except the Bible , which its
members more or less inter pret for themselves, and some do
n ot disbelieve in war~ - at least there is nothing forbidding
them to participate. 29
Alvin appealed aga inst their decision , and again he was denied .
He had twice appeal ed for exemption from the Wo~ ld War I draft
board, and he had been twice denied his appeal. 3D Alvin then went
over t h e h eads of the County Board and petitioned the Board for t h e
Middle Di strict of Tennessee to exempt him. When they refused his
pe tition , he wrote a personal appeal to President Woodrow Wilson ,
who turned the l etter over to the War Department , where it was no t
acted upon.
Therefore, Alvin York had to go to war. He was not the killer
type nor the fighting type.
Nevertheless, Alvin went to war because
he was drafted and he was forced to go. He registered fo r the draft
at Pastor R. C. Pile ' s store in Pall Mall, Tennessee. 31 Alvin was
physically examined and passed the test as he was in top p hy sical
shape.
He weighed around 1 80 pounds and stood over six feet tall .
Hunting and blacksmithing h ad toughened his body until h e was a man
of steel and ~~ckory , and his movements were quiet, quick , and
pan ther-like.
.
Alvin Cul lum York was inducted into the army and assigned to the
21st 11aining battalion at Camp Gordon , Georgia, on November 1 4 ,
1917.
He was lqter sent to Company G., 328th Infantry , 82nd Division .
This was the " All America" Division, made up of selected men from
every state in the Union, and in its ranks were the descendants of
men who came from every nation that composed the All ies t h at were
fighting Germahy.34 Alvin was a good soldier and en j oyed basic
training; he quickly won the notice of his superiors --- Captain
E.C.B. Danforth , Jr ., the company commander , and Major George Edward
Buxton , the battalion officer .
Captain Danforth wanted to promote
Alv in to corporal and possibly to sergeant, but the c l oud of being a
conscientious objector hovered over him , and he remained a private . 35
Even though he h ad proven to be a good soldier , he had enteren
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the Army in a state of mental and spiritual perplexity.
He knew that
he needed to serve his country. Nevertheless, he had been taught
that it was wrong for Christians to fight and ki ll one another, and
the more that he studied the Bible, the more he was convinced of it. 36
His conscience kept pestering him until he finally went to Captain
Danforth, who in turn took his case to a higher officer. Major

George Edward Buston was a Bible student, and in self- defense, he
had searched out for himself passages of God ' s word that permitted
man to fight for his country . 3? He was impressed with Captain
Danforth's story of this good soldier, diligent and obedient , but

with religious practices that would not let him kill.
was scheduled between Major Buxton and Alvin.

An interview

During the interview, Alvin talked to Major Buxton of his
activities in the Church of Chr1st in Christian Union in Tennessee .
He told how the creed of the church was the Bible and how he believed
the Bibl~ was the inspired Word of God and the final authority of
all men. 8 With his Bible in his hand, Major Buxton exp l ained that
there were times when it was a man ' s obligation to fight in order to
protect his rights. He quoted Old Testament ~~ssages to Alvin to
convince him of the legitimacy of a just war.
The Major quoted
Ezekiel in the Old Testament:
When I bring the sword upon a land , if the people of the
land take a man of their coasts, and set him for their
watchman;
If when he seeth the sword come upon the land, he blow
the trumpet, and warn the people;
Then whosoever heareth the sound of the trumpet, and taketh
not warning; if the sword come , and take him away, his
blood shal l be upon his own head.
He heard the sound of the trumpet , and took not warning;
his blood shall be upon him. But he that taketh warning
shall deliver his soul.
But if the watchman see the :~word come , and blow not the
trumpet , and the peop le be not warned; if the sword come,
and take any person from among them , he is taken away in
his iniquityb' but his blood will I require at the watchman's hand . 11
Alvin listened carefully and was impressed with the Major just
as Major Buxton was impressed with the intelligent sincerity of Alvin.
Major Buxton ordered a lO-day furlough for Private York to go home
and think over the situation.
Alvin went home and discussed the problem that he was being
burdened by with his family , with his friend Pastor Pile, and
with Miss Gracie. Two days before his leave expired, he did something
which revealed his deeply religious character, something which in
this skeptical age should be held up to every man, woman, and child
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in America as a Rock of Gibraltar of faith. 42 Unable to solve the
problem himself and unable to receive the help he needed from his
friends and loved ones, he put the problem up to his God .
For two
days, he knelt on the mountain side and ~5ayed for guidance just
like Moses and Joshua of the olden days .
When he carne down from
the mountain, he was satisfied because he had received assurance
from God .
He made his declaration that it was right for him to go
to war , and as l~~g as he believed in God, not one hair on his head
would be harmed .
With faith as strong as Alvin had developed, he
was invulnerable . Was Alvin York again dest i ned to become a hero
or a man endowed with great strength or ability as an illustrious
warrior?45
When Alvin made his decision to go to war, that decision led to
his becoming the most celebrated G. I . in America ' s military history . 46
In May of 1918, the 82nd Division arrived in France to be given
British rifles , helmets, and gas masks, and to be sent on to training
areas .
Alvin was convinced that it was his duty to fight for his
country.
Once his religious scruples were laid aside , he devoted
himself to the business of soldiering with that same definite and
dominant purpose which characterized his life in the mountains . 47
The earnest young private soon won promotion to the rank of corporal
in Company G , 328th Infantry, 82nd Division in the month of September.
However, the essence of Alvin York's life was compressed into
four hours on October 8 , 1918, in the mud and blood of the Argonne
Forest during the Meuse - Argonne Campaign of World War 1. 48 Shortly
before daylight on October 8, 1918, the 82nd Division , wet to the
skin and nearly exhausted , climbed a small hill marked 223 on the
war maps and took over a sector of the front line where the exact
position was almost nine miles in front of them.
At dawn , the attack
was to begin where the big, red - headed mountaineer from Pall Mall ,
Tennessee , in the Cumber l and Mountains was to write a thrilling and
almost unbelievable page in the military history of the United
States Army.49
In order to describe the battle of the Argonne Forest, it seems
necessary to give two versions of the story that were told by Alvin
C. York.
The first account of the battle was as follows :
On the 7th day of October we lay in some little holes on
the roadside pll day .
That night we went out and stayed
a little while and came back to our holes , the shells
bursting all around us.
I saw men just blown up by the
big German shells which were bursting all round us.
So the order came for us to take Hill 223 and 240 on
the 8th.
So the morning of the 8th just before daylight, we started
for the hill at Chatel Chehery.
Before we got there it
got light and the Germans sent over a heavy barrage and
also gas and we put on our gas - masks and just pressed
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right on through those shells and got to the top of Hill
223 to where we were to start over at 6:10 A.M.
They were to give us a barrage . The time came and no
barrage, and we had to go without one . So we started over
the top at 6:10 A.M. and the Germans were putting their
machine guns to working allover the hill in front of us
and on our left and right . I was in support and I could
see my pals getting picked off until it almost looked
like there was none left.
So 17 of us boys went around on the left flank to see if
we couldn't put those guns out of action.
So when we went around and fell in behind t hose guns we
first saw two Germans with Red Cross bands on their arms.
Some one of the boys shot at them and they ran back to
our right.
So we all ran after them , and when we jumped across a
little stream of water that was there, there was about
15 or 20 Germans jumped up and threw up their hands and
said, ' Comrade. '
Tne one in charge of us boys told us
not to shoot , they were going to give up anyway.
By this time the Germans from on the hill was shooting
at me. Well I was giving them the best I had .
The Germans had got their machine guns turned around.
They kil l ed 6 and wounded 3 . That just left 8 and then
we got into it right . So we had a hard battle for a
little while.
I got hold of a German major and he told me if I wouldn ' t
kill any more of them he would make t h em quit firing.
So I told him all right .

If he woul d do it now.

So he b l ew a little whistle and they quit shooting and
came down and gave up.
I had about 80 or 90 Germans there .
They disarmed and we had another line of Germans to go
through to get out. So I called for my men and one
answered me from behind a big oak tree and the other men
were on my right in t h e brush.
So I said , ' Let ' s get these Germans out of here . '
One of
my men said, 'It's impossible .'
So I said , 'No, l et's get
them out of here. '
When my men said that, this German major said, 'How many
have you got? '
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And I said, 'I got a plenty,' and pointed my pistol at him
all the time .
In this battle I was using a rifle or a 45 Colt automatic
pistol.
So I lined the Germans up in a line of twos and I got
between the ones in front and I had the German major before
me . So I marched them right straight into those other
machine guns, and I got them . When I got back to my
Major ' s P. C. I had 132 prisoners.
So you can see here in this case of mine where God helped
me out.
I had been living for God and working in church
work sometime before I came to the army.
I am a witness
to the fact that God did help me out of that hard battle
for the bushes were shot off all around me and I never
got a scratch.
So you can see that God will be with you if you will only
trust Him, and I say He did save me. 5U
The next account of the battle was written in the following version:
Sergeant Harry M. Parsons was in oommand of a platoon
of which my squad was a part. This platoon was the left
support platoon of G Company, my squad forming the
extreme left flank of the platoon.
The valley was
covered by machine-gun fire from the right (pointing
at the map), from the front, and from the left front.
Machine guns from the left front were causing a great
deal of damage to our troops advancing across the valley.
Sergeant Parsons was ordered to advance with his platoon
and cover our left flank.
As the fire was very hot in
the valley, we decided to skirt the foot of the hill
on our left and thereby gain some protection. We had
advanced a little ways up to about here (pointing at
the map) when we were held up by machine guns from our
left front here (pointing at the map). Sergeant Parsons
told Sergeant Bernard Early to take two squads and put
these machine guns out of business; so my squad, being
the left squad, was one of those chosen.
We advanced in single file.
The undergrowth and bushes
here were so ~hick that we could see only a few yards
ahead of us, but as we advanced, they became a little
thinner.
In order to avoid frontal fire from the machine
guns, we turned our course slightly to the left, thereby
working around on the right flank of the machine guns
and somewhat to their rear, which caused us to miss these
forward guns (pointing at the map).
As we gained a
point about here (pointing at the map and deSignating a
point somewhat in the rear of the machine guns) , we
turned sharply to the right oblique and followed a
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little path which took us directly in rear of the machine
guns. As we advanced we saw two Boche with Red Cross
bands on their arms. We called to them to halt , but
they did not stop and we opened fire on them.
Sergeant
Early was leading and I was third.
As I said before , we were proceeding in single file . We
immediately dashed down a path, a l ong which the Boche were
running, and crossed this stream (poin t ing at map) . The
Bache then turned to the right and ran in the direction
from which we had come. When we reached the point where
they turned , we stopped for half a second to form a
skirmish line.
I jumped about four paces away from a
sergeant and we told the other men to scatter out because
we thought there was going / to be a battle and we did
not want to be too close together. As soon as we formed
our skirmish line, we burst through the bushes after
the Bache.
This little stream of which I spoke runs through a gulch
into the valley . On either side of the stream there
was a little stretch of flat , level ground , about t wenty
feet wide, which was covered with extremely thick bush .
On the east bank of the stream was a hil l having an
exceedingly steep slope . The hi l l was somewhat semicircular in shape and afforded excelle n t protection to
anyone behind it . Along the top of the hil l were the
machine guns firing across the val ley at our troops .
We burst through the undergrowth and were upon the Germans
before we knew it, because the undergrowth was so thick
that we could see only a few yards ahead of us.
There
was a little shack thrown together that seemed to be
used as a sort of P. C . by the Germans .
In front . of
this , in a sort of semicircular mass , sat about seventyfive Boche, and beside a chow can, which was near the
P . C ., sat the command i mg officer. The Boch e seemed
to be having some kind of conference.
When we burst in on the circle , some of the Boche jumped
and t hrew up their hands , shouting ' Kamerad . '
Then the
others jumped up, and we began shooting. About two or
three Germans were hit. None of our men fe l l.
Sergeant Early said, ' Don ' t .shoot any more.
They are
going to give up anyhow, ' and for a moment our fire
ceased , except that one German continued to fire at me ,
and I shot him.
In the meantime , the Bache upon the
hill with the machine guns swung the left guns to the
left oblique and opened fire on us .
I was at this time
just a few paces from the mass of Bache who were crowded
around the P. C . At the first burst of fire from the
machine guns , all the Boche in this group hit the ground ,
lying flat on their stomachs .
I , and a few other of
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our men, hit the ground at the same time.
Those who
did not take cover were either killed or wounded by
the Bache machine-gun fire, the range being so close
that the clothes were literally torn from their bodies.
Sergeant Early and Corporal Cutting were wounded, and
Corporal Savage was killed.
In this first fire we had
six killed and three wounded.
By this time, those of
my men who were left had gotten behind trees, and two
men sniped at the Bache . They fired about half a clip
each.
But there wasn1t any tree for me, so I just sat
in the mud and used my rifle, shooting at the Bache
machine gunners .
I am a pretty good shot with the
rifle, also with the pistol, having used them practically
all my life, and having had a great deal of practice.
I shot my rifle until I did not have any more clips
convenient and then I used my pistol.
The Boche machine-gun fire was sweeping over the mass
of Germans who were lying flat, and passing a few
inches over my head, but I was so close to the mass
of Germans who were lying down that the Boche machine
gunners could not hit me without hitting their own men.
There were about fifty Boche with the machine guns,
and they were under the command of a lieutenant.
By
this time , the remaining Boche guns had turned around
and were firing at us, and the lieutenant with eight
or ten Germans armed with rifles rushed toward us.
One threw a little grenade about the size of a dollar
and with a string that you pull like this when you
want it to explode , at me, but missed me by a few feet,
wounding, however, one of his own men .
I just let the Bache come down the hill and then poured
it into them with my pistol, and I am, as I said before,
a pretty good shot with a pistol .
I shot the lieutenant,
and when he was killed, the machine - gun fire ceased .
During the fight I kept hearing a pistol firing from
the midst of the Boche who were lying on the ground.
This was eviden~ly the commanding officer shooting, as
he was the only one in the crowd armed with a pistol ,
and all of his clips were empty when I examined them
later.

•

When the machine guns ceased firing, the commanding
officer , who spoke English, got off the ground and
walked over to me.
He said, 'English?'
I said , 'No,
not Engli'sh. '
He said , ' what? '
I said, 'American.'
He said , ' Good Lord! '
Then he said , 'If you won ' t
shoot any more , I will make them give up,' and I said,
' Well, all right, I will treat you like a man,' and
he turned around and said something to his men in
German, and they all threw off their belts and arms
and the machine gunners threw down their arms and came
down the hill .
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I called to my men and one of them answered me over here,
another from over there , and another here (they were
pretty we l l scattered), and when they all come to me,
I found that there were six left besides myse l f .
We searched the Boche and told them to line up in a
column of twos . The Boche commanding officer wanted
to line up facing north and go down through the val l ey
a l ong the road wh ich runs by the foot of the hill ,
but I knew i f they got me there it wou l d be as good as
they wanted on account of the machine guns on the
opposite s l ope, so I said, I No , I am going this way, 1
which was the way I had come , and which led through the
group of machine guns placed here (pointing at the map)
wh i ch seemed to be outpost guns. We had missed this
machine - gun nest as we advanced, because we had gone
further to the left .
When we got the Boche lined up in a column of twos , I
scattered my men a l ong and at the rear of the column
and told them to stay well to the rear and t h a t I would
l ead the way . So I took the commanding officer and
the other two officers and put one in front of me and
one on each side of me , and we headed t h e co l umn .
I
did that because I knew that i f I were caught on the
side of the column, the machine gunners would shoot me ,
but that if I kept in the column , they wou l d have to
shoot their officers before they cou l d k ill me .
In
th i s manner we advanced along a path and into t h e
machine - gun nest which is situated h ere (point i ng at
the map) .
The machine - gunners , as I sa i d before , cou l d not ki l l
me wi t h out kil l ing their officers , and I was ready fo r
them.
One aimed a rifle at me from be h ind a tree , and ,
as I pointed my pistol at h i m, the commanding officer
said , I If you won 1t shoot any more , I wi l l tell them
to surrender . I
He d i d a n d we added them to our column.
I then reported with the prisoners to the battalion P . C.
They were counted the r e and t h ere were 1 32 of them .
I was there ordered to de li ver the pri soners to b r igade
headquarters , which I did , and returned to my company
the next morn i ng . Sl
To simplify the two above versions of the battle of t h e Argonne
Forest , it seems necessary to draw several conc l usions . As was
mentioned before , the dawn of October 8 , 1918 , found Corporal Yo r k l s
company on Hill 223 near Chatel Chehery , France , with the assignment
o f advancing on a rai l way two mi l es in front.
As the company moved
toward t h e objective two miles away , they were met by withering
machine - gun fire.
Most of t he f i rst wave was killed or injur~d ,
l eaving 17 men in the second wave to finish the battle .
The commander
was Sergeant Bernard J. Ear l y with Corporal York ranking next to
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Sergeant Ear l y . The detail moved forward and came up on the side
of a machine-gun battalion which fired on the Americans from e5~ry
direction , killing 10 of the 17 men , including Sergeant Early .
Six of the remaining seven men took cover with Corporal York
remaining in his position. He picked off 18 Germans with 18 shots. 53
Apparent l y , hi s marksmanship skills that he learned at an early age
proved to be very valuable to him and to the United States .
Corporal York was t h en charged by seven more members of the
German battalion. He shot t h em with his Pi~iol , whereupon, the
commander of the German troops surrendered .
Corporal York then
col l ected his own men and marched the prisoners back to American
territory . He had captured 132 German prisoners , including 128
en l isted men and four officers, and he also kil l ed 20- 25 others and
silenced 35 mach i ne guns. 55
Corporal York ' s feat of World War I won the highest praise of
military l eaders . Marshal Ferdinand Foch , the commander of Allied
Forces in World War I , ca lled Corporal York ' s exploit in the Argonne
Forest li the greatest thing accomplished by any private soldier of all
the armies of Europe ." 56 General John J . Pershing called Corporal
York lithe greatest civilian soldier of the war. 1157
Corporal York was promoted to Sergeant on November 1, 1918,
and became for all time to come , Sergeant York , the ti tIe that
al l but rep l aced his firs t name. 58 He was soon recommended for
the Congressional Medal of Honor and taken out of the front lines.
The Armistice was signed shortly afterwards . After the signing ,
Sergeant York , along with staff officers and war correspondents ,
returned to t he battlefield . The ground was carefully photographed
and measured , and his own affidavit and t h ose of other eyewitnesses
were taken , for the feat seemed so incredible that the officers
could not believe it . Investigation a f ter investigation was held
until every single doubt had been removed and every claim made on
Sergeant York's behalf substantiated . 59 Officers e xcl aimed that it
was not human for a man to do what Sergeant York had done in the
Argonne Forest; on the other hand , Sergeant York would not take any
credit for what he did eith er --- he felt that God deserved a ll of
the credit . 60
.
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Nevertheless , Sergeant York came out of World War I and returned
to a hero's welcome in the United States . He was awarded the
Congressional Medal of Honor , Amer ica' s highest decoration for bravery;
the Distinguished Service Cross; the Medaille Milita i re ; Croix de
Guerre with palm ; the French Legion of Honor; the Croce di Gu~rra
of Italy; the War Medal of Montenegro ; and many other medals . 1 Also ,
after the Armistice, each United States Division sent one enlisted
man and one officer to Paris to discuss the organization of a civilian
veterans group to continue the friendships they had made and to look
out for the veterans' interests.
Sergeant York , representing the
82nd Division , became one of the charter members of the American
Legion in 1919 , and he remained a Legionnaire until his death. 62
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In May, 1919, Sergeant York r etu rne d to the United States. The
newspapers had already printed countless reviews of Sergeant York ' s
exploits, and as Sergeant Yor k s t ated jokingly , "By the time they
h ad finished writing about me in . their newspape rs, I had whipped the
whole German army singl e handed. " 63 He was given a tumultuous
we lcome , a wild hero's welcome in New York where h e was honored by
a great pa rade d own Fifth Avenue . The New York Stock Exchange
s uspended business, and membe r s carried t he war hero around the
trading f l oor on their shoulders. 64 He was a lso g iven a standing
ova tio n by Congress in Washington, D.C . Sin ce Sergeant York
received the biggest r ecep ti on ever g ive to a home-coming American
of that t ime , with the s ingl e exception of th e g l orious co l o n e l
Charles A. Li n dbergh , should he be considered a he r o or the central
figure in an event or per i od?65
Sergeant York received hi s d i sc har ge on May 29, 1919 , and was
immedia te ly besieged by offers for lecture tours, ac t ing ass ignme nts ,
and other publ ic appearances amounting to as much as $500,000 in
show business. 66 Ye t he declined a ll o f the offe rs because he felt
i t would vio l a te h i s relig i ous conv i ctions to capita lize on his war
r ecord .
He turned them down, saying , "Thi s uniform ai n' t ~ for
sale " and returned to Tennessee with his family and friends .
Sergeant York was gree t ed warmly by the people of Tennessee , as
they had developed a great de a l of pr i de in the World War I hero.
As soon as he r eac he d Pall Mall, he sta t ed , "I didn't do any hunting
fo r a few days.
I'm t el l iqg you I went hunting Gracie first ."6 8
Sergeant York and Gracie soon announced plans to be married . The
wedding of Alvin Cullum York and Gracie Williams was performed by
Governor Roberts of Te nnes see on June 7, 1919, on a hillsi de near
a spring wh ere t he two had met in their courtship days , with
around 10,000 people attending the even t . 69 Sergeant York and Gracie
se ttled down on 4 00 acres of land that were given to h im by the
sta t e of Tennessee; here he continued blacksmithin
hun t ing , and
farming as h e had practiced before he went to war .
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However , if Sergeant York had hoped to fade away as some o l d
soldiers do, he did not take into account the public ' s capacity for
h e ro worship.
For years and years to fol l ow , a steady stream of
t our i sts fo u nd their way to the York h ome where they usua ll y found
the war hero in t h e fields or working on fa rm buildings .
I t became
obligatory for po lit icians of Tennessee running for off i ce to pose
for campaign p ict u r es with Sergeant York.71 Are the statements
above the makings of a hero or a man admired and emul ated fo r his
achievements and qua lities?
Even though Sergeant York had already served his country well ,
he was still wondering what he could do for his people si n ce they
had been so gene r o us to him.
Befor e the war , he had never been
out of t he mountains, and he had no ide a what t he outside wor ld
was like . 7 2 After the war, two things th at he had witnessed
throu ghout the world had made a lasting impression on h im . These two
things were education and roads. The nearest high school was 50
mi l es away , and the mountain trails and creek beds were no comparison
to the roads a n d highways he had seen in h is trave l s . 73 Therefore ,
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he trave l ed to Nashville and requested a grant for a road throug h
the mo unta i ns.
The York Hi ghway was the n constructed from
Knoxville right through the heart of the mountains to Nas h vi lle. 74
Sergeant York ' s fight against one of the world' s grea tes t evi l s ,
ignorance, had a l so begun to take shape . He had the oppo rtun ity
of capitali zing upon his bravery in World War I by appear ing on
stage or in the movies , but instead , he asked that no gifts be made
except tho se in the fo rm of mo ney for an education fu nd. 75 The
res u lt was t h e York Found ation , a non - profit-sha ring organ iz ation
that was to build and operate schoo ls for t he mountain chi l dren .
In connecti on with each s chool , the r e was farm l and til led by the
students; besides providing inst r ucti o n in agricultu r e , the farm
was to aid in the support of the sc hool.
Then , as each un it became
self- supporting, another school was establ ished in a new di strict . 76
Before the i dea o f the York Found at i on carne into being, Sergeant
York r efu sed to cooperate in the writing of anythin g about his life
u ntil the ea rly 1 920 ' s when two books were publi s h ed, Sergeant York
and Hi s Peop l e b y Sam Cowan and Sergeant York --Last of the Long-- --hun ters by Tom skeyhill . 77 Any money t h at was made from the sal e of
these books went toward the schoo l that was probab l y Sergeant Y ork ~s
biggest accomp li shment after the war , the York Agri cultural
Institute . 7 8
By l ecturi ng ac r os s the country , he earned S1 5 , 0 00, which he
use d t o help b u ild the Ins titute . Other contributions came from
the Tennessee Leg i s l atu re (S50 , 0 00) and a lumber company (1 , 000 acres
of l and) . 79 Upon completion , the York Agricultural Institute
consisted of a l arge modern bui ld ing and several smaller buildin gs ,
a gymnasium , a football fie ld, and a modern farm . Sergeant York
served as president of the school unt il 1 936 when the Prohibition
party nominagfid him fo r Vice-President , a nomination which he
tu r ned down.
Even though Sergeant York wa s surrounded by fame , he remained
simple and dedicated to the peop le of the mountain s .
He won and
h eld their pride not on l y as the g reatest soldie r of their time , but
also as a c itizen in peacetime, li v ing quie tly on his farm at Pa ll
Mall , Tennessee.
For many, fame would have p r oduced a pro ud spirit ,
a feelin g of e l evati on and selfis hness ; however , wealth gained by
Sergeant York through fame Wg~ used to e ducate the boys and gir ls
of the Cumberlan d Mountains .
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Sergeant York wondered what more he cou ld do for his people.
As mentioned before, h e was a deeply religious man who l oved to read
t he Bible. Teaching a Sunday schoo l c l ass , he real i zed that many
peop le did not understan d the Bibl e . He then r emembered t h at almost
every year , the motion picture producers urged him to a llow them to
make a picture of his li f e . 82 He decided that if produce rs would
make the pic ture exactl y as his life had been , i t might teach man y
good things, and h e could raise money to build a Bible I nstit ute
at Pall Ma ll.
Th erefore , he made severa l mo re guest appearances at events such
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as state fairs to raise money for the Bible Institute. B3 In 1941,
the motion picture serieant York was made with Gary Cooper portraying
the war hero.
Cooper ater won an Academy Award for his role,
and the movie itself totaled one of the largest box office records
ever made . 84 Sergeant York made various trips to Hollywood to make
sure the producers were not getting carried away . According to
Betsy (York) Lowery , Gary Cooper portrayed her father well and
would have resembled g~e pictures of her father in uniform if he
had worn a moustache.
Another member of the family , Miss Gracie,
would not allow any Hollywood actress to portray her who smoked or
drank , and even then , she was less than satisfied with Joan Leslie ' s
portrayal because she insisted , " She was too feisty to suit me . ,, 86
With Sergeant York's share of the money from the movie , he built a
beautiful stone building in Pall Ma l l that housed the York Bible
Institute where Bible teachers came to teach all those who wished
to learn more about the Bible. Again, the form of Sergeant York
rose out of the valley , above the mountains, and t he sunlight of the
nation's approval fell upon i t . 87
Meanwhile , Sergeant York was still interested in what was
happening on the nati onal scene relating to domestic and foreign
po l icy.
In his infrequent public appearances , the sergeant asked
for increased military preparedness .
He wrote a daily newspaper
column during Wor l d War II that appeared in a Memphis , Tennessee ,
newspaper under the title of " Sergeant York Says . ,, 88 He talked of
planes , missiles , and atomic bombs , and he believed that they must
be used in any war .
" But ," the old so l dier said , " you can ' t fight
a war without the foot soldier.
You can ' t take territory and keep
it without the foot soldier .
You can ' t ho l d territory with
missiles . " 89
Sergeant York then tried to enlist in World War II when he
heard that some Tennesseans were turned down by the Army because
of illiteracy . yO He thought that the ' nation ' s draft boards rejected
too many men who wou l d h ave been good ~nfantrymen .
He said that
althoug h a man may not have enough education to fly an airplane or
a missile, he may still be a good foot soldier as " they ' re the
best soldiers in the world. ,, 9 1 The War Department agreed and
appointed Sergeant York president of his local draft board , and in
19 4 2 , the War Department commissioned him a major . 92 However ,
Sergeant York failed to pass the physical tests for enlistment in
Wor l d War II ; subsequently , he was placed on the retired list .
In the early 1950 ' s , the movi e that had brought Sergeant York
huge royalties also brought him huge income - tax troubles .
Having
received $150 , 000 from Warner Brothers for the movie rights, he
paid his tax on a capital gains basis, for which the tax is figured
on only 50 per cent of the profit . 93 In 1 951 , the Internal Revenue
Service claimed that he had not paid all that he owed on the
$150 , 000 , and the interest had then piled up until his tax d ebt
amounted to $172,000, greater than his original royalties. 94 Part
of Sergeant York's tax troubles began because he gave a l ot of money
to the Fentress County schools and roads vlithout the contribution
being receipted through an agency listed with the Internal Revenue
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Sergeant York denied the charge and said firmly , "I paid
tax I owed 'em [ sic J, and I don 't owe ' em ( sic ] no
more.~ The accusations against Sergeant York by the Internal
Revenue Service upset him very much . He made the following state ments in reference to his contributions:

1 the

I didn ' t have any money, but I went to work to raise it
when I came back from the war.
I went from Maine to
California speaking and I had packed houses everywhere.
What I talked about was schools . On the f irst tour, I
raised SlO , OOO .
I guess the most money I ever made on
a speech was in St. Louis , Missouri , when I passed the
ha t Methodis style and got S4 , 000.
I'v e been in every
state in the Union e xce pt Alaska and Hawaii and I ' ve
spoken to 35 general assemblies in that many states.
I' m knowed [sic] everywhere.
I couldn ' t get away with
nothing [sic~o use of me tryin g . 96
After 10 years of legal battling, the Internal Revenue Service
agreed to accept $25 , 000 in full settlement of t heir S172,000 claim .
Word of Sergeant York ' s tax troubles brought a nationwide drive led
by Speaker of the House of Representatives, Sam Rayburn, a Democrat
from Texas but born in the Tennessee Hills. 97 The people of the
United States wanted to contribute to Sergeant York ' s tax fund as he
was receiving only S135 a month from his Veteran ' s pension, $32 a
month from Social Security , and $10 a month as a Medal of Honor
winner . 9B Contributions came in from everywhere to the Help
Sergeant York Fund , ranging from pennies and nickels to Sl,OOO checks.
Finally , in 1961 , Tennessee Representative Joe L . Evins, treasurer
of the York ta x fund , announced that funds had been raised amounting
to $50 , 000 to payoff Sergeant York ' s indebtedness and to establish
a trust fund for him . 99 In the same year , 1961, S . Hallock du Pont ,
a Wilmington, Delaware, financier, set up a trust fY88 that paid
the sergeant S300 a month for the rest of his li fe .
This surely
demonstrated the high esteem in which Sergeant York was held .

During the time in which his tax troubles were heightening,
Sergeant York suffered a series of strokes , and by 1954, he was
confined to a wheelcAair . His last pub l ic appearance was in August ,
1957 , when he traveled to Jamestown , Tennessee , for ceremonies in
which the B2nd Airborne Division , the successor to his old unit ,
presented him with a new black automobile and wheelchair , commemorating
the B2nd ' s only l .iving Hedal of Honor winner of the 1917 -1 B era . lOl
.
The car was made so that Sergeant York ' s wheelchair fit in the space
where the passenger ' s seat would have been locate. l02 Also, in 1 960 ,
the American ~egion gave him a circular push- button bed so that he
could move around despite semi - paralysis and almost c~~~lete blindness - ~
maladies due to a war injury which he never reported .
Despite his ill health , Sergeant York maintained a lively interest
in national and world affairs. He was better informed and closer
in touch with internationa l affairs than most city dwellers half his
age in the 1960 I s . His chief concern was a man called Fidel Castro i
he was convinced that the United States would have to go to war with
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Russia eventually, but " we ' re gonna [ sic have to go down there and
c l ean Castro u p first . "104 He liked to talk politics , especially
anything having to do with the Democratic Party, and hI selt that
the United Nations was helping to ease world tensions . 0
Sergeant
York was a man who was dedicated very much to the well-being of the
United States.
Sergeant York ' s family and friends conti nued to take sincere
pride in the World War I hero .
In 1960 , the Fentress County Music
and Arts Festival depicted the life of "Sergean t York --The Hero of
world Wa~ I" in a series of sequences b y eight county e l e mentary
schools. l06 Then and now, Sergeant York's family regard him as
their father, not the hero of World War 1. 107 They are proud of
him, but he never talked with his family about his war exploits
even though he was a very patriotic individual all of his life . i08
He never commercialized his fame , and he always brought credit to
hi s uniform.
The old soldier was bedridden for 10 years and suffered dearly.
From 1962 until September 1964 , he foug ht off death in 10 trips to
the Veterans Administration Hospital in Nashville; his wife , Gracie,
was always at his side. l09 At one time , he was a h uge man who weighed
as much as 289 pounds ; h oweve r, age and disease withered hi s body
when he developed a urinary - tract in fect i on from which he never
recovered . He was survived by his widow and his seven children-five sons and two daughtel:s . l 0 The family wanted to keep the
funeral small and quiet, but that was impossible.
Sergeant York chose to come b ack home after the war to the small
town of Pall Mall, Tennessee, and his family chose to have his funeral
and burial there, also. The funeral was held at York ' s Chapel on
September 5 , 1964, with around 8 , 000 attending.
It was a c ivil ian
funeral with full military honors for one whose exp l oits on t h e
batt l efield had won him an honored place in the military history of
the nations . III Preside nt Lyndon B. Johnson was represented by
retired General Matthew B. Ridgway, former N. A. T . O. commander and the
first wartime commander of the 82nd Airborne in World War II.
Units
of the 82nd Airborne Division honor guard and color guard stood at
present arms as the firing squad gave a 2l - gun salute over the
casket at the burial place of Wolf Creek cemetary.ll2
Even though Sergeant York had joined the immortals of histor y on
September 2, 1 964, h e has always been remembered for his courageous
deeds , both at war and at home . 113 It was not because h e was hi g hly
educated, not because he had an understanding of world conditions , not
because of the influence of culture-- for his life had been lived
under the most primit ive connitions--but becaus e of a deep religious
spirit that this man came forth out of the mountains and epitomized
the ga llantry of American fighting men and their sacrifices in
behalf of American freedom . l14
Of course , a hero plays a difficult role , for he is subjec t ed at
all times to the pitiless glare of publici t y , and his virtues and
vices are at all times subjected to distor t ion. Sergeant York was a
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prime object of hero worship
years to praise his exploits
publi c a l so realized that h e
than in war and was a legend

as people continued throughout the
in World \'lar I. However, the American
was one hero who was greater in peace
in his own time. 1 1 5

After his death , the public continued to honor the World ,\-lar I
hero. The York Grist Mill at Pall Mall , Tennessee, was restored
and dedicated as a park to the memory of Sergeant Al vin C. York on
October 8 , 1968 , the year marking the 50th anniversary of the famous
deed that Sergeant York performed in France during World War 1. 11 6
The York Mill was and is now cared for by the state of Tennessee ,
open daily to tourists from allover the United States .
Also, the city of Jamestown , Tennessee , was the center of memorial
ceremonies on May 30 1977, honoring Sergeant York with a pa rade and
gravesite services . l 17 Of course, Mrs . Gracie York and severa l of
the c hil dren attended the services.
Mrs . York stil l l ives in the two-story farm house at Pall Mall ,
Tennessee, with the chi ldr en paying her frequent visits . lIS Tourists
sti ll f l ock to the· York home to visit the York Gris t Mi ll across
the road , the burial site a mile away , the York Agricultural Institute
approximately 10 miles away , and simp l y to visit Mrs . York . When
she is asked about Sergeant York ' s exploits of World War I , she
repeats the following statement just as Sergeant York once stated ,
" He only did his duty to God and h is country, and every man s hould
do this .
It was through God t h at he accomplished what he did .,, 119
In concl u sion, Sergeant Alvin C . York was a hero in eve r y
respect.
He was a ll of the following:
a mythological or legendary
figure , possib l y of divine descent , endowed wit h great strengt h or
abi li ty; an illustrious warrior; a man admired and emulated for his
achievements and qua lities; and the central figure in an eve nt or
period . 120 He was a legend in his own time , and his title that
came along with the movie in 1941 , " Sergeant York, " lives on today .
All in all , Sergeant York sincerely believed in what he had
accomplished . He wanted to improve the culture of the mountain people
by building roads and .schools for them and heHas dedicated to raising
money to see hi s ideas fulfilled.
He believed that his bravery in
t'lor ld War I was due to God ' s being with him. He did not be l ieve
in k illing , but he did be lieve that h e had to fight for the pr inciples
of the United Stat~s .
Since he did turn down the gifts that were
offered to him after the war, many peop l e asked him this question ,
"What did it ever get you? "
He appropriately answered:
It got me '23 years of l iving in America where a humble
citizen can stand on the same platform with the President
of the United States . The thing that people forget is
that liberty and democracy are so very precious that
you do not fight to win t h em once and stop .
Liberty,
freedom , and democracy are prizes awarded to people who
fight to win them and then keep fighting eternally to
hold them . 12l
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CRITICAL ESSAY ON SOURCES
The two most important sources for this study of Sergeant Alvin
C. York were two biographies of his l i fe --Tom Skeyhill , Se r geant
York -- Last of the L?ng Hunters (Phi l adelphia , 1930) and Sam K. Cowan,
sergeant YorK and H1S People (New York, 1 922) . Sergeant York --Last
of the L9ng Hunters proved to be an invaluable biography of Sergeant
York's 11fe from the time of birth in 1887 until the 1940 ' s . The
biography contained material that was actua ll y taken from Sergeant
York ' s personal diary that he kept during World War I, and it also
contained excellent illustrations.
Sergeant York and His Peop l e was not a war biography , but the
tale of the the making of a man.
It was produced under wartime
conditions ; therefore , the major portion of the book was devoted to
the battle i n the Argonne Forest that made Sergeant York famous .
Two other biographies were used for this study . Th ey were
Reverend R. G. Humble, A Christian Patr i ot--Sergeant Alv in C . York
(Circleville, Ohio , 196b) and Ethel H. T'leddle, Alvin c . York (New
York, 1 967) . A Christian Patr i ot--Sergeant Alvin C. Yor~s a l so
based on above~mentioned diary , but the religio us Imp licat i ons
were over- emphasized to a certain extent . Alvin C . York , found in
juvenile lite ra t ure , was a simple biograph y , provIding a great dea l
of interest f or the children of Amer i ca .
The two interviews cond u cted throughout the study of Sergeant
York were important sources in that they were primary sources which
revealed pe rtinent ideas about the subjec t of this paper . The
intervi ew with Howard and Betsy (York) Lowery , March 23, 197 8 ,
revealed facts relating to the war story and the family life of the
Yorks.
The interview with Mrs . Gracie Williams York, Apr il 1 3 , 19 78 ,
was very interesting as she told of their courtship, marriage , the
war story, and th~ ideals that Sergeant York lived by throughout
his life .
The art i cles that were most useful in descr ibin g the battle of
the Argonne Fotest were "Conscience Plus Red Hair are Bad for Germans ,"
The Literary Digest, LXI (June 14, 19 19), 40 - 42; A. M. Jungmann ,
"What Did Alvin C. York Do? ," Ladies Home Journa l, XXXVI (Oc t ober
1919), 64; " One Day ' s Work ," Time , LXXXIV (September 11 , 1964) , 26;
" Taps for a Quie t Hero, " Readerr5 Digest , LXXV (December 196 4) , 131 13 3 ; Robert J. Maddox , " The Meuse Argonne Offensive ," American
Historr Il lustrated , X (June 1975), 22 - 35; and "York ' s Heroic Deeds
of Wor d War I are Reprinted ," Advocate , LIX (October 8, 19 64) , 6- 8.

All of t he above articles revealed va lu ab l e in fo rmati on about Sergeant
Yo r k ' s heroic deeds of World Wa r I a n d the h o nors that h e r eceived
as a hero.
Seve ral art icle s con tribu t ed a great deal of info rmat ion that
re l ated to Sergeant Yor k's comin g home fr om the war and his accom plishmen ts in r eligion , educa tion, and world affa irs. Andrew Sparks,
" Sergeant York is Sti ll a Fighter ," The Atlanta Journ a l and
Constitution Magaz in e (t1ay 14, 1961) ~p . 6-8, 29 - 32, had vivid
illustrations of Sergeant Yo rk, his home , a n d the surrounding a r ea
of Pal l Mall, Tennessee . Sparks did a n excellent job of te llin g
about York ' s burdens after t he war.
tl Child o f Nature and of Grace ," The Li t e r a r y Digest , LX I (June
2 1, 19 19 ), 33- 34 , a nd W. W. Lo ve l ess , tlp a ll Mal l Church in Te nnes see
Started ," Advocate, LVIII (Augu st 13 , 1964), 7-11 , tended to
emp ha s iz e the religious aspects of Se r geant York ' s h eroic deeds.
Bot h articles stressed that Se r geant York coul d n ever have accomplished
his World War I feat by simply relying on h i s marksmanship skil l s ;
instead, h e was hel p ed th ro u g h it by God ' s protection.
TWo of the b etter a r t icles th a t emphasized Sergeant York' s deep
interest in the development of educa t ional faci li ties fo r t he
moun tain people wer e " York t o Uplift Mou ntain eers ," The Literary
Digest, XC (Au gust 30, 1 919) , 35 , and " Sergeant York -rsc;rea t est Fight, "
The Lite r ary Diges t, XC (July 3 , 1926), 26. These ar t ic les revealed
t h at Sergeant York actu al l y be l ieved th at he owed th e peop l e of
Pa ll Ma ll, Tenne ssee , for their si n ce r e p rid e and gratitude in him
as the hero of World War I.
As with any ot her g r eat hero , world -w ide coverage was given t o
the death of Se rge an t York . The obituari es that were releas ed in the
Lou isville (Kentucky) Courier-Journal , the New York Times, the
James t own (Tenne ssee) Fentress County Lead e r-Times , and the James t own
(Tennessee ) ~ Cumberland Times contained a g r ea t deal of valuable
information aoout Sergeant York's life . The New Yor k Times obituary
was pro bably the best source for a s h ort biograp h y of his ent i re life.
TWo articles tha t proved to be very helpful in understanding
how Sergeant York ' s family reacted to the hero -worship of the head
of their family wer e Brenda Grinstead , "Memory Lingers ," Bowling
Green (Kentucky) Park City Daily News , February 6 , 1976 , and an
article that appeared in the Mempnrs-(Tennessee) Commercial Appeal,
August 28, 1960.
Several tributes were written in b e half of Sergeant Yo r k by his
family and fr i ends . The ones that were h e l pful to this study included
the following : Reverend and Mr s . R. G. Humble, "A T ribu te to Our
Friends ," Advocate , LIX (October 8 , 1964), 3 i ri A Tribute b y Pres i dent
Johnson ," Advocate , LIX (October 8 , 1964) , 4; Reverend George E. York,
"A Tri bute to My Father ," Advocate , LIX (October 8 , 1 96 4), 4; and
Reverend Randolph Gr a h am , iiI At tended the Funeral of Sgt . Al v in C .
York ,11 Advocate , LIX (October 8 , 1964), 9 -11.
Of limi ted u se to this study were the following items :
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J . Folmsbee, Robert E. Corlew , and Enoch L. Mitchell , eds ., History
of Tennessee (New York , 1960), II; Wilma Dykeman , Tennessee (New
York, 1 975); Philip M. Hamer , ed ., Tennessee- - A History (New York ,
1933), II ; Marvin Miller , The American Dream : - Shadow and Substance
(New York, 1976); G. & C . Merriam, eds . , Webster's Seventh New
Collegiate Dictionary (Springfield, Massachusetts , 1 963) , p~389 390; Joseph Cummings , "Corporal York , General Pershing , and Others ,"
The World's Work , XXXVII (April 1 919) , 636 - 653; Cordell Albertson ,
"Eulogy to Sergeant Alvin C . York ," Albany (Kentucky) Clinton County
News , September 17, 1964; "' Gentil Knight ' of Tennessee's Hills , 1f
Albany (Kentucky) Clinton County News, September 17 , 1964 ; and
" Tennessee and Its Resources , " speech delivered by Sergeant Alvin
C. York at the California State Fair, Sacramento , Cali f ornia ,
September 3, 1939--original in the home of Howard Lowery, Bowling
Green , Kentucky .
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DAS KNARRENSCHIFF AND A SHIP OF FOOLS
A STUDY IN INFLUENCE
by

Wayne Lanham
Moral persuasions have fo~d expression in the literature of
a ll peoples and times .
Man appears unable to resist commenting
upon the actions of his fel l ow men , making t h e distinction between
right and wrong , and encouraging others to seek the morally just
life .
Authors follow this passion for defining right and wrong
through a variety of forms.
This is evident from the earliest
religious and mythological writings to the most current of presentday genres.
But as the early Greek philosophers discovered ,
morality is relative to its cultural context.
There are, of course,
certain universal ideas in the history of man's moral speculations.
The Golden Rule , or Kant ' s Categorical Imperative, has as many
quises as there have been cultures, but each literary and philosophical
movement brings new priorities, or rearranges the old ones, and
morality is recast to conform with them.
In the Western World ,
new interpretations were brought by the growth of Christianity and
the advent of Humanism.
The Age of Reason elicited a greater
emphasis on man ' s individual and social responsibility and was
advocated by such writers as Voltaire , Pope, and Byron.
Political
and social revolutions changed men ' s ways of apprehending morality.
But with every new posture came the same problem: most men knew
how they should live, but human nature with its attendant weaknesses
allowed otherwise .
Man seemed almost a fool , knowing to do right
but continuing to do wrong . How then could w~iters upbraid a weak
and vena l humankind without first acknowledging this foolishness?
Admonishment or the strictest censure had to begin by defining
man's folly.
This, then, was Sebastian Brant's purpose in writing Das
Narrenschiff.
The ship of fools as a literary motif was o l d long
before Brant ' s book was published in 1494. The image recurs
with a persistence due in part to its universal appeal as a microcosm
of the human experience.
The symbolism is both simple and direct,
lending itself with proven facility to an author's intentions or a
critic ' s exegesis .
And as may be evinced from the works of Katherine
Anne Porter and Sebastian Brant, the motif is quite flexible .
The
framework of this conceit may enclose styles and techniques as
dissimilar as the novel and a compilation of sermons.
Brant was almost certainly influenced by his predecessors who
used this metaphor , l but we have a direct acknowledgement of Brant ' s
influence on Katherine Anne Porter in the prefatory remarks to her
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nove l.
She states t h at after reading Das Narrensc h iff she adapted
the image
he r novel "a s t h e ship of this world on it s voyage to
eternity. "
Proceeding fro m t his preface , it is my purpose t o
in terpr et Katherine Anne Porter ' s Ship of Fools in terms of Sebastian
Brant ' s morali z in g in his Das NarrenschIif.
This is a necessary
interpretation , for Miss Porter's novel is most often cited f or
its failures.
It is my contention t h a t an appreciation for h er book
can on l y come f r o m an admi ssion o f Brant ' s influence ; t h a t Katheri ne
Anne Por ter, like Bran t, focused attent i o n o n a large group of
foolish individuals to show in contrast those few characters
possessing moral consciousness .

'20

Brant was above al l a mora li st , anxious abou t his wo rld ' s
condition, 3nd in tent upon seeing it improved. He took fo r his
responsib ility the education of t h e common peop l e to the sin o f
folly . Wri ting i n the ve rn acular , Brant's grave didacticism often
degenerated into carp ing for he leveled his poetic cannon at human
foible and atrocity a like.
His was a democratic re l igion and an
egalitarian he ll . Hi s lack of proportion stemmed from what Edwin
H. Zeydel termed " the Brant ian idea that all si n s are r ed uc ib l e
to f o rms of folly ." 3
Brant ' s deprecations range from the foolishness of useless
books to pa ti ents who do not heed their doctor's counsel, from those
peop l e who spend their days i n hope of receiving a l egacy to the
amorous who sing serenades at night, through one hundred twelve
chapte rs.
But Brant not only con demned , h e also exhorted . He was
deeply religiou s and convinced that there was a right way for men
to live .
If his tone was sometimes cap ti ous , this was d ue to the
p uritanical ambience of his upbr in ging and t he se ri o u sness with
which he viewed his world's situation . It was n ot mere priggis hness
that moti va t ed Brant, but rather a f earf ul sense of impending doom .
The Ottoman Turks were advancing on Eastern Christen dom during
Brant's li fetime and t his t h reat was of apoca l yptic proportions in
his opinion.
Be lieving t hat mor a lity was God ' s ma in crite ri on for
send ing or de livering from pun i shment, Brant upbra i ded , and sometimes
prudishly, i n a thank l ess attempt to save his world fr o m the wrath
of God.
From peccadillo to perversion, Brant castigated the weak nesses of human nature as he sought to r evea l the wise path for men
to follow.
If o r igina lity was not his strength, then nei ther did
he possess a historical perspective, but as a metrical technician
his r hym ing co upl e t s have delighted readers for o ver four h undred
years.
If he fa~led to distinguish between the follies of adulte ry
and making noise in church, his convictions t h at men cou l d l ive
rightly redeems him for this oversight .
And if t~ere is a correlation between Brant 's sermonizi ng and
the theme of Miss Porter's nove l, it must a l so re v eal t hi s wise and
proper path for men to follow.
But the repeated criticism of Miss
Porter ' s nove l is her failure to develop any wholly good character.
Fo lly is not foolish if there can be no wisdom. Without a symbol
of moral righteousness, her novel i s a mere statement of condemnation.
Without any intimation that men may act rightly or nobly , her novel
is a grim appra isal o f an utterly base and hypocritical humankind.
But Miss Porter denies this dismal out l ook with the introduction of
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the steerage passengers .
Indigent and ignorant , they are striking
contrasts to the first - class passengers , who are not only physically
elevated above the steerage decks but are also socially and economi cally above the steerage passengers . Secure in their advantage,
the first class passengers assume an existential superiority, and
yet the moral consciousness of these privileged few is so suffused
with falseness and narrow egoism that Miss Porter implicitly raises
the question of whether they are truly alive . The moral distinction
between the first class passengers and those in steerage is as
pronounced as that difference between Brant ' s foo l and wise man .
Beginning her book at the ship ' s port of embarkation , Veracruz ,
Mexico, the author immediately sets a tone of prejudicial absurdity
in the descriptions of the Veracruzanos and their attitudes toward
foreigners . The natives of Veracruz see the tourists as mules from
which the last penny must be wrung.
These foreigners are cowed and
submit to the slights and indignities as was consonant with their
feelings of alienation and loss of identity in a strange land. Their
overwhelming desire is to board ship and embark as quickly as
possib l e .
Fears mount and rumors fly until the ship arrives and
they regain their iden tity from luggage and other personal articles .
Stripped of these devices and refused a status normally accorded
them in familiar surroundings, these people had been reduced to
inef fectual an xi ety. This is how Miss Porter presents her first class passengers. William Denny, a mayor ' s son from a small town
in Te x as , tried to maintain his status through condescension to the
Veracruzanos:
"He had begun by feeling broadminded: after all,
this was their country , dirt and all, and they co~ld have it -- he
intended to treat them right while he was there ."
But as is
revealed in this attitude, Denny cannot escape his prejudices .
When the Veracruzanos fail to adopt a role that recognizes Denny ' s
racial superiority ( " he had taken the proper white man ' s attitude
towards them and they had responded with downright insolence ,,, S)he
concludes that , "damn ~t all , they are inferior -- just l ook at them,
tha t is all you need."
The ethnocentricity with which Miss Porter introduces her novel
is the first example of pride and selfishness found in many of her
characters and throughout the book.
It is by no means the ex tent
of the consciousness exhibited by her other characters. While Fran
Rittersdorf , \-lho "knew well there is ever and always only one true
way of looking at any question , "7 could think only so far as who
should be allowed to sit at the Captain ' s table , Dr . Schumann , the
ship ' s doctor , revealed a penetrating insight during the course of
his rambling moral speculations. He stands out as the character
capable of rising above the pettiness of the other passengers and
members of the crew.
These other characters rank themselves beneath
him in varying degrees of moral awareness .
After the self - effacing experience in Veracruz, the rigidly
defineal roles of behavior are the focus of attention on board sh i p .
The first-class passengers devote themselves to acquiring status
and deferential treatment from their fellow voyagers. They gossip,
they argue, and they scheme . Almost without interruption , the
author e xposes the reader to one act of petty selfishness after
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another . And whil e these self- centered individuals comprise the
bulk of Hiss Porter's characters , she has a few others together
with whom are revealed three major attitudes toward their various
roles:
(I) to fulfill the role; (2) to abandon the role; or
(3) to exploit the role.
Admittedly dull , Dr. Schumann seeks to fulfill his roles as
ship's doctor, faithful husband , and believer in the Real Presence .
There seems to be a distinction between his behavior not as the role
defines it but as he defines the role. This springs from his social
overview . His responsibilities may be determined by his roles but
not his importance . His nature exists outside of role portrayal
as contrasted with William Denny who, while in Veracruz, felt
"exhausted from his efforts t~ maintain his identity among strange
languages and strange lands. "
La Condesa is a lady of the nobility being deported from Cuba
to Tenerife for political crimes. Amoral and sensual l y indulgent,
she has completely abandoned her roles as an aristocrat and mother .
Her interests seem only to be in sexual promiscuity and the p leasurable
use of drugs . She is equally indifferent both to deference and
contempt. Her character is neither strong nor resilient, but with
no qualms or conscience she successfully fulfills her desires and
alludes to a contentment that infects Dr. Schumann with doubt .
During their conversations she scoffs at his dull sense of r e sponsibility , but admits admiration for his earnest and solid morality
as she is , all the while, causing the erosion of this same morality.
As was shown in Veracruz, the majority of the passengers could
not sustain their identity without role reinforcement.
And lacking
moral responsibility of Dr. Schumann , they therefore exhibit their
ro l es to satisfy their acute senses of self-importance. The ship ' s
captain is a notable example of this categor y . His authority is so
based on fantasies of wartime command that he overreacts to minor
disturbances and leaves his subordinates thinking his directions
are as much whimsical as prudent.
I t is the concentration of role portrayal to the conf ines of
a ship that reduces-social interactions to piddling opportunism and
egregious snobbery . Herr Wilhelm Freytag, on his way to Germany to
get his wife and then return to Mexico, notes that " people on
voyage mostly went on behaving as if the y w~re on dry l and , and
there is simply not room for i t on a ship ."
whether the question
is who shall have the bottom berth or who shall sit at the captain ' s
table , these passengers employ deception or demand just ice as each
best serves his ends. Their actions often contradict their vouchsafed beliefs , yet convinced of their own rightness , the passengers
never question their shabby situational eth ics.
With the emphasis on the role consciousness of the first-class
passengers and crew, Miss Porter then introduces the steerage
passengers in radically different terms from her earlier descriptions .
Several hundred of them are standing on the pier in Havana waitin g
to board the Vera.
Unemp l oyed because of the failure of the sugar
market , they are being deported by the Cuban government back to
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their native countries .
Speaking of the mass standi n g q ui et ly o n
the pier , Miss Por t er notes the "reek of pover ty ," but goes on to
say that "the people we re not faceless:
they were all Spanish,
the i r heads had shape and meanin g and breeding, the ir eyes looked
out of b e ings who kne w t hey were alive. " IO Thi s is the hi g hest
acco l ade given t o any c h aracter in the book , and an abrupt depar ture
from t he pompous and s t er ile first class passengers. Contrasted
with the ear lier character introductions, the steerage p a ssengers
become the conspicuous embodiment of Miss Por t er ' s who l ly good
cha ra cter .
Lizzie Spocke nkeiker had been initi a ll y presen t ed as

" scre am ing like a pea hen, ,, ll the Zarzue la dance ccml?any chattered
" like a f lock of q u a r re li ng birds , " 12 and Herr Rieber is pigsnouted and "strutting like a cock.,,1 3 Even Dr. Schumann is d escribed
first for hi s handsome Mensur scar, a sign of good breedin g and
status , an obvious accesso r y to his role. But the s t eerage passengers
are beneath a ll class consciousness e x cep t the si mp l e p rin c ipl e
t h at eith e r a person is one of them or one more privi leg ed . They
li ve t he ir lives with a vital ity and appreciation t hat belies the
transparent pity fe lt for them by t he first class passengers . These
steerage passenge rs are ignorant of se l f - seeking r o l es among
themselves.
They worship t heir God and celebrate fe stival s with
animation and s i ncerity. .
They a r e the background of Miss Por t er ' s
novel to show in s harp relief the false front s and hypocrisy, t he
needless compl i cati ons and inte rnec ine struggles , of h er first - class
passengers.
These p rivi leged passengers a r e intimidated by the qui et mass
as they stand waiting on the pier . Their nebulous fear seeks
defini tion in wild r umors of overcrowding and d isease . Social
distinctions a re forgotten for the moment as the first - c lass
passe n gers ques ti on one anoth e r about this in t r u s i o n. No o ne knows
any thing about the steerage pas sengers . And so it continues
througho ut the cruise. The stee r age passengers h o l d a peculiar
fascination and pose a n uncertain threat to the upper- l e ve l
passengers . These people often gaze down at the m dur in g t h e voyage
and speculate about their conditi on . But they cannot comp rehend
their l ives nor the ir meaning.
Every action by the steerage
passengers is misinterpreted b y those on t h e upper levels , because
the first - class passengers can on ly interpre t t he quarre ls and
festivities that occur on the lower decks in terms of the ir own
class consciousness and role portraya l.
Intere s tingly e nough , the
only quarre l s that do tak e place are caused b y the anonymous man
in the che rry - colored shirt, and h e is an intruder among the steerage
pas sengers .
He i s there on ly after be ing exiled from the uppe r
decks, the indication being that the single s ubversive e l ement among
the s t eerage passengers is thi s fat man with a misp l aced class
conscio u sness . He i s a rabble rouser and preaches the need t o
escape c l ass bondage.
The fir st quarrel took place durin g a Sunday morning mass for
the steerage passengers . The fat man ' s conduct was blasphemous ,
and one worshipper could not i gnore the outrage . Th e various
comments made by the upper -level passenge rs concerning this quar r el
i ll ustrate their inability to grasp the situation . when Professor
Hutten mentions to Captain Th i e le that he was sorry to hear that
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the argument had been about re l igion , the Captain retorts , "Religion?
What do they know about that? ,,1 4 Arne Hansen, a Swede who had a
dai r y farm in Mexico , declaims while sitting over his beer :
"When
they are a ll starv i ng , in rags , shipped like cattle only not with
such good care , can you guess what t h ey find to fight about?
Religion .
My God .
They give each other b l oody noses because one
man kneels and another does not. il lS To which someone rejoins,

"Maybe re l igion is the onl y subject on which they have opinions. ,, 16
The idea of unaffected re l igious reverence is denied the
steerage passengers by the first-class passengers because it is
they who engage in false comp l iance t o proprie t y.
It is they who
worship fatuously and with one eye on their neighbor ' s conduct ,
and therefore cannot credit the lower class with any sincerity
because of their own shallow sense of middle - class superiority.
And in t ruth , the religious beliefs of the first-class passengers
would be incomprehensible to the steerage passengers, but only
because of the hypocrisy and contradiction.
The lower - level
passengers could never understand a God th at winks at their
transgression and sternly reproves another ' s sin .
The irony in this
situation is expl i cit . Miss Porter uncompromisingly reveals the
inconsistencies of her upper - level passengers against the background of mean ingful lives on the lower decks .
Responding to the quarrel with the alacrity of an eager
mi dshipman, Captain Thiele orders t h at the steerage passengers be
disarmed to reduce the risk of fUrther disturbances.
His men take
all knives and sharp-edged tools . One man among the steerage
passengers was a wood carver who made small an i mals for the chi l dren
or to se l l to the first- class passengers .
" When the officer asked
him for his knife , he somehow thought he was lending it.,,17 when
h e realized t he knife wou l dn ' t be returned and t h at h is plans for
earning some money or pleasing the children were dashed , he sat on
the l m . . er decks and c r ied .
Hi s plight was the subject of much
sentimen t al discussion by the upper passengers .
One lady even
suggested t o the Captain that he have t h e woodcarver ' s knife
returned .
Th e Captain answers her , " please do allow me to advise
you that I act from t he gravest mot i ves of responsibili ty ." lB
His exaggerated po l i~eness was due to his conv i ction that women
shou l d not ques t ion his authority and is an extant il l ustration of
his role exploitation .
Later in th~ book wh en the Huttens ' bulldog is pushed over board by the malevo l ent Spanish twins, Ric and Rac, this same
woodcarver leaps into the sea to rescue t he animal.
The dog is
saved, but the woodcarver drowns , and again t h e action of a steerage
passenger is misconstrued by the upper - level passengers .
Because
they are chained to their prejudices , the comments they make on the
woodcarver ' s sacrifice are detestable examp l es of their own inhumanity .
With the woodcarver drowning , Fran Hutten can only weep for her
sea - sick dog .
When Professor Hutten is told that his dog was rescued
by the woodcarver , h e expresses disbe l ief and asksif it is possible
that any man could be such a fool.
He then spec ul ates abou t the
woodcarver ' s motives:
" The hope of reward - - of course , but that is
too simp l e .
Did he wish to attract attention to himself , to be
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regarded as a hero? ,, 19 Another passenger says of the woodcarver
that "it is stupid t98ughtless people like that who make all the
trouble for others."
Father Garza, a Catholic priest, asks
Dr . Schumann:
"Can you imagine anything more absurd than this, that
a man jumps from a moving ship at night in mid - ocean and is drowned,
a deed of carelessness reprehensible to the last degree?,,2l This
question is a particularly apt one for Dr . Schumann. He has a weak
heart and must avoid all excitement or sudden movement, yet earlier
in the book he had just managed to prevent Ric and Rac from
throwing the ship ' s cat over board . After the twins scurried off
and the ship's cat was safe, Dr. Schumann had fe l t his racing pulse
and asked himself the same question . Duplicating the woodcarver's
selfless act, he could frankly question his motives .
Indeed, he is
the one free moral agent aboard the Vera able to reflect on his
moral responsibility . The other first class passengers and crew
members are fools.
Only Dr. Schumann can consciously choose a
meaningful existence . He is the upper - level character who can
infuse his life with the vitality of the steerage passengers; he
could share in their living celebration, but he is infected with
the renunciation of La Condesa, and his mental peregrinations
become more and more embittered as the book progresses.
"His
agitation grew as he felt the oppression of the increasing millions
of sub- human beings, the mindless grave stuff not even fit to be
good servants, yet whose mere mass and weight of negative evil
threatened to rule the world .,, 22
If Katherine Porter has stipulated her steerage passengers as
the wise and proper way for men to live, the antithesis of this is
not the narrow- minded and prejudiced first-class passengers . They
are just men and women caught up in the fabric of their social patterns
to the exclusion of identity . The antithesis is not the fat man in
the cherry- colored shirt. He is a source of confusion, but not evil.
The antithesis of Porter ' s humanism is La Condesa . She is evil
aware of itself on this ship of fools , and therefore spends her
time in moral seduction of Dr . Schumann, the pivotal character
around whom the entire scheme revolves. She undermines his staunch
morality by entreating him for drugs. She lies to him and laughingly
admits it . She defends the incestuous coupling of Ric and Rac and
cites her own childhood when she says she had all the joys of sinning
with none of the guilt. She blatantly propositions every young man
in the ship ' s crew and allows the Cuban medical students to mock
her in their half-concealed gestures and conduct. She is thoroughly
without scruples and seeks only sensual gratification . But she was
a noble woman and an aging beauty. Dr. Schumann is deferential to
her because of this, but by the time he discovers that she has
abandoned the attendant responsibilities of her status, she has
already succeeded in planting the seeds of rejection in his consciousness.
By the end of the book, Dr . Schumann has removed all kinship
wi th mankind.
In the final passage devoted to him , he thinks:
"Let
them live their own way and their own time , so much carrion to fill
graves.,,23
Miss Porter allows her pilgrim , Dr. Schumann, to be corrupted.
She commends her truly alive characters but allows them to be disturbed
by the nameless fat man. And between these evil forces at work and
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the genuine people on the steera ge decks , s he inserts the rank and
f ile fools , the first - class passenge rs.
They sail blithely a l ong
with little concern outside of their own significance. They learn edly
disc uss h istory , politics , a n d philosophy , but it is with a parti cularly middl e - c la ss de t achment , for they can on l y feel authen tic
concern for themselves.
Thes e are the people whom Brant would upbraid
for reading useless books or spending t he i r days in hopes of rece i v ing
an i nheritance -- ordinary peop le with an over-d eveloped sense of
their own importance .
Miss Po rt er ' s first-class passengers are tailored to the
sermons of Da s Narrenschiff .
Her c har ac t ers are illustrations to
it s chapte r S;-and she is as unstinting in h er rendering of the vain
and p re tent i ou s aspects of human nature as was Brant .
The Zarzuela
Company responded t o a n affro nt t o their dignity by leaving unsigned
notes on the s h ip ' s bulleti n board .
In th ese notes they slandered
t h e other passengers and instigated a gen era l dis h a rmony to satisfy
their need for veng eance.
In chapt er seven of Das Narrenschiff ,
Brant dea ls with those who would cause su c h dis cord and begins by
saying :
Who twixt two mi ll stones put his frame
And many peop l e would defame
Will suffer hurt , wil l suffer shame . 24
Lizzi Spockenkieker congratulated herself for no t having marr ied
a man wh o l ate r l os t a ll his wea lth , and to he r Brant says:
Who weds f o r naught el s e i s fain
Than growth of p r operty and gain
Will s uffer quarrels , woe , and pain . 25
In chapter thirty - fou r , which Brant enti tl es " Fools Now As Before ,"
he speaks to all the characters in Ship of Fools :
Some think t hei r wit is very fi n e ,
Yet they are geese right d own the 2ine,
Al l reason, breeding they decline.
Brant deal t harshly with his fools . He rig i d l y defi n ed their
s in s and gave as the only alternative a tota l abandonme n t of f olly .
Katherine Porter fo ll owed hi s e x a mp le.
She took a larg e segment of
her "wo r ld ' s" population and wit h Brant ' s inf l ex ibil i t y desc ribed
t h em as foo ls bu si l y engaged in construc ti ng their own h ell .
Since Das Narre ns c h iff appeared in 1494 , there has been an
average of one ed ition pr~nted every six years for a period of nearly
four hundred fifty years . 7 A book this o l d must necessari l y speak
in pre t er ite metaphors (for instance , flattery is represented as
b l owing f l our from one ' s mo ut h) , but it does not become dated in
relevance. The book ' s remarkable longevity is du e no t only to its
wi tty and quotable dist i chs , but a ls o to its timeless application .
It was in 1932 th at Miss Porter read Das Narrenschiff , one year
after her first Europea n cruise . As h er plans to write a novel were
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formu l ating , she took the same motif that Brant had used , and her
Ship of Fools was published in 1962. Acknowledging Brant ' s further
influence on her novel , we can explain the humorless rendering of
mora l pettiness as stemming from this influence and not from her
hope l ess resignat i on to a paltry existence . It can then be said
about Miss Porter as it has been said about Brant :
the
keynote , then , of Br ant ' s attitude is not contempt but concern for
it (the world~~ and a burning desire to teach peop l e to l ive in i t
more wisely ."
Ka t herine Anne Porter spans ha l f a mi l lenium in
crea t ing charac t ers that li v e the lives of Brant ' s fools , and in
doing so she reinforces the continuity of that human condition ,
saying with Brant , "Fools Now As Before ."
It • • •
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LAND APPLICATION AS A SLUDGE DISPOSAL ALTERNATIVE
by

Marilyn J. Maerker
Ultimate disposa l of wastewater sludge is a continuing problem
of balancing economic s with environmental compatibil i ty . There is
no universal solution; each wastewater treatment plant must evaluate
the alternatives that are availab l e which best meet these two
constrain t s .
Considerations for d i sposa l depend , to a large extent , upon t h e
compositio n of the sludge . Sludge composition varies with the
nature of the wastewater from which it is c o llec t ed and with the
treatment process by which it is obtained . Raw sludge results from
primary sedimentation and has a solids concen t ration of six to eight
pe r cent .
It is coarse and dewaters well but needs furt h er treatment
to stabilize organic decomposition .
Humus from the secondary
settling of a trick ling fi lte r is partially decomposed , more
homogeneous i n texture , and more di lu te than r aw s ludge . Act ivated
s ludge solids are even more dilute and fine l y divided and relatively
s t abilized by aerobic decomposition.
Concentration of solids may be accomplished by sludge thickening .
Greater concentration is desirable to save s t orage space in the
diges t er , p r ovide longer digestion , save pumping capacity, reduce
heating requiremen ts in h eated digesters , and sav! o n heat and power
requirements for oth er types of sludge treatment.
Grav i ty thickeners
are often used for primary and trick l ing filte r sludges , while disso lved
air flotat i on i s commonly used for thickening waste activated sludge
and aerobical l y d i gested slud ge . Ae r obic digestion oxidizes sludge
o r gani cs to a stable end produc t.
Further treatmen t for gravity th i ckened sludge o r unthickened
raw and trickling fi l ter s lud ge is anaerobic d i ges t ion , whereby
sludge is decomposed and stabilized by bac t e ri a in the absence of
oxygen.
In the process of digestion , bound water is released and
the resulting sludge is more concentrated .
Further removal of water is accomplished by a va riety of methods .
Cond ition ing with chemicals s u ch as ferric ch l oride , lime, and
po l ye l ectrol ytes , or heat and freezing conditioning makes the sludge
eas i er to dewater . Natural dewatering occurs when stabilized sludge
is withdrawn t o specially constructed and drained drying beds
or to simp l e excavated lagoons.
Evaporation and grav i ty dra in ing
removes water over a period of time depending on the weather
conditions , l eaving a s l udge cake of about thirty percent solids .
Mechanical means of dewate ring include vac u um filtration, c e ntri-
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fugation, and pressure filtra t ion .
Subsequent treatment may be sludge drying , which uses auxiliary
f u e l to evaporate water. This is often coupled with incineration ,
whereby s l udge is burned to an ash, greatly reducing the volume for
disposa l and destroying any pathogenic organisms . Scrubbers must be
used to prevent the emission of particu l ate matter into the air .
Several cities in the United States have had success in composting
digested sludge with bu l king mate r ial , whic h in some cases " transforms
the mate r ia l into an essenti al l y pathogen- free compost va l uable as
a soil conditioner . "2
Final disposal of solids , which could be digested sl udge , air dried septic so l ids, heat - dried solids , incinerated ash, o r compost,
is l i mited to a very few alternatives . Ocean dumping by coastal
cities will probably be curtai l ed by 1981. 3 Sanitary landfills are
currentl y used by many cities for solids disposal . Land application
of s l udge includes use on crops or pasture, and land reclamation.
Sel ecting of the method of disposal must be decided by every
wastewater treatment plant . Economics is one of the primary factors
in considering t h e various disposal alternatives . This includes
evaluat i ng the "cost of p r oducing the form of sludge for disposal ,
pre-transport storage cost , so l ids transportation costs to the
disposa l site, site storage costs~ application costs, and environmental
protection and monitoring costs. "
An analysis of the solids
composition and its impact on the environ ment must also be made.
There are three potentia l environmentally beneficia l uses of byprod u ct so l ids: organic matter i n sludge may be used to improve
soil quality; sludge nutrients such as nitrogen , p hosphorous , and
potassium could supply nutrients for growing vegetation; or the heat
content of sludge might be usable as a fue l supp l ement for nearby
industry . 5 Each disposa l alternative must be evaluated and compared
on an economic and env i ronmental basis .
Ocean disposal has been used by coastal cities because it has
been the least expensive alternative , transportation being the
primary expense . However, nutrients and organic matter are not directly
recoverable , and the environmental effect of sludge on the ocean is
mostly unknown . Some "form of trea t ment is generally required before
disposal , and some type of monitoring is now being required at the
site of dumping .
Landfi l ling i~ used for sol i d sludges and incinerated ash.
Potential hazards include decomposi t ion of organic solids which
cou ld result in odors and soil settlement , surface water contamination
from insufficien t soil cover , and leaching of s l udge components to the
groundwater throug h infiltration of surface water caused by faulty
grading and compaction. Monitoring of underground water in the
vicinity of the landfill shou l d be done before , du ri ng , and after
the fi ll ing operation.
Benefits from t h e nutrients and organic
matter are effectively buried .
Land application is the only disposal a l ternative, besides
burning as a fuel supplement , in which effort is made to recover some
of the potenti a l benefits from wastewater s l udge.
For agricultu r al
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production , the basic consideration is t o supp l y the nutrient
requirements of a crop . The sludge, with a typic a l ana l ys is of
5/2.5/0 . 4 (nitrogen/phosphorus/potassium ratio) probaby does not
have t he proper p roportion of nutrients to meet the needs of t he
crop , so commercial fertilizer must also b e llsed . 6 Dry sludge
may b e applied with p lowing to row crops during preparation of the
seedbed , or between harvesting and p l ant ing a new crop. For
forage crops , dried s ludge may be app l ied on the soil s urf ace of
a crop that has been h a rvested or g raz ed h eavily . Liqu i d sludge
can be applied to crops or forage at othe r times by field machinery
during dry fie l d conditions , by a traveling sprinkler with single
nozzle volume g un, b y center- pi vot irriga tio n machines , a nd by other
conventional irriga tio n methods .
Incorpor a tion or injection
devices used with a d i sc ha rrow make the s ludge l ess sub j ect to
erosion and runoff; they also control the odors t o a n extent.
For land reclamation , the primary p urpose of using sludge is to
increase the soil organ i c matter.
Sludge organic matter ranges
from twenty to sixty percent , whi le good agr icultura l soi l h as about
three to s ix percent organic matter.
It t akes from fifty to one
hund r ed tons of dry sludge per acre to raise the organic con tent of
one ac r e - foot of soil b y o n e pe rc ent. 7 Liqu i d or dry sludge may be
app l ied , bu t for liquid sludge , the soil must be permeable enough
to accep t high rates of application.
Residual solids s h ould be
tilled into the soil because runoff may carry l arge amoun ts of
nitrogen and p hosph orus to surface waters.
The soil s h ould have
sufficient capacit y to pre vent nitrogen con taminati o n of the ground water.
Potential deleterious environmental impacts from land app lication
can be d i vided into severa l categories. First, the r e is conce rn
about pa thoge ni c organisms , such as v i r uses , bacteria , h elminths,
and pro to zoa , which may b e surviving in the sludge . Next, toxic
elemen t co ncen trations in sludge with a l a r ge industria l component
can b e ve r y great. These e lements include a rs e ni c , boron , cadmium,
cobalt , chromium , copper, mercury, molybdenum , n ic k el , le ad ,
se l enium , and zinc . Also, sludge can be a reposito r y f or pe rsist ent
toxic compounds, such as pe sticides.
Finally , excessive nutrients
from too heavy an application can cause e nvironmenta l harm. These
con stitue nts of land app licated sludge can be transmitted b y run - off
contamina tion of surface water , infi l tration pol l ution of groundwat er ,
air carriage of spray i rr i gated aerosols , and crop u ptake of toxi c
e l e ments along with direct transfer of sludge which c l ings to the
p lant . This in turn ca n affe ct the animals that us e the water, breat he
the air , a nd feed o n the vege tati on .
To date there h as been no universal consensus for guide lines
t ha t can be used to dete rmine safe applica tion rates of sludges
and to estimate the sign ificance of toxic element concentrations. S
Guideli ne s are constructed using d i fferent criteria for assessment ;
for examp l e , t here a r e guidelines tha t
identify " accep t able sludges " by setting standards of
maximum toxic element concen t rations that can b e a llowed
in s ludges destined for la nd application . Ot h er gu ideline s
define acceptable app lica tion rates for sludges on unamende d
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soils (soils that have never received toxic element loads)
or amended soils.
Still other guidelines are designed to
help determine whether toxic elements or nutrients, especially
nitrogen, are limiting.
Guidelines that address the issue
of cadmium applications make up a fifth category.9
Studies have been made to determine the beneficial effects of
sludge on plant growth and the amount of uptake by different parts of
the plant . Much more research needs to be done in these and other
areas in order to establ i sh reasonable quidelines for sludge
application on land.
Different parts of the country will have
different soil and climate conditions which will affect the feasibility of land application.
Assuming that sludge composition, soil, and climatic conditions
are amenable to land application, a wastewater treatment plant must
still assess the economics that are involved with this disposal
alternative.
If the closest disposal site is too distant, trans portation cost could make it prohibitive.
Still, if it is cost- effective, l and application is the most
favorable disposa l alternative for sludge because of the possibilities
for resource reutilization.
However, the site must be carefully
managed, and monitoring must be done to prevent contamination of
air, soil, and water , and subsequent toxicity to plants and animals.
The Metropolitan Sanitary District of Greater Chicago has been
disposing of a portion of its sludge on previously strip- mined land
in Fulton County , since 1972. The waste-activated sludge and small
percentage of raw sludge is digested in heated, high-rate digesters
for fourteen to fifte 'e n days . Then it is pumped to barges, transported
two hundred miles down the Illinois River to Liverpool in Fulton
County, and pumped through a 10.4 mile pipeline to three holding
basins at the reclamation site. The sludge is distributed by a large
traveling "big gun" spray vehicle or incorporated into the soil with
an injection disc or plow .
Each field has a landscaped berm and drains to a field runoff
retention basin which.has a capacity to handle the hundred-year
storm for that area.
The field runoff retention basins are usually
maintained in a drawn-down condition. After a rainfall, samples
are taken to determine the total suspended solids, BOD , and fecal
coliform concentrations . If the results are within the Illinois
•
EPA limits, the basin
contents are discharged to the receiving
stream.
If not, the water is held until the concentration drops
beneath the limit.
In addition to testing the run - off from s l udge-amended lands,
the District also monitors 25 groundwater wells on the site and 18
surface-water sampling points .
From 1971 to 1974, samples from
the major stream which drains the project , above and below the area
of sludge application, actually decreased in nitrites and nitrates,
phosphorus, ammonia nitrogen , and fecal coliform after passing the
site. No evidence of groundwater contamination was detected. Virus
levels monitored at three surface water locations, from 1972 to 1974,
were not influenced by sludge applications .
During the same period,
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fish populations in reservoirs that receive discharges from sludge
amended fields , were not affected . Also, after three years of
sludge application, corn grown on the amended soil showed no signi ficant increase in heavy metal levels from corn that was grown on
non - sludge fertilized fields. 10
These results show an encouraging environmental impact of
sludge disposal by land application .
However, monitoring must
continue in order to determine the long term effects of land disposal.
Many of the municipal wastewater treatment plants in south- central
Kentucky allow their sludge to be hauled away and spread on
farmland.
But , there is no systematic analysis of the sludge
composition and no monitoring of the disposal site. Under the 1976
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act , the EPA is charged with
setting solid waste standards and compliance levels . Eventually,
guidelines for sludge disposal will be established , as they have
been for wastewater effluent discharge .
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Compost Science, XVIII, v (Sept. - Oct. 1977), 7.
3Annual Report of the Council on Environmental Quality,
Environmental Quality-1977 (Washington, D.C.:
U.S. Government
Printing Office), p. 4~
4Technical Practice Committee, water Pollution Control Federation
Operation of Wastewater Treatment Plants (Washington, D.C.: Water
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6Ibid., p. 361-362.
7Ibid., p.
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BGeorge A. Garrigan, "Land Application Guidelines for Sludges
Contaminated with Toxic Elements," Journal Water Pollution Control,
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SATYAGRAHA: MAHATMA GANDHI ' S
"EXPERIMENT IN TRUTH"
AND ITS ROOTS IN HINDU
RELIGIOUS TRADITIONS
by

Nancy Roberts
During the Indian struggle for independence from British
colonial rule at the beginning of this century, Mohandas K. Gandhi
gave leadership to what he called " experiments in truth"; in the
course of these experiments large numbers of Indian citizens
together offered non-violent resistance to government decrees in a
struggle for Indian self - rule.
Out of this struggle emerged a
technique f?r effecting social change which Gandhi called
"Satyagraha," writes Gandhi, "is literally holding
it means, therefore, Truth- force ... It excludes violence
because man is not capable of knowin~ the absolute truth, and
therefore, not competent to punish. "
Satyagraha was for Gandhi
far more than a political tool; it was also an expression of his
religious existence, for in his view, "Religion that takes no
account of pr~ctical affairs and does not help to solve them, is
no religion."
His discovery of non - violence came to him in the
course of his search for God, or Truth, a search which he engaged
in as a believing Hindu. 4 His life - mission as he understood it was
to spread "the religion of non-violence," which he believed to be
" the root of Hinduism."S Satyagraha thus grew out of Gandhi's
understanding of his own Hindu faith, particularly the teaching of
the Bhagavad Gita.
But satyagraha is not exclusively Hindu, for it
is also the result of Gandhi's study of gther faiths, including
Christianity, Zoroastrianism, and Islam.
Gandhi was influenced
as well by the writings of such men as Ruskin , Thoreau, and Tolstoy
(the last of whom he 'went so far as to designate "the greatest of
satyagrahis,,).7 But ultimately, satyagraha is not dependent upon
any of these, for it expresses the very nature of God;* "satyagraha
is an attribute of the the spirit within ... latent in everyone of
us, " while the spirit within each of us participates in that " living
Force" which is God . S
Thus, wha~ever satyagraha ' s origins in the way of Indian or
Western religious traditions and values, and however important

*1 use the term "God" here and throughout this essay as Gandhi
would use it; for a brief discussion of Gandhi ' s concept of God,
see note, pp . 4 - 5.
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their contributions are , it ultimately transcends t h ese as it is
eventually formulated and applied in the life of Gandhi . In this
paper , I have tr i ed to clar if y the essential components of satyagraha ,
both as a rel i gious quest and as a po l itical tool . Then in light
of t he Hindu religious h eri t age to which Gandhi claimed a l leg i ance ,
I have sought to de t ermine the extent to which Gandhi reta i ned the
original use and meaning of the practices and concepts which he
took over from this tradition , and the ways in which he modified
them in the process of app l ying satyagraha to the struggle for
Indian independence .
Satyagrah a:

Religious Quest and Political Tool

Gandhi first coined the term "satyagraha " in South Africa to
dis t inguish it from the me ht od of " passive resistance " which does
not exclude the use of violence as a matter of principle , but is
rather a "weapon of the weak" to be used only when violent means
are not feasib l e . Satyagraha is the vindication of Truth by bearing
suffering onese l f rath er t h an inflicting it one one ' s opponent; it
is, therefore , Ita weapon of the strong " in that it requires utmost
inner strength .
In the political sphere , satyagraha wi l l often take
the form of resistance to unjust laws ;, therefore , it " large l y appears
to the public as Civil Disobedience. " '.} The civil resister is one
who ordinarily obeys the l aw , not out of fear , but because it is
good for society. When he considers a law so unjust that he cannot
obey it in good conscience , then he break s it openly rBd quietly,
patiently suffering the pena l ty for his disobedience .
But while all civil disobedience is a branch of satyagraha , not
a ll satyagraha is civil disobedience for satyagraha is essentially
"an inward and purifying movement. "l l
It begins with self-purification and penance on the part of the satyagra h i, who " will a l ways
try to overcome evil by good, anger by love , untruth by truth ,
himsa (injury) by ahimsa (n£n - injury) . There is no other way of
purging the world of evil ." 2 The aim of the satyagrahi is never to
corece, but to genuinely convert the wro n gdoer by appealing to his
humanity; in order to do this he must believe firm l y in "the inherent
goodness of human nature, wh ich he expects jO evoke by his truth
and l ove expressed t h rough his suffering. " l
If he is not able to
convert the wrongdoer through reasoned persuasion , the satyagrahi
will seek to persuade his opponent through his own suffering ; if
the opponent still remains harden1i , the satyagrahi may resort to
such tools as civil disobedience .
For satyagraha to be successful ,
however, the satyagrahi must harbor no hatred whatsoever in his heart,
and he must be wi l ling to suffer til the end for the sake of his cause . I S
The purity of a satyagrahi ' s motives and the strength of his
character are important in any type of satyagraha , but they are
absolutely essential in satyagraha t h at claims to be religious in
nature . The means must be every bit as pure as the goal, and every
p articipant must be a practicer of the particular re l igious observance
for which t he movement is launched . Because it is first and foremost
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" a process of self-purification , " then "abso lu te belief in a h imsa
and in God is an indi spe ns able condition of s u ch satyagraha . ,, 16
An example of reli g i ous satyagraha is that which was u nder taken in
Tra van core, South India , in 19 2 4- 25 t o obta in permission for
" u ntouchabl es " t o use ce rtain roads around t he Temple ther e. 1 7
Concerning this campaign, Gandh i writes, " I would ask you to forget
t h e pol itical aspec t of the prog ramrne • .. lt is a struggle deeply
religious for the Hindus. We are endeavor ing to rid Hinduism of
its greatest blot . "l S
There we re, however , many Indians who accepted satyagr aha
solely on a pragmatic basis without adhering to any religious be lief s.
For earl y experiments with satyagra h a in South Africa had demonstr ated t h e effec tiveness of non - violent resistan ce against ent r enched
author ity , and as Gandhi continued his e xperiments in I ndia , more
and mo re people r ecognized satyagraha ' s effectiveness as a tool for
bringing about social , political , and economic change . Gandhi
himself in 1925 ag r eed to omi t that portion of the satyagraha p l edge
which read, " With God as witness , 1. .. "
accommodate those who
c o ul d not recite it in good c o nscience. l

gO

There is, howeve r, a sense in which all satyagraha is religious , *
for as Gandhi states, "Satyagraha is search for Truth; and God is
Truth . ,, 22 Beca u se He is the Fo rc e of which our li ves a r e a part,
then " he who den ies the existence of that great Force denies to
himse lf th~ use of that inex haustib l e Power , and thu s remains
impote nt. " 3 However , i f a man fears God , he will come to realize
his d ignity as a h uman being, so that unjust l aws will no longer
ens lave him; th is , fo r Gandhi, was t h e key to swara~ or self- rul e ,
b y which he meant political indepe n dence for India. 4 Gandh i claimed
that fo r him, there simp l y were no pol itics without religion, and
that he entered politics b ecause he was a religious man . 25

*In saying that "there is a sense in which all sa t yagrah a is
religious,!! I rec og nize that Gandhi did not a lways require r e l igious
belief o n the satyagrahi ' s part.
It would seem , however , that if,
as Gandhi himse l f say.s, " Satyagrah a is searc h for Truth; and God is
Trut h , " then every satyagrahi must b e in some se ns e "re li g i ous ," i f
no t in the narrow sense of conscious assent to a religious creed .
This broad defi nition of "re lig iou s " is grounded in Gandhi ' s definition
of God:
"To me Gctd is Truth and Love : God is ethi cs and morality;
God is f earlessness ... and yet He is a b ove and beyond al l these. God
is cons cie n ce .
He is even the atheism of t h e ath eist " ; He is " On e
wi t hout a se c o nd, and be yond description. ,, 2 0 Gandhi ' s s tate ments are
reminiscent of' the Vedic scriptures and early Upa ni s hads , in which
the essential self of man Oi tman ) was i de ntified with Brahman :
tithe
One , the totality of the existent and the nonexistent ... the under l y ing
truth of all that exists .. . be yond specification.,,21 Therefore , God
as Truth is latent in every individual , whatever religious belief he
does or does not profess , and Truth may manifest itself in many
differe nt ways to many different individuals.
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But whether or not t he partic ipants adhere to a specific
reli g i o us creed , a resistance movement must meet ce rtain cri teria
in o r de r to qualify as genuine sa ty ag r a ha ; o t he rwis e it may be what
Gandhi termed d uragra ha, or " stubborn persis tence. " The difference
between satyagraha and duragraha lies not in the degree of success
with which stated objectives ar e reached , but in other essential
character i stics . For ex amp le , true satyagrahis will exhaust all
possible channels for sett ling a dispute b efo re offering civil
disobedience, and will make pe r sis tent effort s to ac h ieve an
agreement wi t h out in any way humi liati ng o r harming t he opponent.
Further mo re , a sa tyagraha campaign will incl ud e positive efforts to
serve not only its members and t h e public , but even the opponent .
Finall y , th ere will b e a readiness to accep t the pena l iti es for
any i l lega l act i ons , with the resort to l ega l defense being unusu al .
Duragraha may wel l succeed in ach ieving c e rtain limited objectives ;
but no campaign can be assumed to be satyagraha simply because it
e mpl oys no overt violence . 26 For in satya9raha , non - v i olent action
must have " the coopera ti on of t he h ea rt. ,, 2
Satyagraha v i s a vis Traditional Methods of Resista nce
There are some meth ods of resistance known to the tradition
which do not involve the use of overt vio l e nc e , a cou ple of wh\ch
Gandhi employed as tools of satyagraha. But to understand f ull y
how Gand hi employed these methods a nd what mean ings he gave to them ,
we must examine how they were originally employed and understood.
Three s u ch methods ar e d harna , hartal, and fasting .
The word dharna means literal l y " holding out ." This method
was often used to bring pres sure to bear upo n a deb t o r unt i l he had
acknowledged the debt .
" Sitting dha rna " invo l ved " sitting at the
door of an opponen t wit h the resolve to die unl ess the a lleged
wrong was redressed ." Actua ll y, this method is viole n t , because it
is based on the belief tha t , s hou l d one die , o n e 's spirit will
remain to t orment the un b e ndin g opponent . 28 And even if the creditor
were n o t harbo ring hatred for his opponent , the opponent's
c a pitulation cou ld b e on l y a triumph of du r agraha , for "a satyagrahi
is always unattached to the attainment of the objec t of satyag r aha;
o ne seeking t o r ecover money ca nno t be so unattached. ,, 29
The method of dh arna was , because of its basically violent
n atur e , unacc ep t able for use as a tool of satyagraha.
Unlike
d h arna , however , ha rtal was a method wh ic h Gandh i found suitable
for use in its t ra di t ional form as a tool of sa t yagra ha . Har t a l,
which invo lve s the closing of shops and suspension of work , was often
used in Ind ia dur ing times of mourning . It r esembles a stri ke , but
its objec ti ves are di fferent ; as it was used in anc i ent Indi a , i t
was intended to draw t he attention of the Prince or King to the unpopu larity of an edic t or governmen t a l dec r ee . But like d h arna , hartal
lacks essentia l e lements of satyag raha , for a l thou gh it does not
employ ov er t violence , neverthe l ess its emphas is is primarily upon
withdrawal of coope rati on rather than upon find ing a solution which
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would benefit al l parties concerned. 3D
Another ancient practice is that of fastingi when it is used
specifically as a method of resistance, or in an attempt to persuade
someone to adopt a certain attitude , then fasting is dangerous in
that it may cause the opponent to capitulate against his will , with out having been genuinely convinced of the moral superiority of the
fasting opponent ' s position . Gandhi was well aware of this danger,
and insisted therefore that fasting as a form of satyagraha be used
only as a last resort. 3l In order for a fast to qualify as satyagraha, it "must be a genuine confession of the inner fast , an irrepressible longing to express truth and nothing but truth.,,32 Its
motivation must be love for one's opponent , without a trace of selfishness, impatience , or anger.
A fast of this nature is " coercive,"
but only in the sense that , as a spiritual fast , it inevitably influences all those who come within its zone of influence.
This ,
says Gandhi, is because through a spiritual fast taeas* is generated,
a force which purifies not only the one who is fast~ng, but also
those around him. 33 Although Gandhi distinguished satyagraha fasts
from those which are undertaken solely for spiritual purification,
nevertheless the fast undertaken as a tool of satyagraha requires
such inner strength and ~urity that previous discipline and prepararation are a necessity . 3
In fact, there is ultimately "only one
basis for the whole ideal of fasting , and that is purification . "35
There are some basic similarities between satyagraha fasts and
those known to Hindu tradition.
For just as fasting had been used
by the Vedic priest to purify himself for the ritual sacrifice; just
as the sannyasin who had renounced all worldly ties engaged in
austerities in order to generate tapes within and to withdraw himself from this world, so also Gandhi could say that " a comp l ete fast

*Tapas , literally " heat " or "fervor ," was conceived in some
ancient Rig Vedic hymns as t h e creative force at the basis of the
Universe .
It was identified originally with the performance of the
fire sacrifice , through which the entire Universe was ritually recreated. Gradually there developed the be l ief that the fire
sacrifice could be performed menta l ly with no loss of creative power,
and hence, there was a virtual identification of the worshipper with
the sacrifice. The worshipper himself was now the source of tapas,
capable of recreat1ng the Universe within himself; tapas was generated
through meditation, celibacy, fasting, and other austerities. The
concept of tapas had by this time transcended the idea of literal
heat, ,and was a~~ociated with purification as much as with
creat~ve power .
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is a complete and literal denial of se l f .* It is the truest prayer ...
All fasting, i f it is a spiritual act, is an intense prayer o r a
preparation fo r it ." 37 Hence , because a tru e satyagra ha fast is a lso
a spiritual fast , then it will be of as much religious si g ni fi canc e
as those undertaken by the Vedic priest o r t he sannyasin seeking
dir ect r e l ease from the world.
We have seen t hat another use of fasting known to the tradition
wa s that of an attempt to pe r suade an opponen t of one ' s own pos ition
(dharna , for e xamp l e) .
Satyagra h a t oo was unde rtak en for t he sake
of pe rs uas i on ; h oweve r, fast ing ' s traditiona l use as a method of
persuasion differs in essential ways from a satyagraha fast.
First
of al l, fas ting wa s often used for personal gain , for e xample , t o
r ecover money from a debtor.
However , such a mo tive would automat i cal l y disqualify any fast f r om being wort hy of the name satyagraha .
Moreove r , coe rciv e fasting in its tr adi tion al sense was sometimes
us ed as a s u bs titut e for vio len ce when violent means were not
availab le.
But t h e very ob ject of a satyagrahi when h e f asts is to
vindicate trut h by bear ing suffering in himse l f r a the r th an i n f li c t
it on ano the r; for if his cause is just , h e be lieves that the
opponent ' s eyes will be ope ned to the truth by his su fferin g (the
power of ta p as) . However , i f h e turns ou t t o be mistaken , he wi ll
have fulfi~Sed the law of love by having spared another from
suffering .
As Joan Bondura nt obse r ves , t h e very fact that Gand h i used
tradi t ional methods of resistance in o r de r t o teach the peop le of
India about satyagraha may have prevented many of them from
grasping it s full implications .
Such t raditi ona l methods a s hart al ,
dharna, and fas tin g already carried with them cer ta in con no tati ons ,
in cludi n g t h e i deas of coercion, ill - will , a n d the satis f ac ti o n of
personal ends .
These associations were bound to obscure for many
the pri nci ples essential to satyagraha : truth- seeking , l ove for
one ' s opponent , and the refusal to expect visible ga in from one ' s
e ff or t s . 39
Sa t ya :

Truth

As we have seen , satyagraha was for Gandhi an expre ssio n of
his sea r ch for Truth or God .
Says Gand hi:

*The mean ing of the phrase " denial of self" can per h aps be
b est understood in l ight of the fact that the realization of the
t rue se l f, or atman , is the highest goal of a faithfu l Hindu .
Given this ultimate goal , " denial of self " will no t be understood
as denia l of the true se l f , atman , but in the sense of tapasya ,
or self - suffering~ich in satyagraha is an expression of one ' s
commitment to Truth and ahimsa in an imperfect world ; self- denial
in this sense is actually se l f -rea l ization .
For my discussion of
tanasya , see Satya : Truth.
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The word Satya (Truth) is derived from Sat , which mea ns
' being '. No thi ng is or exists in real i ty except Tr u t h.
That is why Sat or Truth is perhaps the most importa n t
name for God-.--In fact it is more correct to say that
Truth is God than that God is Truth. 40 *
We mig ht say that for Gandhi , Sat i s the "most" essen t ia l of the
essential at tributes of the Godhead , for only where there is Truth
can there be true know ledge (cit) , and o nl y where there is true
k now l edge can there be true bITSs (ananda).
" Hence ," h e concludes ,
"we know God as Sa t- ci t-a nandi ~ One who comb ine s in Himself
Tru th, Knowledge , and Bliss."
Gand hi's identification of God with Truth has c l ea r ethical
imp lications , for God , says Gandhi , "i s the very i mage of the
v ow .
God wou l d cease to be God if He swerved from his own laws
even by a hair ' s breadth . .,4 3 Therefore , an important part of a
satyagrahi ' s training will be adherence to vows, such as ahimsa ,
(non- injury) , chastity , and non - possession. Adherence t o such vows
is a necessary step on the pa th to self - purification and selfr ealiza t ion (i.e. the rea l ization of God within one ' s se l f) . Once
one has devo t ed his life enti rel y to Truth, t h en obedience t o a l l
ot h er rules for correct li vi n g will come without effort .
Truth was understood in et h ica l terms b y early Indian philos op h e rs as we ll:
Satyannasti paro dharmah , " Ther e i s no reli g i o n or
d u ty greater than Truth ." In Manu's classification of duties ,
satya is li s ted amo ng the sadharanadharmas (duties of un i versal
scope and validity) and is understood as " veracity. " However, o n e
difference between Gandhi's satyagraha and Manu's formu l ation of
truth i n terms o f e thic a l precepts is t h at the early sadharanadharmas
tend to emphasize the pe rfect ion of the ind ividual alone . According
to Sushil Kuma r Marta , "There is prac t ica ll y no recogni tion ... of
the social duties in a pos iti ve sense . .. Even veracity does not
necessarily imply pos itive social service and it may be practiced
pu r e l y ... as absolute se lf - dedication to Truth ." 44 However , it i s
impo rtant to note that according to Manu , even the sannyas in who
renounces all worldly t ies in order to seek f in a l release, t ak ing
such vows as verac i ty , non-injury , non - possession , and celibacy,
must f ir st have li ved a full and successf ul li fe as a householder
(cf. Manu VI. 2) . Thomas Hopk i n s , in h is book The Hi ndu Religiou s
Tradi ti ons , att ributes t o Manu the view tha t "ho u seholder life is
the most impor t a nt. o f all t he a~ramas (stages in life ] because it
~
a l one leads to the production of offspring and the support of socie t y ."t
Gandhi's p ur sui t of truth through social action relies significant ly on his ' und e r s tandin g of the Bag h avad Gita; the Gita , says

*The second component of the word , IJ r aha , means " firm g r asping ";
it is a noun mad e from the ver ag r ah , whl.ch i s the root grah, " se i ze ,
grasp," with the ver b al pre fix a , "to , towards ... 41
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Gandhi, teac h es t h at every word, thought, and action should be in
the nature of yajna (sacrifice), "directed toward the welfare of
others, without desiring any return for it, whether of a temporal
or spiritual nature. "46 This is because every thi ng we have is a
gift from the Lord of the Universe , given us in order that we may
serve all Creation with it .
Yajfia as a way of life leads to
renunciation of the world.
However, "renunciation does not mean
abandoning the world and retiring into the forest.
The spirit of
renunciation should rule all the activities of life . "47 And the
capacity for the spirit of renunciation is, in turn, made poss i b l e
by t h e practice of bhakti- yoga .

Hopkins tells us that bhakti- yoga, " discipline of devotion, "
was one of three paths to the realization of God* known to the
tradition at the time of the Gita (ca . 200 B.C.- 200 A.D . ), the
other two being j~ana-~, "discipline of knowledge, n and karma yoga, "discipline of act10n ." While the Gi ta does not reject the
way of jI'lana-yoga, it emphasizes the way of karma-yoga, IIperformance
of actions without regard to their fruits ," for it is not the
actions themselves but the desire for worldy gain that keeps one
bound to this world.
The capacity to renounce the fruits of one ' s
actions comes not only through knowledge, but also through bhakti,
single-minded devotion to God.
Bhakti is the key to selfless
action , because the fruits of one ' s actions are dedicated to the Lord. 49
For Gandhi, true bhakti is the pursuit of Truth , SO and hence,
satyagraha is true bhakti .
Gandhi ' s formulation of satyagraha in
terms of the laws of Truth and ahisma, or love , was a direct outgrowth of his attempt to consistently enforce the teaching of the
Gita in his own life.
For he writes that "when there is no desire
for fruit, there is no temptation to untruth or himsa.
Take an
instance of untruth or violence , and it will be found that at its
back is the desire to attain the cherished end ." Sl Thus, only by
following the laws of truth and ahimsa can the satyagrahi remain
unattached to the object of satyagraha.
The longer he follows Truth
and ahimsa , the more detached he will become from worldly achievement~
and " freedom from all attachment is the realization of God as Truth .,, :)2

*The realization of God was often spoken of in terms of the release of man ' s essential , spiritual self, or atman, from the continuous
cycle of birth, death and rebirth.
Bondage to this cycle was the
result of actions (karma) performed in the desire for self-aggrandizement.
The path of jnana- yoga emphasized in the early Upanishads
invo l ved the attainment of knowledge, the awareness that one ' s true
self is actually Brahman:
" the One , the totality of existent and
non - existent . .• beyond name and form. " Once this awareness had been
attained there could be no desire for continued existe nce in this
world , so that at di§th , one ' s atman would return to Brahman rather
than be reembodied .
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Ahimsa:

Non-Violence

If Truth is the end of the satyagrahi's striving, then ahimsa*
is the means to that end. 53 Ahimsa, writes Gandhi, "is not merely
a negative state of harmlessness but ... a positive state of love,
of doing good to the evil-doer.
But it does not mean helping the
evil - doer to continue the wrong or tolerating it with passive
acquiescence.
On the contrary , love, the active state of ahimsa,
requires you to resist the wrongdoer by dissociating yoursel~ from
him even though it may offend him or injure him physically." 5
The attainment of a mental state of non - violence requires rigorous
daily discipline until one's thoughts , actions, and speech are in
proper harmony; it will also involve a great deal of mental struggle
as well, but this struggle leaves one stronger as a result. Therefore,
non-violence is truly a "weapon of the strong," springing ~rom
neither fear nor weakness, but from courage and strength. 5
Ahimsa is an essential component of satyagrah~f for " ... without
ahimsa it is not possible to seek and find Truth. "
This is
because Truth is to be found within the seekeri also within him,
therefore, are the enemies he must overcome:
hatred, ignorance,
and attachment to this world. The practice of violence against
external foes can do nothing but remove him further from the Truth.
Furthermore, Absolute Truth is unattainable in this life; what is
needed, then, is a standard by which to test relative truths.
For
Gandhi, this standard was ahimsa or love. Gandhi's belief in God
or Truth as the all-pervading Brahman, the One who is even "the
atheism of the atheist ," may have been what led him to an awareness
of the fundamental unity of all human beings. When the world is
viewed from this perspective , then the criterion for distinguishing
Truth from untruth in the social sphere will be human needs.
Gandhi ' s debt to the Hindu tradition in this regard may be seen
from the following passage in the Brihadaranyaka Upanishad . Speaking
of one who has corne to know the sole reality of Brahman, Yajtavalkya
says:
"He looks upon everyone as it ( Brahman) . Everyone comes to be
his Selfi he becomes the Self of everyone. He passes over all evili
evil does not pass over him.,,5B Once one has realized that he participates ontologically in the very same reality as every other
individual being, living or non-living, then it becomes unthinkable
that he should inflict injury on any living thing .

•

The term ahimsa is mentioned as early as the Chando~ya Upanishad,
and is listed as one of the five ethical virtues, the ot er four of
which are almsgiving, austerity, uprightness, and veracity.59 Later
it is classified by Prasastapada as a universal duty "not simply in
the negative sense of mere cessation from harm or injury, but also

*Usually translated as "non-violence," ahimsa is made up of the
negative prefix a plus himsa, loosely meaning " injury."
"Himsa is .•.
derived from the-sanskrit root hins, 'to injure, kill, or destroy .' ,,54
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in the positive sense of a definite resolve not to hurt a living
being."60 Furthermore, the Mahabharata, one of the great epic
poems t hroug h which a great deal of religious teaching was handed
down (and of which the Gita is a part), teaches not only that
satyannasti para dharma~there is no religion greater than truth")
but also that ahimsa para dharmah ("ahimsa is the greatest religion
or duty") .
Tapasya:

Self-Suffering

Jus t as Truth includes ahimsa within itself, so also does
ahimsa include within itself the third essen t ial element in
satyagraha:
tapasya, * or self- suffer ing.
Says Gandhi I "Non- violence
in its dynamic condition means conscious suffering ... The test of
love is tapasya and tapasya means self-suffering." 63
In an imperfect
world , where there is injustice and untruth, where one human being
is exploited by another, then dedication to Truth and non - violence
will often necessitate se lf-suffering . Self-suffering differs from
the practice of tapas or austerities primarily for the pursuit of
one's own salvation insofar as it is "directed . . . towards the moral
persuasion of the one because of whom it was undertaken.,,64 When
there are age-long prejudices based on supposed religious authority ,
appeal to reason does not always work.
Therefore, " reason has to
be strengthened by suffering , and suffering opens the eyes of
understanding . ,,6 5 In order to be fully consistent with the principle
of ahimsa in the sense of active love, then self-suffering must not
be used indiscr iminately .
In other words, Gandhi insists that
"submission to humiliation should be strictly resisted and where
necessary, the greater self-suffering of the body, even unto death,
should be invited." For the law of ahimsa dictates that the spiritual
integrity of others and onself must always take precedence over
phys ical well - being. 66
Gandhi states that the law of suffering is "an indispensable
condition of our being ... The pu rer the suffering, the greater the
progress.
Henc e did the sacrifice the Jesus suffice to free a
sorrowing world.,,67* When used in the course of a mass resistance
movement, self-suffering results in less loss of life than if violence
were used.
And not only does it ennoble those who lose the ir lives,
bu it also "morally enric he s the world for their sacrifice." 68 The
ideas of suffering, sacrifice, and purification are all closely

*See note p . 5 of this report.
*While I have no desire to contest the purity of the suffering
of Jesus , it should perhaps be noted here that this interpretation
of the efficacy of Christ ' s death is Gandhi's own understanding of
that event , rather than the author 's, and that no attempt i s being
made to put forward his interpretation as normative.
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related , having begun with the ritual fire sacrifice in the Vedic
period which generated the creative " heat " or tapas that sustains
the entire Universe.
As the ritual was internalized , the sacrifice
was identified with the worshipper himse l f , who through selfimposed suffering was ab le to generate tapas , the source of creative ,
purifying power .
This power could then benefit those around him
as well , and this seems to be the ide a Gandhi is express ing when
he speaks of the " law of suffering ."
Swaraj and Brahmacharya :

The Ideal of Self-Rule

Closely related to the idea of tapas as renunciation and self imposed suffering is that of swaraj, or se l f-rule .
In the
Brihadaranyaka Upanishad, swaraj means " autonomy of the moral self ...
where strict control is exercised over the senses . " 69 Th e word
Gandhi uses to denote self- rule in the sense of moral autonomy is
brahmacharya, normally translated " chastity " or " celibacy. "
Brahffiacharya means , for Gandhi, far more than mere sexual restraint .
Rather , " ... it means complete control over al l the senses .
Thus,
an impure thought is a breach of brahmacharya ; so is anger. ,, 70 *
However , Gandhi does at times speak of brahmacharya specifically
in terms of sexual restraint :
"All power comes from the preservation
and sublimation of the vitality that is responsible for creation of
lif e .
If the vitality is husbanded rather than dissi~ated , i t is
transmuted into creative power of the highest order. " 1 This statement ref l e9~s an ancient Tantric notion that " loss of semen is l oss
of power ."
After all, semen is tapas , because it is a creative,
vital force .
The preservation of this force is the function of
chastity . As tapas , however , semen is more t h an physical power , for
it can be " transmuted into creative power of the highest order. " A
Tantric idea underlying this statement is that through the retention
of semen , one can not only retain semen , but one can transform it into
spiritual power .
The Tantrics achieved this through special ritual
procedures , or sadhana.
For example , through breath- control and
meditation, a Tantric yogin could activate the cosmic forces latent
within him (of which semen is the manifestation), raising them to
the " thousand - petalled' lotus" in the head where pure truth, consciousness , and bliss were attained. 73 A somewhat l ess " orthodox " method
employed by some sects was the sexual sadhana , in which sexual
intercours e was engaged in without seminal discharge , by which means
semen was raised upward through the body to the brain , the seat of

*Says Gandhi :
" Charya means course of conduct; brahmacharya
conduct adapted to the search of Brahma , i.e ., Truth.
From this
etymological meaninq arises the special menaing , viz ., control
of all the sense .,, 7l
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pure consciousness and bliss . * In this way , the e x pe ri e nce of the
wo rshippe rs was transformed from physic al to purely spiritual . 74
Against thi s background , it mak es sense for Gandhi to say that
thr o ugh se xua l restraint one can transmute vi tality o n the p hys ical
level int o "creative power o f t he highest order."

I
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However , a lthough Gandhi ' s formulati o n a n d p ractice o f
brahmacharya clearly reflect certain Tantric id eas , n eve r the less the
p ur pose for which he engage d in brahmacharya as a satyagrahi was
differen t in significant ways from t hat of the Tantric yogin who
pract iced sexual restraint . First of all , the importance of
brahrnacharya as par t of a satyagrahi ' s trainin g lies in its usefulness as a prepa ration for selfless servic e and for fulfilling his
commitment to Truth and a hims a in the social sphere :
"As fa ith in
God is essential i n satyagraha, so also is bra hmac h a r ya . Without
br a hmach arya , the satyagrahi will have no lu stre , no inner strength
t o stand unarmed against the whole world ." 75 As the search for God
as Truth, satyag raha h as as its ult ima te end dire ct knowledge of
Him . This goal is shared b y the Tantric yog i n a nd t he satyag rahi;
however , for the satyagrahi, the prese rva tion of his vi t a l ene r gy
t hro ugh b r ahmacha rya h as also an intermediate goal , which i s t h e
search for ways t o t est rela tive truths in the socio- political arena .
Furthermore, we have seen that fo r Ga ndhi, b rahma cha rya means not
just sexual res tra i n t , but tot a l purity in though , wo rd and deed.
Tapas is dissipated by evil or disorderly thoughts, but " . .. pe r f ectl y
con troll ed thought is itself of the hi ghest pote n cy . .. ! f man is
after the image o f God , then he has but to will a thi ng and it
b ecomes . "7 6 Thus, t h e powe r of the sa tyag ra h i to exert moral force
in the world, and to pers uad e t hose in error of the truth in terms
of j usti ce and human dignity , is directly r e l ated to the purity of
the sat yag r ahi ' s li fe in every sphere without e xcepti on ; t his is
why brahmacharya is so essenti al to sa ty ag r aha .

The ideal brahmachari has ac hi eved a state of comp le te moral
a u to nomy or self- rule; this is t h e traditional mean ing of the term
s\'1araj . Gandh i , however, used the term swaraj primaril y to refer to

*Semen was believed t o be raised upward throug h a condu it running
from the base of the spina l c ord to the brain, known in Tantric
termi nology as the susumna . Connected by the s usumna were a number
of p rimary cente rs called cak ras o r " circles ," each one shaped like
l ot us with a ce rtain number of peta l s . Eac h lotus was the seat of
symb o ls, gods , a nd " seed-mantras " which could bring for th cer tain
cosmic realities.
This scheme desc ribes not a physical structu re ,
but a " subt l e body" d i scovered by Yog ic meditation.
Nevertheless,
t h e susumna and cakras represent real cosmic forces exis ting in the
body in latent form , which need only to be realized and act ivated
fo r man to realize his full humanity, i . e . his divinity (Hopkins, p .127).
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the ideal of political independence or self - rule for India , and it
was for Gandhi part of the Truth he was seeking as a satyagrahi. 77
Swaraj in the sense of moral self- rule is closely associated with
tapas as renunciation; swaraj in the sense of political self- rule
is similarly related to tapasya or self-suffering.
Bondurant
observes that " as swaraj came to connote the political objective of
Indian independence, so tapas came , in the Gandhian interpretation ,
to mean willingness to suffer in oneself to win the respect of an
opponent . ,, 78 This serves as an example of the way in which the
meanings of a number of traditional concepts informing satyagraha
were in varying degrees both retained and modified in accordance
with the concrete socio- political realities with which Gandh i lived
and the corresponding socio- political objectives which he sought .
We have seen, for examp l e , how Gandhi was willing to use the
traditional mehtods of hartal and fasting as tools of satyagraha,
but only in such a way as to remain fait h ful to the l aws of Truth
and ahimsa as he understood them . Gandhi ' s understanding of Truth
in ethical terms had ample precedent in Indian religious thinkers
before him, just as his pursuit of Truth through social action was
rooted in the teaching of the Bhagavad Gita.
Indeed, satyagraha
was for Gandhi the truest bhakti, the epitome of a life of sacrifice
and renunciation of worldly gain. Moreover, ahimsa, though independent, in Gandhi's estimate, from the presence or absence of scriptural
sanction , was also a real expression of the knowledge of Brahman as
the underlying reality of the Universe . Tapasya as the dynamic
expression of ahimsa is both a reflection of the ancient practice
of tapas through austerities for purification and release, and an
extension of this quest into the social sphere as a means for moral
persuasion and social change. And as a central t h eme informing all
of satyagraha , we see the important principl e of swaraj as moral
autonomy being exp r essed in the totality of human experience , in this
case, through political autonomy for the nation of India. We have
seen that for Gandhi , satyagraha is "the root of Hinduism," an
expression of his search for Sat-cit-ananda i n terms of concrete
solutions to a political reality full of untruth, ignorance , and
suffering .
It is , therefore , both a religious quest and a political
too l which roots itself in and yet transcends Hindu religious traditions.
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Encino , California:

A MAHAYANA BUDDHIST THEORY OF HUMAN PERSONALITY
by
David Surface

Of all the facets of t h e intellectual diagl ogue between West
and East, perhaps the most promising is the exchange of ideas between
Western psychology and the Buddhist philosophical tr a dition.
Most
related literature to date has concerned itself almost exc lusi vely
with drawing parallels between the Zen Buddhist tradition and
Western theories of psychotherapy. Works by Jung, Benoit , Watts,
DeMartino, and Fromm rank among the most significant. l
But apart
from these tentative explorations , Western psychology has not yet
integra ted Buddhist ideas into mainstream psychological theory as
is beginning to happen in
East , for example, with t he growth
of Japan's Morita Therapy.

1he

It seems probable that this situation is due to the Western
l ack of familiarity with the broader world-view inherent within the
Buddhist philosophical tradition .
Psychologists in the West appear
to need a wider conceptua l frame of reference to allow them to make
better use of Buddhist ideas.
Western interpreters of Buddhism
have all too often resembled the proverbial blind man who grasped
the elephant's tail and subsequently pronounced the e l ephan t to be
like a rope.
A more comprehensive view is required for a better
understanding.
This paper is addressed to the need within Western psychology
for a more comprehensive understanding of the view of human
personality inherent within the Buddhist philosophical world-view.
Several qualifications must be made before proceeding to the main
body of the paper .
First , this paper concerns itself with the
philosophical tradition of the Mahayana branch of Buddhism as
opposed to the older Theravada branch, primari ly because it is
Mahayana ideas that arj currently receiving the most attention from
Western psychologists .
Second , the view of human persona lity
expressed in this p~per is the result of an approach that treats
the Mahayana philosophical tradition as an organic who l e and
therefore cannot be wholly identified with anyone particular
Mahayana schooL
This approach is entire ly in keeping \Y'i th the
Mahayana traditibn itself which has l ong recognized the vital
interrelatedness of its own various schools of thought.
Significantly,
the central text for this paper is Asvaghosa ' s Awakening of Faith
in ~Mahayana ,
a fifth -cen tury Buddhist attempt to formulate a
synthesis of Mahayana philosophical themes into an organic whole. 4
Perhaps the most important feature of the Mahayana view of human
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personality developed in this paper is that its main focus is on a
post- adult deve l opment toward an ideal sort of psychological maturity.
Although this view does not ignore the earliest periods of the
individual ' s life , abstract phases such as " infancy ," " childhood ,"
and " adolescence " are simply not one of its concerns; anyone looking
for alternatives or parallels for Freud ' s psychosexual stages will
not find them here .
The emp hasis , instead , is on a sort of move ment of the persona l ity along a path of growth that cannot be
regimented into the fami l iar developmental phases of Western theories.
Also , consc i ous and deliberate activities such as meditative
practices are an integral part of the growth of the human personality
as described in the Hah ayana view . This element of deliberateness
should not detract from the " naturalness " of the Mahayana view of
personality growth any more than the deliberateness of "trial and
error activities " shou l d detract from the " natura l ness " of Piaget ' s
developmental theories.
The indiviudal is rarely passive in any
significant theory of personality development , and the Mahayana view
is no exception .
Finally , there will be no attempt in this paper to offer any
sort of empirical research or evidence to make the Mahayana view of
human personality a formidable contender among Western personality
theories . That is a task for other papers. Also , it is obvious
that the Mahayana view of h uman personality as presented in this
paper is by no means as comprehensive or intricate as any Western
theory of personality ; the task of this paper is not to elevate
the Mahayana phi l osophy to the status of authentic psychological
theory .
The purpose of this paper is to provide a muc h- needed
conceptual framework into which Western psychologists may fit
Mahayana Buddhist ideas concerning human personality .
The central focus of the Mahayana Buddhist view of persona l ity
is a development toward a special sort of psychological maturity
that transcends mere socia l ization.
The t1ahayanists recognize the
existence of the popular belief that human personality reaches
" maturity" sometime in early adulthood when t h e internal conflicts
of adolescence have abated and t he person is comparatively " free "
to operate in a consistent and socially acceptable manner . S Even
English ' s Comprehensive Dictionary of Psycho l o~ical and Psychoanalytic
Terms includes among its definitions of matur ~ ty, wsteady and
socially acceptabl e emot i onal behaviour " and " the mastery of effective
social techniques. ,, 6 This , of course, is not to say that all
contemporary Western psychology accepts this definition of
maturity as socialization ; it is only to describe the sort of
prevalent popular opinion that the Mahayana psychological tradition
is in reaction against .
Mahayana Buddhism contends that the acceptance of this popular
conception of the " mature " human personality is a grave error.
This
sort of socialized maturity is not the final phase in healthy
personality development in that it constitutes a re l ationship between
the individual and the environment that is inadequate, unharmonious ,
and ultimately destructive for both the individual and the
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environment .
This state , roughly speaking , is known to Mahayana
Buddhists as " nonenlightenment. ,, 7
There are , according to Mahayana Buddhism , further s t ages of
persona l i t y deve l opment t hat are necessary in order for the
individual to achieve a tru l y adequate and harmonious relationship
with h is environment .
Genera l ly , these further stages are k nown
with i n the Mahayana trad i tion as " enlightenment. " I t is toward
the description and cultivation of these further stages of h uman
personality --- toward t h e description and cultivation of
enl i ghtenment --- that Mahayana Buddhism directs itself .

The primary p h i l osophica l t h eme t hat prov i des the groundwork
for a Mahayana Buddhist theory of human personality is known as
" causation by common action influence ." This radica l ly organismic
pr i ncip l e asserts t h at the entire universe i s wholly correlat i ve
and i nterdependent .
Since al l things are produced by a combination
of cau ses , nothing has absolute l y independent existence ; there are
no independent things .
Al l things exist mutually dependent on
each other in that they are the cause for other t h in g § and also
undergo the effects of the e x istence of other things .
Th i s is
al so t h e mean ing of the Mahayana term " vo i d " or , in Sanskrit ,
" sunya " ; all things are " void ll of independent existence . 9
The theme of causation by common action inf l uence may be
crudely i llustra t ed in this fashion --A h uma n be i ng can ex i st on l y i n a certain type of c li mate wh ich
requires a ce rta i n t ype of atmosphere .
This atmosp here , i n turn ,
can o nly e xist on a ce r tain type of p l anet t h at must occupy a
speci f i c ro l e wit h i n a certain type of so l ar system.
Li kewise , this
so l ar system requires a particu l ar type of sun wh ich , in turn ,
depends upon an inf ini te number of i nterdependent factors .
Mahayana Buddhism accepts t h e logica l consequence o f adopting
suc h a radica ll y o r ganismi c viewpo i nt ; it sees the ent i re universe
as an organism .
Although it is not the task of this paper to
bui l d a case for the empir i cal veracity of the Mahayana phi l osophy ,
perhaps i t wou l d be i mportant at this po i nt to i nterject a response
t o one particu l ar possible criticism of the theme of causation by
commo n action influence.
If the radically organismic Mahayana
v i e wpo i nt is to be criticized as being " far - fetched ," such cr i t i c i sm
wi l l be strictly anthropomorphic .
If one ' s own actions and the
act i ons of t he stad . seem " remote " from one another , th i s r emoteness
wi l l be the product of a wholly relative human conception of
spatiality and temporality ; the cow wou l d no doubt consider the
relat i onship be~ween the g r ass that she eats and the mi l k that s h e
g i ves to be " remote " and " far - fetched " as well .
On a more immediately famil i ar l evel , causation by common
action inf l uence has great significance for the development of
human personalities.
As the formation of human peronality is primarily
an attempt to come to terms effectively with the environment , what ever form the personality takes will depend largely upon the nature
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of the environment. Likewise, because humans possess the ability to
influence their own environment , they can ultimately exert g reat
influence over their own personalities.

I

Other humans constitute a ma jor part of the environment for
the developing personali ty.
Thus, the actions and attitudes of
othe rs exert great influence on the deve l opment of our own
personalities, not only during childhood but throughout our entire
lives as well.
Likewise, our exerting a vital inf l uence upon the
pe rsonalities of those around us , in turn influences the manner
in which these o ther personalities influence our own, and so on .

(

Thus , within the radically organismic viewpoint of Mahayana
Buddhist philosophy, a ll human personalities are ult imate ly i nterdependen t.
This idea is expressed in the much-misunderstood Buddhist
concept of " no-self " or , in Sanskrit , " pudgalasunyata . ,, 10
" No-self" is the logical result of subjecting the human self
to the principle of causa tion by common a ction influence.
This
sub- principle does not deny the efficacy of individual human vo lition
or the lo g i cal p rivacy of men tal even ts.
Indeed, there is a sense
in which Mahayana Buddhism does not rule out the e xist ence of the
self at all ; what it does rule out is the existence of a se lf that
is completely independen t.
Thus , the " individual sel f " is seen as
a convenient abstraction imposed upon the absolutely organismic
state of all exis ten ce .
The most important motivationa l concept within MahaiIna Buddhist
philosophy is the principle known as "Serenity o f Mind."
In the
phrase "Serenity of Mind , " the word " Mind " is not meant to denote
any particular individual self.
It is , instead , a verbal symbol fo r
the entire fa th om less comp l ex of interdependen t entities and events
of which all "individual " human minds are an organic part . This
pri nciple asserts that this universal Mind , like any other organis m,
naturally seeks a state of equilibrium , quietude , and harmony . It
may be possible to see Serenity of Mind as a sort of logi ca l
development of the Freudian constancy principle in the l ight of
causation by common action in fluence; just as all "individual
organ isms " strive to avoid stress and ma i ntain a state of inner
harmony, the " abso lute o r gan ism" also strives to maintain a state
of equil ibrium.
Obviously , the princip le of Serenity of Mind may allow the
human personality to achieve a comprehensive ly harmonious relationship with its environment. Unfortunately , Serenity of Mind is not
typically a llowed to actualize itself fully, and a truly adequate
individua l /en vironment relationsh ip is rarely achieve d . To better
understand the reason for this unfortunate state of affairs , it
would be helpful at thi s point to examine the two fundamental
modes of human experience recognized by Mahayana Buddhism.
The first mode of experience may be des c ribed as anY2ytic and
is known as " discrimination " or , in Sanskrit, " v ij nana ."
The
Hahayanists recognize that much of the way in which we experience
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the world is constructed to suit our immediate needs.
For the
purposes of immediate biological survival , a distinct subject object differentiation is required . We therefore learn to
experience the world as a collection of separate and more or less
independent things . We deve l op abstract systems of language and
logic that both corne from and reinforce this analytically atomistic
view of the world by symbolically making events and entities
distinctly separate. The analytic world - view grasped by vijnana
is known in Sanskrit as " samsara. ,,13 Once again , the purpose of
this analytically atomistic mode of experience is immediate ,
individual biological survival.
The second mode of experience recognized by Mahayana Buddhism
may be described as holistic and is known in Sanskrit as " prajna . ,, 14
The Mahayanists contend that we are not limited to the analytic
mode of experience. Since the analytic mode of experience is largely
constructed or "learned ," the Mahayanists contend that it can be
" un-learned " (though not discarded entirely) for a vital existential
experience of the vital interdependence of all things . Through
various mental and physical disciplines which will be discussed
later in this paper , the capacity for holistic experience is
cultivated , giving a deep sense of existential urgency to the need
to avoid violating the organic relationship between all entit i es
and events.
Existence in its essentially ho li stic and pre- categorical
state is known as " Suchness " or, in Sanskrit , " Tathata .,, 15 The
world-view in which prajna grasps tathata is known in Sanskrit
as " nirvana . ,,16 Whereas the purpose of the analytic mode of
experience is immediate and individual survival , the purpose of
the holistic mode of experience may be seen as long - term ,
comprehensive , corporate survival and harmony.
An important maxim of Hahayana Buddhism states that " Mind is
where Suchness engages the realm of being.,,17 This is a statement
of the existential dilemma of humanitYi human consciousness exists
at the intersection of the ana l ytic and the holistic modes of
e xperience . We necessarily participate in Suchness --- the absolute
holism --- but largely owe our existence to analytic consciousness.
The task of reconciling these two modes of experience is not easy
and is rarely accomplished in a comprehensive and satisfactory manner.
Mahayana Buddhism accounts for this widespread failure in
terms of ~~ principle of "ego-clinging," known in Sanskrit as
" advidya. "
Ego - clinging is best defined as the human tendency to
remain in an unenlightened state because of an erronecus sense of
total identif~cation with the analytic mode of reality.
The analytic mode of experience does not, however , in and of
itself constitute nonenlightenment; it is the erroneous sense of
total identification with ana l ytic consciousness (vijnana) and t h e
analytic mode of existence (samsara) that constitutes nonenlightenment.
Thus , the egO - Clinging personality is the result of an over-
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emphasis o n v~J nana and a severe neglec t of prajna . But rather than
representing a "deviati o n" as understood by much of modern psychology
ego-cling ing is the norm for the vas t maj ority o f adult human
'
personalities and i s the refore n ot a "deviation" in the conunon sense
of t h e t erm . Even so, it is still u nheal thy in that it causes the
human pe r sonali ty t o stop short of deve l op in g a compre hensively
adequa t e relationship with the enviro nme n t.

~
~

But h ow i s it that human personality so cons i sten tly becomes
arrested at th i s u lti mately unsatisfactory stage? Exactly how
does ego-clinging work in t he human s ituation?
Humans group together and establish societies in orde r to
relate more effectively to their environment. Unfort unately,
human understanding of the world i s t yp ically at a primitive and
unrealistic level at the time during which these societies are
being initially formed . There fore , each society often develops with
many p ractices, institutions , and p resuppos itions at its core that
are u ltima te ly in conf li ct with the society ' s vital relationship
with the environmen t .

Ideally, as the society matures and human knowledge abo ut the
world becomes more sop h is ticate d and realistic, the society shou l d
c han ge those central pr in ciples t ha t place it in conflict with t h e
world; speci fically , it shou l d abandon the i llusion that it i s
somehow autonomous --- it should seek a more compre h ensive ly
adequate relationship with the envi r o nme n t .
But, unfortunately, this is not typically the case .
Despi t e
the intellectual understand in g that many of its practices and
attitudes are destructive t o both i tse l f and t he environment , a
society will t ypica lly c ontinue in those p r actices in orde r to
avoid t he immediate sort of stre ss and anxiety invo lved in a
radi ca l alteration of its fundamental and familiar p rinciples.
The situation described above concerning an entire human society
may be unders t ood as a macrocosm of the individua l human personal ity
e ngrossed in ego-clinging.
Just as societies are initially formed
in order to relate effec tive ly to th e world when human knowledge
about the nature of the world is pr imit ive and unrealistic , the
indiv i d ual human personality als o b eg ins its formulation at a time
when the indi v i dua l ' s knowledge about the nature of the world is
imma ture and faulty . Thus, the individual persona li ty deve lops
with many principles at its core that are in conflict with the vita l
ind i vidual/environment re lationship.
Like the hypothetica l " ideal
society," the i nd i v idual s h ould change these aspects of his p ersona li ty that contribute toward inadequate and destructive means of
re l ating to t he world as soon as he r ationally perceives the inadequacy of these immature beliefs and behaviours.
But hu man personali t y tends to become se l f - se r v ing or egocl in ging in the way that soc i e ti es do, working to re i nforce its
initial assumptions about the nature of reality by either manipulating
or ignoring the environment . Western psychology has lon g recogniz ed
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that "neurotic " individua l s will continue to c l ing to the most
obviously destructive attitudes and behaviours rather than face
the immed i ate anxiety of a l tering princip l es that occupy foundational
and familiar roles in their personality . But Mahayana Buddh i sm
considers a l l human personal i t i es to be " neurotic " and "destructive "
insofa r as they are not yet enlightened and free of ego - clingi ng ;
nonen lightened behaviour is not as i mmediate and obvious i n its
destructiveness as is class i cal "neurotic " behaviour, but once
aga i n , this l ack of " obviousness " and " immediacy " is a strictly
anthropomorphic and re l a t ive judgment .
Let u s now look at the nature of enlightenment , the true
maturi t y of human personal ity, and how it occurs .
Th ere is widespread agreement among scho l ars of Buddhism that
the most significant concept of the Mahayana tradition is the
" Buddha- nature " or " awakened - nature ," known i n Sanskrit as
" tathagata- garbha . ,, 20 As its name indicates, the " Buddha- nature "
or " awakened - nature " represents the innate human potential for
enlightenment , for renewed identification with the hol i stic mode of
existence, for comprehensive integration of the analyt i c and holistic
modes, for achieving true maturity . It is toward the awakening and
actualizat ion of t he "Buddha- nature " that Mahayana Buddhism directs
itself.
But how is enlightenment possible? Exactly what i s it wi thin
human personality that al l ows identifi cati on with the holistic mode
of e x pe r ience and its subsequent integration with the analytic
mode? The answer given by Mahayana Buddhism i s that "original
enl i gh t enment makes final enlightenment possible . tl 2l
" Ori g i nal enlightenment may be in t erpreted in two ways. First,
it may refer to the fact that the "essence " or "ground " of every
personal ity is Suchness , the absolute ho l ism. Anoth er sense of
" o rigi n al enlightenment " may be a reference to a chronolog i cally
distinc t period in the ind i vidua l' s life , specifically the preana l y ti c mind of the i nfant . Since the non- enlightened mind bears
a powerfu l conviction t h at there is no rea l ity beyond the analytic
mode of experience , the nonenlightnened mind may well be shaken either
by an objective appea l to the existence of t he pre- analytic mind or
by actu ally awakening subjective memories of pre- analytic experience
within the nonenl i ghtened individual .
However , t he final enlightenmen t sou ght by the Mahayanists should in no way be confused wi th
any sort of regre~sive re t urn to infanti l e consciousness. This point
wi l l be discussed later in this paper.
The process of becomi ng en l ightened , k nown to M~~ayan i sts as
" t h e process of the actua l ization of en l ightenment ,"
has two
fundamental causes - - " primary cause " and " coordinating ca u se. ,, 23
Th e primary cause of the actualization of enl i ghtenment is
known as " permeation through manifes t ation of the essence of Such- ·
ness.,,23 This refers to the influence of one ' s own Budd h a - nature
st r uggli ng to be actualized from within .
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The Buddha-nature manifests i~ self within the individual in
the feeling known to Mahayanists as " paravritti " or "revulsion."24
This feeling is the product of an innate human quality of intense
distaste for alienation and separateness, coupled with a profound
longing for unity, organization, and wholeness. This feeling is
the expression of Serenity of Mind which inclines the organism to
seek a state of equi librium and harmony . When fully awakened,
" paravritti ll provides the impetus for setting out on the process of
the actualization of enlightenment.
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The coordinating cause for the actualization of enlightenment
may be identified as the environmental factors that serve to
awaken and reinforce the Buddha- na ture from within.
Once the primary cause of enlightenment is enacted through the
awakening of "paravritti," the coordinating cause of enlightenment
takes over in the form of external inlfuences meant to cultivate
the Buddha-nature.
These external influences take the form of practices performed
by beings in the process of the actualization of enlightenment.
These enlightenment - cultivating practices are known as "paramitas.,,25
Though the precisB list of parami tas varies from school to school
within the Mahayana tradition, all such practices tend to fall into
three basic categories that reflect the Mahayana concern for a
holistic approach.
The first category invo lves practices of a primari ly emotive
character. These p ractices take the form of altruistic ethical
practices that stress the vital interdependence of all things .
These emotive paramitas are meant to cultivate the ir.fluence of
Serenity of Mind within the emotive realm of one ' s personality.
The second category of paramitas involves practices of a
primarily intellectual character.
These practices take the form
of intense philosophical reflection on the vital interde pendence
of all things. These paramitas are meant to cultivate the influence
of Serenity of Hind within the intellectual rea lm of one ' s
personality.
The third and final category of paramitas involves practices
that can perhaps best be described as " trans - rational " in character.
These practices most often take the form of meditative disciplines
that are designed to suspend the workings of the analytical
consciousness and allow the individual briefly to experience
existence in its pre- categorical, holist~g state (tathata) . This
unique experience is known as "samadhi."
It is important to recognize that the med itative experience
of samadhi i s not identical with enlightenment or "nirvana" itself .
Mahayana texts are full of attacks upon those who become infatuated
with the unique meditative exper i ence of samadhi, mistake this
experience for enlightenment itself , and then reject the analytic
mode of experience as " false " or " illusory. " According to Mahayana
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phi l osophers , t h is is an irrespons i b l e error that arrests the
deve l opment of personality at a premature and inadequate state . 27
The real purpose of the trans - rational exper i ence of samadhi is
to bring about a vital and life- chang i ng sort of existential
realiza t ion of the vital i nterdependence of all things .
I t is this
li fe - changing rea li zation that brings about the effective integrati on
of the analytic and holist i c modes of experience that constitutes
fina l enligh t enment.
Real enlightenment does no t involve the
neg l ect or rejection of t h e ana l ytic mode of experience . More wil l
be said concerning this l ater.
A Mahayana doctrine that provides a good outline of the
p r ocess of the actual ization of en l igh tenment is known as " the
Triple Body of t he Buddha " or, in Sanskrit , " Tr ikaya . ,, 28 The three
d i sti nctions drawn in " t h e Tri ple Body " are meant t o represent the
wor l d - v i ews e x perienced by humans at three major stages in
persona l ity development f r om the ego - cling i ng adu l t s t age to t he
stage of fu l l enl i g h tenment.
The firs t of these world - v i ews is known as " Nirmanakaya " or
" the Transfo r mat i on Body . .. 29 This is t h e wor l d - view of the average
a d ul t human p r ior to beg i nn i ng the process of the actua l ization of
en l igtenme n t .
For the nonenligh tened individual, the world i s seen
as a col l ecti on of separ ate and mo r e or less i ndependent t h ings ,
perh aps organ i zed but not necessari l y organ i c. At th i s s tage ,
p r avr i tti i s not yet awakened , prajna is dormant , and t h ere is no
effective re l ati onship between the a n a l yt i c and holistic modes of
e xperience. The i n fl uence of ego - clinging is great.
The secon d worl d - view is known as " Sambhogakaya " or " the Bliss
Body. ,, 30 This is the world- view of the " Bod h isattva ,,, 3 l one who
is engaged in t he process of t he actua l iza tion o f en l ightenment
bu t not yet fully awakened . At this stage, paravritti has been
fu l ly awakened , prajna has been i n i t i ally awakened , but a comprehens i vely adequate i ntegration of the ana l yt i c and ho l istic modes of
e xper i e n ce has not ye t b een att ai ned . This ma y be due in p ar t to
an unh ealthy fi x atio n on purely ho l istic experience and a reac t ion
against ana l yt i c experience as was d i scussed earli er i n th i s paper .
In any case , t h e remain ing influen ce of ego-c l inging prohibits an
adequate in t egra t ion of v i jnana and p r ajna; enligh t e nmen t is n o t
comp l ete . The Bodhisattva may engage i n many fu ll y - enligh tened
behaviours , bu t he . s t i ll does so l a r gely t h rough methodica l effort
and n ot with t he pure sor t of spontan eity that comes wi t h full
en l igh tenment .
The t hird t./orld-vi ew is known as " Dharmakaya " o r " the Essence
Body . ,, 32 This i s the wor ld- view of t h e "Buddha ," "the awakend ed
one ." )3 At th i s stage , p a ravr i tti has found fulfillment in t h at
v i jnana and p r ajna have been compre h ensively integrated . The Buddh a na t ure has b een actua l iz e d , and Serenity of Mi nd is al l owed fu l l
a nd uni n hibi t ed expression .
Ferhaps it wou l d be he l pful at this po i nt to say a few things
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about what en lightenment or nirvana is not.
Enlightenment or nirvana
is not an obliteration of the senses or the discriminatory facu lties .
It is not any sort of withdrawal from the external or objective world.
Enlightenment is not the attainment of a radically altered sensory cognitive state, nor does it involve the obliteration of the subjectobject distinction.
Enlightenment does not involve the attainment
of "mystical" or "psychic" powers such as the ability to "read
thoughts " or to alter or obliterate sensations such as pain. 34 All
such misconceptions, according to Mahayana philosophers, are dU
to the failure to realize "the oneness of samsara and nirvana,"
the interrelatedness of the analytic and holistic modes of existence.
This somewhat startling claim is meant to call attention to the fact
that real enlightenment is a process of integration, not of neglect
or rejection. What then are the results of this final enlightenment?
What are the characteristics of a Buddha, a fully mature human
personali ty?
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One of the most important characteristics of the fully enlightened
individual is known as "pristha-labda-~gana" or "the wisdom that
functions spontaneously in the world."
This "spontaneous wisdom"
may be understood as the uninhibited action of Serenity of Mind as
it actualizes itself within the life of the fully enlightened
individual .
This uninhibited actualization of Serenity of Mind
creates a radical transformation of the psychological motivation for
altruistic ethical acts and attitudes.
Along with the vital
existential realization of the absolute interdependence of a ll
things, there also is realized a radical sense of identity between
one ' s own well - being and the well - being of others . Altruistic
ethical concerns are expressed by the fully enlightened individual
with a radical spontaneity and consistency that cannot possibly
be achieved through an ethical motivation that is mere l y emotive
or intellectual in character .
Thus , through comprehensively cultivating the underdeveloped
and imbalanced relationship between his analytic and holistic modes
of experience, the fully enlightened human personality achieves the
most comprehensively adequate and harmonious relationship possible
with his environment and thereby achieve maturity in the most complete
sense of the word.
There are obvious problems with the view of human personality
that has been developed in this paper from the philosophical themes
of Mahayana Buddhism.
Perhaps the most obvious deficiency of the
view described in this paper is that it offers little if any
explanation for individual differences. We are left wondering how
the Mahayanist would account for the existence of the submissive
personality , the aggressive personality, and a host of other personality types.
Perhaps the most appropriate response to this criticism
is simp ly to say that the Mahayanist is just not interested in the
psychology of individual differences , at least in the contemporary
sense of the term.
Though the Mahayana philosopher certainly does
not deny the reality of such varied human personality types , he is
interested above all in the possibilities of all human personality --in further states of human personality that have not yet become
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popular objects of study.
Apart from such meth odological criticisms , there are a l so
several philosophical objections of an ethical nature that may be
brought against the Mahayana view of human personality.
The
Mahayana view seems to place a very high value on conformi ty to
one ' s circumstances.
If this is so , certain arguments proceed , then
wou l d not the Mahayana Buddhist consider swift and utter compliance
to even the most despotic form of government and the most despicable
human conditi ons to be a sign of " health " and "enlightenment " ? Does
the enlightened personality practice such indiscriminate conformity
for the sake of conformity itself? The answer is an emphat ic "no. "
As was discussed earlier in this paper , the Mahayanist recognizes
the tendency of large social structures to become trapped in egocl i nging modes of behavior , deny their vital interdependence with
all things , and thus fall into a destructive relationship with the
environment. Since a na t ural product of full en l ightenment is
comprehensive altruistic attitudes and behaviors , the rank denial
of such attitudes and behaviors within any social structure would
be abhorrent to the £ul l y enlightened individua l .
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